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Would you like to be an IT hero?
Here’s how...

Education Technology is changing rapidly. As
an administrator, it’s your responsibility to make
sure your IT folks have the tools they need
to transform technology into an opportunity
for better teaching and learning. One of the
most important tools you can give them is
FileWave. In short, it’s a system that will save
them time and make them more efficient. It is a
management tool that will allow them to run all
the different operating systems from one place.
They will be able to increase their productivity
substantially, in many cases saving you from
having to hire additional staff.

In their language, FileWave will give them a
true cross-platform solution with a unified
front end, scalability and ease of use – all from
one easy-to-use platform. They can eliminate
all the different management tools to manage
multiple processes and different operating
systems. Your IT staff works hard for you,
and their workload can only increase as we
add technology.
Now you can give them something that will
work hard for them. It’s not often that you get
to be a hero.

For more information visit www.filewave.com or call 888-345-3928
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it*
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with maximum profits

Sweet Deal

People love our chocolate
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Super Easy
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WFC to
the rescue!
Call us today

1-800-326-6670
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*Excludes freight cost and applicable taxes.
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WHY DOES PEPPERMINT HELP
STUDENT GRADE POINT AVERAGES?

EDUCATORS...
A recent study* shows that students who use pencils infused with the scent
of peppermint achieve higher grade point averages. Peppermint is known
to improve concentration and stimulate mental alertness. So by putting
peppermint into the hands of students while they take tests,
the results show better test scores.
Scentco, Inc. has developed a product called
Smart Smencils that carry the peppermint scent.

Learn more at
scentcoinc.com/smartsmencils
or call 1-866-763-6245
* Wheeling Jesuit study reveals hidden GPA power in peppermint scented pencils. Posted: Jan 14, 2014 12:00 PM PST Updated: Feb 13, 2014 12:00 PM PST

FROM
THE EDITOR
We’ve had a great deal of discussion
about the main topic in this issue, The
Future of Education Technology. We
believe having some insight into the
future is essential. As administrators,
you are making important decisions now
based on what you think technology will
look like in the future.
In the short term, we can make
some very good predictions. According
to futurist David Houle, curriculum
will be digital, and hardware will be
mostly a throw-in to sell the content.
The hardware will become less and less
expensive, and at some point the brand or
platform won’t really matter. Connectivity
will be from the cloud, and all our
schools will be wirelessly connected
through a fast (Gigabit Wifi or faster)
broadband solution. Personally, I believe
that handheld devices will eventually be
replaced by either wearable devices or
smart glass desks that are the device.
I also believe that in the long term,
we have no idea where technology will
be. When I tried to discuss this with
David Houle, he laughed and dismissed
it as “locker room” talk. David may be
the world’s top futurist and has written
extensively about the future of ed tech.
If he can’t hazard a guess, then the future
should be pretty amazing. If Moore’s Law
holds (processing speeds doubling every
two years), then we could be enjoying
real A.I. (artificial intelligence) in our
lifetimes. Can we expect classes taught
by holograms of virtual A.I. teachers? Or
global classrooms? What about quantum
computers with neural interfaces that
analyze and
respond to
the brain’s
(nanosecond to
nanosecond)
learning process?
In the 1950s,
futuristic art was
very popular.
8
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According to artist predictions, by now
we should all be riding rocket ships or
hover cars to work, and then going home
to dinner cooked by our personal robots.
They missed all the important stuff, and
never could have predicted the Internet or
smart phones. Just like their predictions
of our time, any prediction by us of
future technology is bound to be myopic.
As compelling as the future is, we need
to make the best use of the resources we
have today. As superintendents, school
board members and principals, a large
part of our mandate is to master the
Business Side of Education. The reality
is that most of us began as teachers,
and the majority of our training is
from the education side. Few of us are
business school grads, and yet we run
districts with budgets the size of large
corporations, making decisions on
spending and purchasing, personnel, land
acquisition, construction and finance,
insurance and risk management. In
this issue of SEEN Magazine, we bring
you some very practical advice on the
business side of education from some of
the best advisors in the world. Enjoy this
information and use it. I guarantee you
will find something you can use today to
make your district’s business run more
smoothly.
Next issue, we’ll bring you in-depth,
practical resources for Managing and
Using Data. It’s often said that education
runs on data. With the remarkable
increases in technology, our ability to
gather, use and manage data is increasing
at an impressive rate. This increase brings
both benefits and challenges. We’ll look
at data privacy and security, explore data
literacy, and examine data measurement
models and the causal nature of data
management. Like to weigh in? I’d love
your input. You can email me at charles.
sosnik@seenmagazine.us, or call me at
704-568-7804. I hope to hear from you
soon.
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Developing Relationships

With Dr. Joni Samples

The Business
of Your School

Dr. Joni Samples is the
Chief Academic Officer
for Family Friendly
Schools. Visit www.
familyfriendlyschools.com.
Dr. Samples is a former
County Superintendent of
Schools, Director of Special
Education, teacher, and
the author of six books
on family engagement.
Today she provides
workshops and materials
for schools and parents
to support a collaborative
effort resulting in
better, more supported
learning for children.
“The Parent Playbook”
series specifically addresses
activities parents can do
at home to support their
children in the Common
Core Standards.
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There are times I know I would have loved being
an Assistant Superintendent for Business Services. The
numbers usually add up at the end of the day and you
can go home and not worry whether a student is going
to pass math or a teacher needs an evaluation you don’t
want to give. The numbers just might have been easier.
I didn’t choose to go in that direction. I decided
to teach regular education, then teach special
education and become an administrator and finally a
superintendent. Someone told me along the way that
if I could handle special education finance I could do
anything. I believed them. It was one of THE most
complex systems on the planet, but it’s how I learned
budgets. It’s how I managed to help those students and
teachers I’ve always been so fond of. As much as we
don’t want to believe it and try to avoid it, education
is still about business and the “m” word — money. I
can’t run a program, hire teachers, and build buildings
without money. So let’s talk business.
What do I know about my budget? Do I know
what’s in it and what is spent in the various categories?
If I don’t, I’d better learn it. I had a friend who was
a director of special education in one of the districts
in my Special Education Region. He’d sworn off the
budget years ago, and told me he’d just let his business
office handle it. I watched thousands of dollars go
other places because he let his business office handle
it. The business office didn’t have a feel for what he
needed done. They just put numbers into columns
that made sense to them, but many times those
numbers didn’t make sense to the program. Money
was lost to other programs and other districts because
my friend didn’t know where it was going and neither
did the business office.
When I run a program, I want to know where the
money is. I want to know how it’s coming in and
where it’s being spent. It’s not about control. It’s about
the most judicious use of the funds you have.
Here’s an example. Say $100 per student is being
provided for textbooks for Title I students. You have
200 Title I students in your school. That’s $20,000 for
textbooks. A business office might look at this as $100
for each student. If there are no restrictions on the
funds that say it’s one-to-one, I’d look at it as $20,000
for textbooks. If I’m already receiving funds for K-3
teaching materials, then I’ll take the $20,000 and
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designate it for 4-8 textbooks and choose ones I really
need. If I allow the business office to do the math they
might be returning one-third of the funds because the
K-3 students didn’t use it. I’ve just given away money
and materials I could be using and so could teachers
and students. I don’t believe in giving away money.
If it’s not materials, it may be negotiations between
administration and staff for salaries and benefits, clearly
a business proposition. A win-win negotiation has
always seemed the best way to go in these situations.
I would create a budget that seemed to me to be
reasonable and fair to everyone before negotiations
began. Typically there was money left in the budget
for negotiations. I would share with the negotiations
team what went into the budget and why and what was
left. The discussion then was around how we—and I
reinforce we—wanted to use the remainder. Was it to
be salaries? Benefits? Both? How to divide it? If there
were questions about why there wasn’t more money,
we went back to the income and what the budget
expenditures were that were necessary to run the
operation to see if there was more. Could anything be
left out? Typically there wasn’t, but we’d look anyway.
No hidden agendas, just the facts. Then we’d decide.
Win-Win.
Facilities are an issue and a big-ticket item. Usually
they don’t have to go through the general fund, but
many times obtaining money for buildings is not easily
understood by the community, or the board for that
matter. It’s a learning process on everyone’s part. From
the obtaining of the money, to the building project

itself, to why isn’t the money going to raises,
to how come it was designed that way, are
all questions that are a part of developing
facilities.
All of these are business items to be
determined in a school district, and we
wonder why superintendents often have a
short tenure in a district. Administrators
aren’t particularly trained for the job,
especially coming from an education/
teaching background. However, some like
this side of the world and try to blend it
with the teaching side as well.
All of the business decisions can be
made easier when your community is
working with you. From materials selection
to negotiations to facilities management,
your community saying yes makes it so
much easier than a community saying
no. Engaging your families helps the
community to say yes. Yes to more materials
and support in the classroom. Yes to
negotiations and support for the teachers.
Yes to a bond issue that will build a new
library that will be open in the evenings for
the families to use. Yes to you. I love to hear
the word yes in education and in business!

Great

change
begins with
great

ideas.
Throughout my education,
I was fortunate to have very
supportive teachers, principals
and professors. The people at
Peabody have been wonderful.
Greg Aikens, M.Ed.
special education
(visual disabilities)

Explore Our Difference
peabody.vanderbilt.edu
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CELEBRATING IMPROVEMENT

With Larry Biddle

Redefining the F-Word
in the Business of Education

Larry Biddle is
considered the founder
of Jostens Renaissance.
He has been a student
of the impact of
recognition on individual
achievement for two
decades. He served
as vice-chairman of
the South Carolina
Governor’s School for
the Arts and Humanities,
as well as a member of
the Coastal Education
Foundation at CCU.
Reach him at
4eagleship1@gmail.com
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Jostens Renaissance, begun in 1984, has enabled me to
ask three very simple questions to hundreds of thousands of
parents, students, staffulty, and adults as well as members of
our communities: “Have you ever heard, to get a good job, get
a good education?” Almost to a person all of the hands go up
... Then I ask, “Who told you that?” The responses come from
every direction imaginable: parents, grandparents, teachers,
administrators, counselors, coaches, ministers, members of
our business community, as well as newspapers, magazines,
television, social media ... it is heard from the community,
state, nation and worldwide! My third question is, “Do you
believe that knowledge is power?” Another preponderance of,
“Yes, we hear and see that everywhere, all of the time!” These
two statements not only mislead many of us but also may
cause us to overlook the inherent value in failure.
Why do we continue to direct our young people from
their early years to beyond their educational pursuits down a
one lane road rather than put them on the four lane Interstate
highway where the options are broad and deep in every lane?
The essential business strategy of all of our institutions—
homes, schools, hospitals, churches, government operations,
small business enterprises and corporations—is SALES! As my
long-time personal friend and colleague, Richard Parkhouse,
has remarked, “We are changing lives and impacting futures!
“The business of education is the business of growing our
stakeholders every day.
Many years ago after reading “Rich Dad, Poor Dad” by
Robert T. Kiyosaki with Sharon L. Lechter, C.P.A., it occurred
to me that we had been shortchanging so many of our current
and future citizens. The Niche Quadrant graphic that I have
used to illustrate the four lane interstate symbolizes four
elements for lifetime choices:
The “e” within a circle stands for an employee, which
is a person who has a job. By and large the circle represents
the limited biweekly or monthly pay received which many
times is based on the job performed rather than the value of
the worker. When students are asked if they remember their
first paycheck, many begin to understand the expectations
demanded of a job and to understand the limits of the job
system principle.
The“se” depicts those who have decided to become selfemployed — a system that rewards them for their respective
personal quest to produce and serve the needs of others. This
system is entrepreneurial in scope; many are self-motivated
because their income depends on their own individual efforts.
Focus now on the “b/o” where risk is shown as an arrow
with two points. Both the self-employed and the business
owner clearly understand that they are willing to fail their way
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to success over and over. Viewing this third quadrant for the
first time, many have asked, “Does that symbol represent body
odor?”My answer often is, “In a way it does if you are going to
build a business that expands by creating jobs for others.”
The capital “I” represents Investors — the system where
your money works for you rather than you working for your
money. Every one of us can be an investor. While conducting
a student assembly at Belhaven Middle School in New Jersey
— one of the most outstanding Renaissance schools in our
country — I asked how many students had a birthday this
year. Of course they needed a short break as well, so they all
stood up. Then I asked how many received some presents. All
hands went up again. I then asked those who had received
stock certificates to remain standing; two students remained
standing while the other 400 took their seats with some
confusion. As a nation it is time we expose the four-lane super
highway not just the one lane road.
I recently purchased a copy of “One Nation — What
We Can All Do To Save America’s Future,” written by the
New York Times Bestselling author, Dr. Ben Carson, with
his wife Candy. In chapter 12, the Carsons focus on wisdom
and knowledge. They delineate the keen difference between
the two components. They point out that many people use
the terms wisdom and knowledge interchangeably. They are,
however, quite different, and one, in no way, confers the other.
Knowledge is familiarity with facts. The more knowledge one
has, the more things one is capable of doing, but only with
wisdom is one able to discern, of the many things of which
they are capable, which should be pursued, and when, and in
what order.
They opine that wisdom is essentially the same thing as
common sense; the slight difference is that common sense
provides the ability to react appropriately, while wisdom is
frequently more proactive but also encourages the shaping
of the environment. As such, wisdom is the most important
commodity for anyone who is planning to be successful in
any endeavor. While wisdom dictates the need for education,
education does not necessarily make one wise. Dr. Ben recalls
from when he was growing up, an extremely well-educated
man, with two master’s degrees, who could speak endlessly
and eloquently on myriad subjects but had a difficult time
making a living. In fact, he frequently “would mooch off of
anyone who would take pity on him.” Conversely, many of
the greatest achievers in our society never finished college,
including Bill Gates Jr., Steve Jobs and Dan Snyder, the owner
of the Washington Redskins. While this does not indicate that
higher education isn’t desirable and beneficial, the Carsons
observe that it illustrates that the use of knowledge is more

The Niche Quardrant

important than
knowledge itself.
As a graduate
of Learning as
Leadership in Sausalito,
California, I have
continued to follow
the phenomenal
insights of Shayne
Hughes on how to
handle the “F-Word,
Failure.” He says we
must redefine failure: “We perpetuate the stigma of failure by not talking
about it proactively and normalizing it.” He reminds us that the cascade
of emotions and judgments that pour through us make us think that we
haven’t measured up in some way. Why is this so painful?
Core self-worth anxieties — we carry anxiety about our worth. When
we fail, our ego concludes angrily that these feelings are true, so we are
overwhelmed with dread and judgment.
Bruised ego fantasy — the truth about most failures in the business
world, is that they aren’t failures at all. We have only failed, in our ego’s
fantasy of being “magnificently successful ... our fear of ‘failure’ reveals
a hidden truth about what drives us so hard to succeed: not the deep
sense of accomplishment when we accomplish something, but rather the
dopamine hit of believing others admire and envy us when we score big.
Many of us in the business world sacrifice the quality of our daily life for
the carrot of success....”
Shame of silence — the difficulty of sharing our experiences of setbacks

has become so unspeakable, it seems like public humiliation. We end up
alone in our pain, unable to gain from others’ empathy, support or broader
perspectives, and at the same time, we show colleagues, friends and our
children that failure is not acceptable. Thus, by not normalizing failure, we
perpetuate its stigma.
Be Curious
When we struggle, and these anxious, painful feelings surface, write
them down. We all carry an unconscious measuring stick of judgment.
Define Learning Goals Beforehand
“Our ego would like us to show up and be awesome.” Before you
start, be honest and take stock of necessary areas of growth, then track
your progress.
Deepen Your Aspirational Clarity
As you experience setbacks or failures, and your ego frets over not
getting its dose of acknowledgement, understand that life is challenging you
to recognize and internalize what really matters to you.
Be Transparent
Failures become impotent in the light of day. New ideas spring from our
conversations. Others see our humanity and share theirs. “Vulnerability is
the birthplace of connection, and this is a powerful place to practice it.”
Our authentic goal for ourselves, our colleagues and our children isn’t to
diminish failures, but to expand the risks we are willing to take and the joy
we feel when we take those risks. When we calm our ego’s fear of failure and
its obsession with success, life becomes an open field of adventure.
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PROBLEM SOLVED

With Ruth Herman Wells, M.S.

Meet Mindfulness:

The Student Self-Help Trend Sweeping the Country

Author/Trainer/Adjunct
Professor Ruth Herman
Wells, M.S. is the Director
of Youth Change
Professional Development
Workshops. Register for
her upcoming Portland,
Oregon and Seattle,
Washington workshops
at http://www.youthchg.
com or email dwells@
youthchg.com. She also
is a popular speaker at
conferences and school
in-service workshops,
and is available for
direct bookings by
calling 800-545-5736.
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Finally, we may have a trend sweeping the country
that won’t turn your classroom upside down. In fact, it
might help keep or turn your classroom right side up.
Mindfulness is a desirable, positive mental state that
children and adults can achieve by learning to focus
on the present, while acknowledging and accepting
one’s past, feelings, thoughts and sensations. Put more
simply, mindfulness means experiencing more peace and
serenity by staying in the present moment. Part of the
goal of mindfulness is to feel less stress, worry, upsetting
thoughts and problematic feelings in the present and
from the past.
Lots of disciplines are claiming mindfulness for their
own. At the top of the list are counselors, psychologists,
psychiatrists, teachers, neurobiologists, social workers,
religious groups and people who meditate. Mindfulness
does have roots in ancient Buddhist techniques, but
contemporary neuroscientists are now avidly embracing
these methods, and are able to explain exactly where,
when and why mindfulness works so well to quiet upset
brains. Recent advancements in brain scans have certainly
contributed to the popularity of mindfulness since there
is now widely accepted, concrete data to show the efficacy
of practices that originated centuries ago.
Many schools in the U.S. have begun offering
mindfulness classes, or to at least incorporate mindfulness
techniques into student classroom management and
counseling services. So, what can mindfulness do for
you and your students? Here are some of the ways that
simple, easy-to-do mindfulness methods can make your
classroom calmer, less stressful and happier. I’ll follow up
with some example methods to get you started too.
Who Can Mindfulness Help Most?
1. Anxious, Easily Frustrated Students, and Those
Who Refuse or Don’t Complete Assignments
These students can be like pressure cookers, ready to
shut down or blow up when big or little problems come
their way. Mindfulness methods can help them better
control themselves on a daily basis.
2. Distracted Students, Those Facing Crises
These students are using all their emotional resources
to cope with the big problems in their lives. They have
very little energy left over for learning. Mindfulness can
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help them better cope, freeing more energy for learning.
Sample Mindfulness Methods
1. Focus On the Present
Students may be worrying about problems outside
of school or fearful about an exam. Redirect students to
the present moment by asking them to find three things
they can see that they like. Next, ask them to name
three qualities they like about each of the three selected
items. By the time they have provided their answers; the
original problem will be less in focus and more in the

background. Build on this technique by teaching students to stay in
the present moment and to use the “three things I like about three
things” method to stop negative thoughts.
2. Don’t Believe Everything You Think
Most students believe that if they have a thought, it’s true. Teach
students “Don’t Believe Everything You Think,” that they can cancel
negative thoughts. So, a student may think, “I’ll flunk the test.” Teach
that student to think, “Cancel” to stop having the negative thought.
That negative thought has no useful value but it can— and often
does — cause lots of problems. Students, who worry, ruminate or
obsess, may readily embrace and welcome the idea that they are not
their brains, and their thoughts are not always right. Many distressed
students appreciate finally experiencing some relief from frequent or
constant upsetting thoughts.
3. Don’t Get on the Pain Train
Students usually think that if they are depressed or worried,
there isn’t anything they can really do about it. Most believe that
bad feelings are like a bad cold, that you can’t just make it better.
Teach students that they actually do have some power over their bad
feelings. Ask them to imagine that the Pain Train is pulling out of
the station, and tell them they can choose whether or not to get on
board. Just introducing the idea that students can control upsetting
thoughts and feelings is revolutionary for some youngsters, and can
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deliver a lot of relief ultimately.
4. Take a Break
Call it meditation, or call it group experience exercises, or call it
learning to chill, but having students take time to close their eyes and
experience peace, quiet and calm can deliver huge benefits that are
now clearly documented by research. This tactic is widely accepted by
neuroscientists, psychiatrists, mental health clinicians and countless
others. If some of your students might be ticking time bombs of pentup and negative emotions, meditation time can really help.
Some of the key leaders in mindfulness are Dr. Daniel Siegel, Dr.
Daniel Amen, and Jack Kornfield. All three are prolific authors who
have many books, ebooks and audio books that can help you learn
more about using mindfulness in your classroom. Mindfulness is no
substitute for helping troubled students connect with your school
counselor or other mental health expert. Of course, you must still
always report any time you are concerned about a student’s safety.
Mindfulness isn’t a substitute for needed mental health services or
reporting safety concerns.
To get you better acquainted with mindfulness methods for
K-12 students, we’ve got a couple of printable posters that you
can use to introduce the concept of mindfulness to your class. You
can pick up the printable mindfulness posters on Youth Change
Workshops’ website: https://www.youthchg.com/teacher-professionaldevelopment-resources/.
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“This course has literally changed the way I teach!! It has invigorated and
inspired me and has given me the insights and tools needed to make
changes and improvements to my repertoire of teaching strategies. I feel
that I have been fully engaged in this course from start to finish.”
~ M. Lane (Ohio)
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Humanity is in the midst of one of the
most transformative times in history. We
are experiencing ever more rapid waves of
technological innovation and disruptions.
The speed of change has accelerated to the
point that it is environmental; we live in an
environment of change. In fact, the speed of
technological change now will be the slowest
it will ever be for the rest of your life!
It is in this context that educators,
particularly those in K-12 education, are
trying to cope with and look ahead to what
technologies will become an integral part of
education in the future and how they might
fundamentally change how we teach and
students learn.
What will the educational technological
transformation look like in the next five,
10, 20 years? As a futurist who has written
a book and spoken all across America about
the transformation of K-12 education, I
must provide a warning. If you don’t like
change, if you don’t think that education
should be open to fundamental technological
change, you should not read any further. In
fact, if that is your mindset, you might want
to consider finding another profession soon.
The changes coming are that profound. If on
the other hand, you stand with the growing
number of K-12 educators that are leading
and living technological innovation, this
might be a possible vision of what the rest of
your years as an educator could look like.
First, it is important to quickly take a
look at the larger context in which this
transformation is occurring.
We have entered a new millennium, a new
century, a new age, the Shift Age, and a new
decade, the Transformation Decade. This is
an inflection point in history, a time of shifts
and basic change.
The three forces of the Shift Age are the
flow to global, the flow to the individual and
the accelerating electronic connectedness of
humanity and the planet. We have entered
the global stage of human evolution. As
individuals we are more powerful than
individuals have ever been. Both of these
forces are amplified by this accelerating
electronic connectedness, certainly the most
powerful force in the world today and one
of the most transformative ones in history.
The Shift Age began in the middle of the last
decade and will probably last well into the

2020s if not the 2030s. As we now look back
on the beginnings of the Information Age in
the early 1970s as a time long ago, we will
feel the same when we look back on 2014
from the 2030s.
On January 1, 2010 — 01-01-10, an
interesting digital date — I posted a column
on my futurist blog [www.evolutionshift.
com] that blew up in the blogosphere more
than any other column I had written to that
point. I called the new decade 2010-2020
the Transformation Decade. The dictionary
definition of the word transformation is “a
change in shape, nature, character and form.”
The forecast was that in this decade much of
humanity’s thinking and institutions would
undergo transformation. I have found this
to be an incredibly powerful metaphor for
companies and education systems alike. As
in, if you are not changing the shape, nature,
character and form of your company/school
system, you may not have one by 2020.
If this sounds extreme, realize how much
change you have already experienced as
educators since 2010.
So we have entered one of those times
in human history where legacy thinking
collapses and in a very short time, the
world is changed and altered almost beyond
recognition. It is therefore a given that
education will be as well.
A Quick Look Back
The one room school of American lore
was the model for schools in the 1800s. This
was when America was largely an agricultural
nation. It was at this time that the school
year was largely formed. Spring break was for
students to help with the planting and the long
summer vacation was in step with this way of
life. Then as the Industrial Age took root, vast
numbers of people moved to the cities and the
K-12 system developed grades, periods and a
more structured curriculum and experience.
Desks in rows and bells that indicated the
beginning and end of classes prepared students
for the largely industrial, factory economic
model.
During this period, and up through WWII
the technology of education was largely that of
pencils, paper, blackboards, print textbooks and
the spoken word. There was little technological
innovation. Slowly, in the decades after this
war, new technologies were introduced.
Film introduced a new visual technology
and language labs introduced a new form of
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audio learning. This was followed by the early
personal computers in the 1980s and 1990s. In
the 50 years after WWII, technological change
was very slow, linear and iterative. Many of you
reading these words were both schooled in and
became teachers in this environment. So that
was the baseline experience.
Then came the Internet in the mid to
late 1990s. The recently installed computers,
thought of as individual machines, became
connected terminals. This brought the world
into the classroom electronically and live.
Anyone reading this article can remember how
much this changed the way you were taught as
students or taught your students.
At the same time the effect of Moore’s
Law took effect. Gordon Moore, one of the
founders of Intel suggested in 1965 that the
power of computing would double every 18
months and the cost of computing would
decline by half every 18 months as well. The
consequence of that was that computers could
be purchased for schools at ever lower costs and
therefore in ever increasing numbers. And they
could all be connected. Moore’s law continues
to this day.
So, from the late 1990s to the late 2000s,
the wired Internet profoundly altered the
education landscape and very quickly rendered
some technologies obsolete. Remember the
CD-ROM? Educators settled into the new
world of integrating the wired Internet into
the classroom. Then high-speed wireless came
along and all those “wired” classrooms were
outdated relics.
Then the speed of technological innovation
in education sped up. We now had high-speed
wireless connectivity for the school’s computers
and then the smart phone and the tablet were
introduced. Light, portable, personal and
all with touch screens, and all connected; in
classrooms, hallways, libraries, cafeterias and at
home. Having already moved from analog to
digital, we now moved from physical to digital
content. Content that previously was printed in
textbooks was downloadable. Assignments and
syllabi that had been handed out or spoken,
were available online as were grades.
The good news with all this rapid
technological transformation was that it was
happening in society outside the school. How
could parents or school board members who
were becoming active users of such technologies
in their lives not support them in their
community’s schools? I have consistently
heard across this country from school
SouthEast Education Network
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superintendents that this dynamic allowed them to lead broad initiatives
such as providing or requiring tablets for students, starting with high
school and working down through grade school.
The Next Five Years
In the next five years to 2020 there will be as much technological
change in American schools as there has been since 2000. This
is a tripling of the amount and speed of transformation.
Here are some of the changes that will occur in this
time frame:
The Cloud
All assigned content will be in the cloud.
Grades will be in the cloud. Schools and entire
school districts will have unique cloud storage
with access by teachers, students, parents and
administrators alike. Cloud connectivity will become
the norm.
Digital Content
Content such as textbooks and all reading assignments will
be digital, largely eliminating the heavy backpack syndrome.
Much of this content will be interactive and will allow students
to move more quickly through lessons and learning. This will drive
accelerated learning and will further break down the concept of agebased school grades. How can a school system say a child must wait until

We have entered a new
millennium, a new century,
a new age, the Shift Age,
and a new decade, the
Transformation Decade.
This is an inflection point in
history, a time of shifts and
basic change.
the age of six or seven to start to learn to read when that child has been on
touch screens learning since the age of two or three?
Business Models
Schools and school districts will pay for content — software — and
the hardware will be thrown in for free.
Digital will define the landscape, eliminating the historically high level
of content costs. The inherent high cost of physical content — which
meant students often were using textbooks several years old —will be
eviscerated. Such digital content will be updated constantly, no longer
based upon an anticipated three-year lifespan of a textbook.
This interactive, lower cost digital model will further challenge the
concept of age-oriented grade levels. A 10 year old who can matriculate
algebra? No problem. A 12 year old who is facile with languages will
surge forward via interactive self-learning and enter “high school” being
semi-fluent in three languages. This is one of the major changes that
teachers will have to adapt to. Someone who has always called herself a
“third grade teacher” will have to learn a new definition of the term.
Generations
By 2020, the Baby Boom Generation, whom I have called the Bridge
Generation when speaking or writing about K-12 [as in the bridge
between the middle third of the 20th century and now] will largely be out
of education unless they have become transformative change agents.
The Gen-Xers will be in charge and will be leading a new wave of
Millennial teachers who have grown up with rapid technological change
and will best understand its transformative possibilities for education.
These generations will lead and participate in the first major structural
change of K-12 in 100 years.
Looking Out to 2030
There currently are huge and significant technological forces starting to
reshape global society today. These forces will be integrated into K-12 in
the 2020s.
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The Internet of Things
Everything is becoming “smart.” Not just our hand held devices, but
also our infrastructure, our buildings, our clothing, our appliances and
our cars. The home, the school, the community and the transportation
systems will all “communicate” with each other. Combine that with smart
clothing worn by students and teachers and all will be connected.

Big Data
The Internet of Things, wireless connectivity, GPS, Apps and social
media will allow us all to not only be fully connected and individually
recognized but will allow massive amounts of new data to be correlated
to better learn human and thus educational behavior. The mapping
of human behavior in real time has begun. Think of this as real time
sociology and anthropology. Nothing less. How could this not change our
educational structures, behaviors and thinking?
Robotics
The field of robotics is rapidly evolving and entire new types of robots
are being created. Please think beyond the anthropomorphic view of
robots so often held. Instead think about how machines changed our
view of labor, how computers changed our view of professions. Robots
may well provide us with the first opportunity to relieve much of
humanity from repetitive labor and allow us to evolve to a higher level of
interaction, creativity and thought. Is that not part of the definition of
education?
Artificial Intelligence
This combines all of the above with ever more powerful quantum
computing and ever more personal smart devices. We may well be the
first iteration of humanity to have to psychologically adjust to the
reality of having a close to equal, if not equal intelligence co-existing

with us on Earth. If the IBM Watson intelligent computer could beat
human Jeopardy champions a couple of years ago, could not such
ever more intelligent technologies profoundly alter the education
landscape?
What all of this ever more rapid technological change means is that
educators must accept, adapt, learn and lead. Humans and humanity
— the ability to provide the “aha” moment, to open the doors of
discovery, the ability to forever change the lives of our young — will
continue to be central to K-12 education. However, it will be human
educators — interesting that this will become a new distinction —
who deeply reflect upon and explore the vast new opportunities of all
this technological change that will be front and center in redesigning
K-12 education for the 21st century. Looking back will be the same as
being lost. Lost in the new landscape of this new century.
Today, in the middle of this decade, educators more than ever
before must face the future.
David Houle is a futurist, thinker and speaker. He is consistently
ranked as one of the top futurists and futurist keynote speakers on the
major search engines and in the world today. In the last five years he has
delivered keynotes on six continents and 12 countries. He is often called
“the CEOs’ Futurist” having spoken to or advised 2,500 plus CEOs and
business owners in the past seven years. For more information, visit http://
davidhoule.com/.
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ON
THE
HORIZON
MAJOR TRENDS ADVANCING ED TECH
By Samantha Adams Becker, Larry Johnson,
Alex Freeman, Victoria Estrada, and Michele Cummins
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Unaccompanied by effective strategy and pedagogy, a new
technology risks being just another device. Many teachers report being
tasked with integrating the latest software, applications, and tools
into their classrooms — but are concerned that they do not have a
sufficient understanding of how emerging technologies fit in to current
and future learning designs.
The Need for Deeper
Learning Approaches
There is a new emphasis in the classroom on deeper learning
approaches by delivering rich content to students in innovative ways
that allow them to apply what they have learned. Project-based learning,
problem-based learning, inquiry-based learning, challenge-based
learning, and similar methods foster more active learning experiences,
both inside and outside the classroom. As technologies such as tablets
and smartphones are more readily accepted in schools, educators are
leveraging these tools, which students already use, to connect the
curriculum with real life applications.
These active learning approaches are decidedly more studentcentered, allowing learners to take control of how they engage with
a subject and to brainstorm and implement solutions to pressing
local and global problems. The hope is that if learners can connect
the course material with their own lives and their surrounding
communities, then they will become more excited to learn and
immerse themselves in the subject matter.
The school initiative Quest2Matter called for students across
Pennsylvania to devise strategies for solving both local and global
challenges. Well over 100 quests were submitted, including plans for
suicide prevention and ideas for bringing live music performances
to schools without programs for the arts. The goal for these types
of experiences is for students to learn by doing, and for them to
understand that they can effect positive change on the world, even
as students.
While deeper learning is taking place informally at after-school
programs and through extracurricular activities, more school leaders
are recognizing its value in formal settings. At Da Vinci Schools in
California, for example, students now learn on-the-job skills in work
experience programs. Similarly, Career Path High students are immersed
simultaneously in a high school completion track while experiencing
a college environment on the campus of Davis Applied Technology
College. Students have the flexibility to work at home, remotely, and
to use the on-site facilities with a competency-based model allowing
maximum flexibility to work on their own path and at their own pace.
Shift from Students as
Consumers to Students as Producers
As the trend towards more real-world learning takes root in more
schools, it is accompanied by changes in how students demonstrate
what they are learning. Students across a wide variety of disciplines
are learning by making and creating rather than from the simple
consumption of content, such as reading textbooks and listening to
lectures. Creativity, as illustrated by the growth of user-generated videos,
maker communities, and special projects in the past couple years, is
increasingly the means for active learning.
Classes that have not traditionally had creative components are
shifting to incorporate hands-on learning experiences as an integral part

of the curriculum. Establishing mutually beneficial relationships with
businesses, organizations, and public entities in the community are
promising avenues for development, and new opportunities for students
are beginning to emerge.
As an example, the Smithsonian Institution recently launched a
new 3D scanning and printing initiative. The project aims to open up
access to museums’ massive digital collections, so that schools can print
historical objects for teaching and learning. Similarly, members of the
Virtual Curation Laboratory at Virginia Commonwealth University
are seeing the educational benefits of 3D printing and modeling
by creating special lesson plans for high school history classes. At a
recent project at Clover Hill High School in Virginia, students had
the opportunity to handle 3D printed replicas of Civil War-era wig
curlers and pipes. High school students there appreciated the historical
value of the models and expressed deeper interest in learning more
information about the items presented.
Education professionals in the U.S. can also look to other countries
for successful models to emulate. The Innovative Product and
Marketing Competition in India, for example, challenged students
to critically examine their community, identify a problem, and try to
solve that problem through the creation of an innovative product. In
the process, students learned key business concepts.
Increasing Use of
Hybrid Learning Designs
As teachers and students alike become more familiar with and adept
at using the Internet, learning increasingly includes online learning
components, hybrid learning strategies, and an increased focus on
collaboration within and outside the classroom. Schools that are making
use of hybrid learning models are finding that using both the physical
and the virtual learning environments to their highest potentials allows
teachers to further personalize the learning experience, engage students
in a broader variety of ways, and even extend the learning day. Hybrid
models, when designed and implemented effectively, enable students
to use the school day for group work and project-based activities,
while using the network to access readings, videos, and other learning
materials on their own time, leveraging the best of both environments.
The flipped classroom, for example, blends the best of classroom
instruction with the best of web-based delivery, places a strong emphasis
on using school time for peer-to-peer collaboration and teacher-student
interaction, while online environments are used for independent
learning. This model may require students to watch videos at home
through platforms such as Khan Academy or engage with other webbased content, while class time is repurposed as an opportunity for
teachers to mentor individuals and groups, and for students to problem
solve and work together with classmates. The distinction is in the degree
to which the Internet components are woven into the curricular design.
In practice, hybrid learning is seen as a way to level the playing field
for rural schools by providing more access to a variety of high-quality
courses. The report,“Transforming K-12 Rural Education through
Blended Learning: Barriers and Promising Practices,” surveyed rural
teachers that took part in Idaho Learning Academy’s professional
development. Teachers indicated that incorporating hybrid learning
improved their ability to be innovative, monitor student learning, and
enable greater one-on-one instruction. By allowing self-paced learning,
teachers also reported positive correlations with quality of student work,
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interest level of students during instruction and student perseverance.
As part of this trend, virtual and physical schools are codeveloping initiatives that blend the best of both worlds. Although
primarily an online instruction provider, the Florida Virtual School
is partnering with the Christa McAuliffe Middle School to support
a fresh blended learning approach. In this project, “Christa’s Launch
Pad,” students sit on yoga balls and video game rockers while
working through online United States history modules with the
assistance of two classroom teachers.
The Rise of Games and Gamification
A 2013 study by the American Psychological Association
highlights the cognitive, motivational, emotional, and social impact
video games have on human behavior; this significant body of
research underlines the overwhelming potential of games to teach new
forms of thought and behavior. Studies like these are encouraging
the uptake of games into the worlds of commerce, the military, and
education, among others. Gamification — the integration of gaming
elements, mechanics, and frameworks into non-game situations
and scenarios for training and motivational purposes — has added
another level of complexity to discussions surrounding the potential
of games to transform teaching and learning. The gamification of
learning environments is gaining support among educators who
recognize that effectively designed games can stimulate large gains in
engagement, productivity, creativity and authentic learning.
In the last five years, games have converged with natural user
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to teach students about nutrition and exercise and to help them
establish healthy habits early on.
Last year, augmented reality (AR)-enabled glasses for education
received a lot of attention, due to the release of Google Glass.
These glasses display relevant information for users as they go about
their daily routines, allowing them to access the Internet via voice
command, communicate email replies and more. A Michigan
science teacher used Glass to make a series of bite-size videos
showing the math and science of everyday life from a first-person
perspective.
One of the most compelling uses of wearable technology in K-12
is their potential to enhance field trips and fieldwork. For instance,
wearable cameras such as the Kickstarter-funded, GPS-enabled
Memoto can instantly capture hundreds of photographs or data about
a user’s surroundings on a class trip to a museum or an off site geology
dig that can be later accessed via email or other online application.
The NMC is an international not-for-profit consortium of learningfocused organizations dedicated to the exploration and use of new media
and new technologies. For 21 years, the NMC and its members have
dedicated themselves to exploring and developing potential applications
of emerging technologies for teaching, learning, and creative inquiry.
The authors of this article conduct the research for and write the NMC
Horizon Report series — publications with an annual readership of
over three million that chart technology uptake across a wide range of
learning sectors and world regions.
interfaces to create an experience for players that mimic real life.
Gaming consoles such as Microsoft Kinect, Xbox One, and PS4
incorporate motion sensor and voice controls that offer kinesthetic
experiences that have been honed for rehabilitative and educational
purposes. Educational companies such as Kinems are developing
games to help children with disabilities. Using Microsoft Kinect
motion sensor technology and cloud-based software, Kinems offers
schools a game-based approach to help children improve their eyehand coordination, short-term memory, attention span, ability to
follow directions and problem solving.
Gamified learning environments in practice can motivate learners
to engage with subjects in an emotionally stimulating way. This can
be seen in Le Salésien High School in Quebec, where 11th grade
students are studying physics as warriors, mages, and healers in a digital
role-playing a game called Classcraft. So far the game has effectively
motivated learners to keep up with their work because of the immediate
results they see when they level up and gain experience points in the
game as opposed to waiting for their report card to see their progress.
Wearable Technology
Although wearable technology, such as Google Glass and
smart watches, does not yet have many recorded applications
in school classrooms, the long-term potential is vast. The latest
turn in wearable technology is a host of devices, including FitBit
and Jawbone UP, which are linked to the quantified self — the
phenomenon of people tracking data that is relevant to making
improvements to their health and fitness by monitoring their
activities. These small wristbands track wearers’ daily activities like
sleep patterns, steps taken and calories burned. It is easy to envision
applications of these wearables in K-12 physical education classes
www.seenmagazine.us							
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Mobile
Broadband
Stemming the
Digital Divide

Learning
Beyond
the
Classroom
By Daniel Neal
Our country is witnessing an education
revolution not seen since standardized textbooks
became the primary source of instruction in the
19th century. Technology is forcing a paradigm
shift in how teachers teach, how students learn,
and how institutions that foster learning operate.
As with any revolution, there are those leading
the charge and those lagging behind. In the
meantime, there are people who are left in the
past – in this case, millions of students — as
change occurs more quickly than our educational
institutions can adapt.
Technology Convergence: Now What?
Nationwide, school districts have been slow to
adopt technology for instruction. Up until just
a few years ago, “technology in schools” meant a
computer lab with PCs in the lower grades used
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for minimal computer instruction from a technology instructor; or a
classroom Smart Board on which teachers can project visual aids.
As prices for computing devices continue to decline and the
popularity and variety of tablets and laptops explodes, computing
mobile devices are finding their way into classrooms for regular
student use. Combine those trends with the rapid proliferation of
digital educational content and apps, and the fact that half of the
states have (or will) conduct digital assessments this year— assessments
against Common Core, such as PARCC or Smarter Balanced, and we
find that the rapid spreading of technology through the classrooms
of K-12 institutions is ineluctable. Already one-third of U.S students
use school-issued computing devices according to a Project Tomorrow
Report, and that number is expected to grow. Many more rely on
digital content and/or applications to do their school work.
As technology spreads through schools, students are eager to use
it and administrators recognize its value. But that same technology
increasingly demands mobile Internet connectivity — preferably
broadband —to be fully effective as a tool. Unfortunately, there are
still many schools without adequate wireless Internet connectivity
(i.e. on-campus Wi-Fi) to allow these devices to function to their full
capability.
As part of E-rate 2.0, the government will be spending $1 billion
per year for the next five years to bring improved wireless connectivity
to K-12 schools. As on-campus networks improve, students and
teachers will become near-universally comfortable using laptops,
tablets and digital content and applications, as part of their
learning and instruction. Schools and districts will realize the
benefits of one to one technology instructions.
The Digital Divide
The investment in on-campus wireless connectivity and
online assessment tools, and the push towards personalized
learning, is leading educators to further extend learning
beyond the classroom walls and long after the school day
has ended. Homework, electronic text books, classroom
communication platforms, access to the districts’ Learning
Management System, class research projects, and more, will
require that students have high-speed Internet access in the
afternoon, evening hours, on weekends, and even on snow
days and holidays, just as we adults have constant Internet
access in our professions. Districts will find themselves
in a quandary after spending billions of dollars for online
instructional tools that compliment improved networks and
high speed campus-based connectivity, only to find that an
average of 30 percent of their students can’t access such essential
tools once they leave campus. Currently, 100 million Americans
do not have access to the Internet at home. When the school
day ends, there are literally millions of American students who
are increasingly disadvantaged by not being connected to their
educational resources when not on school grounds.
The disparity between those who have connectivity and those
who don’t, also known as the digital divide, is increasing at an
accelerating rate.
www.seenmagazine.us							
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Connecting Outside Class
Districts with a large population of students qualifying for “free
and reduced-cost meals” will likely have high numbers of children
without broadband at home, let alone mobile broadband.
According to a Project Tomorrow report, digital equity, including
student access to the Internet outside school, is a growing concern
among district technology leaders, with 46 percent saying it is one
of the most challenging issues they face today. For many districts,
off-campus connectivity is not yet part of the annual budget;
and administrators, principals and even teachers are left with few
options. Below are a few of the more well known options for offcampus broadband.
Wi-Fi Hotspots: Schools and districts can secure WiFi hotspots, either from a company that focuses on filtered
educational broadband or directly from the wireless carriers
such as AT&T or Verizon. Mobile broadband solutions focused
specifically on providing Child Internet Protection Act (CIPA)compliant filtering will keep students safe and focused on
education-related tasks and resources anytime and anywhere: on
the school bus, at their grandma’s house, even on the sidelines of
their away game. It is important for administrators to recognize
that mobile connectivity from the big carriers is not educationspecific broadband, and does not filter out legally impermissible
and inappropriate content for students.
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recognized for excellence by U.S. News & World Report.
Work on course projects that are immediately applied in
your learning environment.
Online degree programs and/or certificates available:
• Assistive Technology
• Autism
• Classroom Technology
• K-12 Online Teaching and Learning
• Reading
• Secondary Transition
• Transition to Work
• Workforce Education and Development
Learn more and apply today at www.bgsu.edu/edhdonline
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Wi-Fi Mapping: Some school districts are making efforts to
assist families without connectivity by providing local maps that
show where free Wi-Fi might be available in the community, such
as public libraries, coffee shops or restaurants. While this may
be helpful for some students, it doesn’t address the root of the
problem.There are many places in the more affluent areas where
students can go for free Wi-Fi access, but in poorer areas—where
connectivity is most needed—it is more difficult to find. Food
deserts are typically also Wi-Fi deserts. For students who lack safe
and ready transportation, traveling to different areas of a city or a
county to locate public Wi-Fi access can be a hardship. And then
there is the obvious issue of safety. Do we really expect our less
advantaged children to be wandering the streets at night looking
for a Wi-Fi signal that enables them to do required schoolwork,
or to email a teacher with a question?

SouthEast Education Network
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“As technology
spreads through
schools, students
are eager to use it
and administrators
recognize its
value. But that
same technology
increasingly demands
mobile Internet
connectivity —
preferably broadband
—to be fully
effective as a tool.

Connect2Compete: Programs such
as Connect2Compete may sometimes
provide an affordable option for
disadvantaged families to purchase
broadband in the home, though it does
not come with a Wi-Fi router to make
it accessible to a student with a schoolissued mobile device. In addition,
districts should be aware that there
is a list of requirements—including
enrollment in the “free or reducedpriced meal” program, credit checks,
and having no outstanding payments
due to the provider— that must be met
before a family can be eligible to qualify.
In addition, this option places the
responsibility for payment back on the
parent or guardian. For many low-income
families, this low-cost option still isn’t
affordable or they do not qualify. And,
in the end, do we really expect children
who arrive at school without having been
fed to have their home broadband needs
readily met?

Embedded Connectivity: Many
computing devices, such as Chromebooks
or tablets, have an option for embedded
connectivity. Such a feature comes at a
much higher cost, in that it is simply not
needed for all students. During the day,
such devices are connected to the school
Wi-Fi; however, after school, only some of
students may require the built-in mobile
connectivity, as some will have broadband
Internet at home — yet, the school or
district is paying for connectivity fees on all
devices.
Helping the Unconnected
and Bridging the Digital Divide
The future will prove that the
responsibility to provide students with offcampus mobile broadband will rest in the
hands of our schools and districts. Each
district will need to consider the number
of students at risk of being left out of their
expanded, Internet-based classroom, and
the resources needed for the best and most
pragmatic solution for their community,

Lead
without
Limits

one that ensures there is equal access for
all to the vast educational resources of 21st
century education.
In the United States today, no fewer than
14.7 million people live in poverty and 21.5
million students are enrolled in the free or
reduced-price meals through the National
School Lunch Program. For these families
and children, broadband is, naturally, less
of a priority than paying their electric
bill or keeping their children adequately
fed and clothed. If it has not happened
already, very soon broadband connectivity
will be positively necessary for children to
function, let alone succeed, in school. For
those that cannot afford it, the digital divide
will appear as vast a chasm as the Grand
Canyon; one that creates a clear and starkly
unfair disparity between the “broadband
haves” and the “broadband have-nots.”
Only our schools can bridge that chasm.
Daniel Neal is CEO and Founder
of Kajeet. For more information, visit
www.kajeet.com.
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eSchoolPLUS is key because clean data
is really a huge part of reducing errors.”
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Pennsylvania
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TECHNOLOGY REVIEW
Technology is changing rapidly as it enhances the
quality of education for our students. The products
featured here are the editors’ picks and are among
the best technology finds this year. We encourage
you to contact these companies and add these
innovative resources to your school or district.

FSR’s HuddleVu
Collaborative learning technologies are enhancing the way
students absorb, retain, interact with and relate to information.
Designed specifically for educational environments in mind,
FSR’s HuddleVu and HuddleVu Flex collaborative learning
systems are flexible packaged spaces that are intuitive to
use, built to last and that don’t require software downloads
or wireless access. HuddleVu gives you economical, durable,
and flexible collaborative learning systems to supplement
your ever-changing technology instruction and strategies.
For information, visit
www.fsrinc.com/innerHTML/collaborationtools.html

Ardusat Classroom Launch Pack
Give your students direct access to an orbiting satellite.
They can create their own experiment, send it, and collect
data from space. The Classroom Launch Pack provides
teachers with resources to allow students to conduct handson experiments using the satellite sensors, providing an
out-of-this-world experience. Includes STEM curriculum
resources, Space Kits to give students the hands-on
experience, professional development workshops, and
access to the Ardusat Support Center. The Ardusat
team works closely with the teacher to ensure classroom
success. For information, visit www.ardusat.com
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TextMarks SMS for Schools
TextMarks SMS for Schools provides a simple, reliable and
immediate way to reach parents, teachers and students by
text message. Send mass emergency notifications like severe
weather alerts or use our service for non-urgent text blasts like
PTA meeting reminders, fundraising or school holidays. Get a
dedicated account rep who will not only help you set up and
launch your SMS service, but will also be there whenever you
need our help. Since 2006, over 10 million people and half a
billion text messages have gone through TextMarks. Join us!
Call 800-696-1393 or visit go.textmarks.com/safeschools

KAJEET
An average of 30 percent of students do not have adequate Internet access
when they leave school. As more districts implement digital and web-based
learning programs, a large number of students are finding themselves caught
in a widening “digital divide” struggling to keep up with their connected peers.
The Kajeet SmartSpot™ provides safe, affordable mobile broadband connecting
students to the available resources needed to complete required assignments
outside of school. The Kajeet SmartSpot includes both the W-Fi hotspot and
the Sentinel administrative portal which provides customizable filtered Internet
access that is CIPA compliant. Schools can filter out the sites that are not for
educational purposes to ensure students are safely connecting to the Internet
at home or on the go. As part of the solution, teachers and administrators
receive reports with learning analytics to help improve student achievement.
To learn more visit: www.kajeet.com/learnmore or call 1-866-246-7366

SEAS Education
Everything you need in 3 simple screens! SEAS Achieve
2.0 supports all school district education plan types
including IEP, Academic and Behavior, RTI, Section 504,
English Language Learner, and Gifted. In an environment
of compliance and accountability, districts require tools for
tracking individual student achievement. SEAS Achieve
transforms a district’s paper forms and disparate processes
into a unified, intuitive and interactive digital environment.
For more information, visit www.seaseducation.com
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The future of social media in education
By Warren Kobbeltvedt

The educational benefits of social media are obvious; children are
motivated to communicate through the written language, the potential
for communicating with peers from other countries offers a multitude
of learning opportunities and the ability for students to share their
thoughts and ideas on a particular subject or topic area. However,
there are of course associated dangers.
In 2005 the European Union launched an eTwinning project for
schools to encourage cross-cultural exchanges of knowledge, foster
students’ intercultural awareness, and improve their communication
skills, using ICT. More than 13,000 schools got involved in the
first year alone. The benefit of learning via collaboration with other
students internationally is unquestionable, but obviously engaging
with people online comes with its warnings. In the school environment
teachers have a duty of care and therefore working through a secure
IT system is vital. Good social media platforms designed for schools
should have “twinning”as a core feature, to enable teachers to select
schools from a pre approved list, based on location and any topics they
may be working on. Classes can then “twin” with other schools for a
30
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vibrant, engaging and highly educational learning activity.
In today’s world, social media has truly become the new currency
for communication. However, it is important to know that Facebook’s
minimum age, as per their license agreement is 13 —and for a very
good reason. A survey carried out by Opinium last year highlighted the
fact that more than half of children use social media by the age of 10
years and people they didn’t know had messaged 43 percent of these!
So while we could conclude that the best way forward is to increase
the restrictions on under age use of social media, when we consider the
benefits of this 21st century communication system, it has to be better
to educate children into the safe use of social media rather than cut
them off.
It is critical to expose elementary children to what is going to be a
big part of their lives. As so many of our client schools stress, children
are engaged with social media whether they should be doing it or not
and therefore schools are, to a certain extent, increasingly responsible
for the education of their students on social media.
Schools may believe that responsibility for the appropriate use of

practical, affordable
advanced education degrees

social media lies with parents. However, another report found that
while a third of nine to 19 year olds who use the Internet report
having received unwanted sexual comments, only seven percent of
parents stated that their child would have received such comments.
There is mounting adoption of technology in schools, but are they
ready for it and the associated dangers? When we have school districts
with children four and five years of age being given tablets to use
where the teacher has minimal visibility of their activities, it is vital
that we teach children the fundamental skills early. They certainly play
with it and enjoy posting and receiving information but few have the
fundamental skills, the ABC, 123s that as adults, we take for granted.
An important part of educating children today is therefore to give
them a system that includes a complete appreciation of using social
media effectively and ethically. At one school using such a system, a
boy sent a hurtful message to another girl in the class. Because of the
teacher’s dashboard, all messages could be seen so the children were
protected. The teacher took the boy aside to ask him why he’d done
this and how he thought it would make his classmate feel? He felt bad
and learned a harsh lesson. Without naming names, the children in
the class were told about the incident and it was discussed: a very real
opportunity to teach the children about the correct use of social media.
If we don’t teach children social media skills, then we simply look to
compound issues that we already have.
Internationally
In my mind the two key 21st century emerging skills are global
awareness and collaboration. Children want to connect with other
people in the world; to talk to them, learn from them and play
games. Social media platforms designed for elementary schools have
taken this one step further. If, for example, a class is doing a topic
on Great Britain, a U.S. teacher can connect with a school in Britain
to collaborate with the teacher, share lesson ideas and then let the
students engage one another to understand more about each other’s
culture. Teaching children about the world, learning by engaging
with others from overseas, is much more effective than learning
from books alone. Letting children experience and appreciate other
nations, religions and languages also teaches them to become more
tolerant and to embrace other cultures. We’re empowering children
to be active global citizens, respecting differences.
Classroom activities can include children writing blogs to share
their life experience: their religion, their family or their parents’ work
to build global and cultural awareness. Teachers can post a specific
topic area in which they are interested in working, and teachers
across the world can find a match for their own areas of interest.
My recommendation to schools is to look to embrace social
media as a wonderfully diverse education resource while respecting
the laws on underage use of the standard social media platforms.
Social media is an increasingly important part of children’s lives,
so it is important to educate them on the benefits, and risks.
Furthermore, social media can be an exciting way to encourage
learning. Step into the engaging and interactive world of social
media and global content sharing by investing in the available crosscurricular, safe and controlled social media environments. And
through this, educate your students and empower them to become
active global citizens.
Warren Kobbeltvedt is the business manager at Petra’s Planet
for Schools in the Americas.
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THE FUTURE OF

PRINTING

IN EDUCATION
By David D. Thornburg, PhD
Those of you new to the topic of 3D
printing might find it strange to see an article
about the future of this topic since it seems
to have just started. In fact, 3D printing, in
general, is not a new topic. Many years ago the
only 3D printers on the market were called
rapid prototyping machines and they were
made for industrial applications. But, more
recently, 3D printers that build parts from
plastic filament have come to market at much
lower prices — $2000 or less. As a result,
home hobbyists and others have been adding
this powerful tool to their shops to build
things that would be hard to make any other
way. Dremel, the maker of very popular tools,
has just entered the 3D printer market with a
machine that will be sold by Home Depot.
And, starting from this base of hobbyists,
educators are starting to look at these tools
as possible additions to the classroom. This
reminds me of the early history of personal
computers that followed a similar path.
But why, exactly, has 3D printing been
getting the attention of educators? Price,
while important, is not the reason. In my
view, 3D printing is getting attention by
schools because it supports hands-on projectbased learning — a pedagogical process that
is supported by the Common Core Math
32
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standards as well as by the Next Generation
Science Standards (NGSS). And, given that
the NGSS have made engineering a K-12
subject for the first time in history, teachers are
scrambling for methods to bring this subject
into their classrooms at all grade levels.
In my view, one powerful pathway
to engineering involves tinkering with
objects you have designed yourself.
Of course we can ask why tinkering
wasn’t in the curriculum before.
In fact, it was. Many schools had shops
where students could make things themselves.
When personal computers came into
schools, many of these shops were converted
to computer labs. While computers are
important, so are shops, and shutting down
one to accommodate the other was a bad idea.
Recently we have experienced a major push
toward one-to-one computing, which makes
computer labs obsolete. This means we are free
to turn these rooms into modern shops with,
among other things, 3D printers in them.
But just because you can do something
doesn’t always mean that you should. The
key issue should be how these tools tie into
the curriculum. Take mathematics, for
example. A student could design plastic tiles
of different shapes and explore the kinds
of patterns that can be built using these
new shapes — similar making new kinds

of tangrams. In the domain of physics and
engineering, students could design and make
their own gears for various projects. From
this starting point, students can move on to
making complex machines with lots of parts.
The key skill needed by students is the
ability to design 3D objects and save them
in a format the 3D printer can use. There are
many pieces of free software that facilitate
this process. For example, if you are making
something from simple geometric shapes,
tools like “Sketchup Make” or “Tinkercad”
are perfect. Another approach is to “sculpt”
an object as if you were working with clay.
“Meshmixer” and “Sculptris” are two examples
of software that are perfect in this category.
The third method for designing shapes is to
build them using a programming language
such as “OpenSCAD” that allows the
construction of elaborate shapes that would
be nearly impossible to make any other way.
When viewed in this context, the design
is the goal, and the printing of the part is the
reward. Student-made objects can be taken
home and shared with friends and family.
Of course, all the things described
so far can be done today, and my goal
now is to speculate on the future of
3D printing in the classroom.
The Future of Teaching
Teaching methods have evolved over
the years, and the progressive model of
education seems to be gaining a foothold.
At the same time, I’d like to think that
the textbook-driven model of education
is nearing an end. After all, if the goal is
to gather information, the Internet seems
to meet that need pretty well. It has been
documented that Wikipedia, for example,
is more accurate than some traditional
encyclopedias when used for academic topics.
The rise of social networking means
that students can collaborate with peers all
over the world. Our modern information
technologies are breaking down the
traditional walls of our classrooms, allowing
students more opportunities for creativity
in their approach to various subjects.
But just because I’ve been talking about
hands-on approaches doesn’t mean that the
mind is not being used. The real mental
challenge comes when one of the designs
doesn’t work out as planned. This is where the
real thinking process kicks in. I often design

parts that don’t work out the first time, and
the process of fixing the design requires a
lot of thought. We conducted a workshop
for students a few months ago where the
participants went through several steps before
getting their inventions to work properly.
The Future of 3D Printers
Two trends that will be important for
educators are the continued reduction of
printer prices, and eliminating the need
to manually calibrate the system. Most
printers need to have the surface on which
the part is built — the build plate —
leveled, and the height of the print nozzle
adjusted accurately. A year or so ago, this
was a purely manual process. Today, many
printers have automated this process.
In the future, we will see inexpensive
printers with no adjustable parts.
This is an important trend because
technical support in most schools is already
busy with computer problems, and doesn’t
need to add new technologies to the list
of things that need maintenance. One

example of this new breed of printer is the
M3D printer (http://printm3d.com/) that
currently can be ordered for about $350.
The limitation of this printer is the
maximum size of parts that can be made.
The desire to have build plates to make
large parts is growing for two reasons.
First, some designs just need to be larger
than 10 cm on a side. Second, a large
build plate allows several student projects
to be printed at the same time. This is
important because 3D printers are pretty
slow, and the ability to have several objects
being made at one time is quite helpful.
The Future of Design Software
The process of designing 3D parts requires
good software. There are many excellent
programs available, both commercial
products, and free tools. Each product
does some tasks more easily than others.
This means that students currently need
to know how to use several design tools.
Alternatively, they will design the kind of
things best suited for a particular piece of
design software, rather than having the

freedom to design anything they want.
I envision a lot of continued work in
the area of software development, leading
to powerful tools that will become as
standard for 3D printers as powerful
office suites are for computers today.
Final Thoughts
While 3D printers are gathering
a lot of steam in education, we are at
the beginning of what I think will be a
major shift from the traditional model of
education toward one geared more to a
combination of hands-on and mind-based
learning at all grades. Dewey once said,
“I don’t care what a child knows, I care
what he can do with what he knows.”
Modern tools, including 3D
printers, help in making this shift.
David has been working and writing about
advanced technology in education for over thirty
years. He is the author of “The Invent To Learn
Guide to 3D Printing in the Classroom: Recipes
for Success.”
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It is absolutely
clear that reliable,
robust, pervasive
Wi-Fi in schools
will continue
to be critical
as investment
in digital and
personalized
learning continues
to grow.

From Wearables to Holograms
The Future of Wi-Fi for Primary Education
By Kezia Gollapudi
Every time I think of the dial-up modem
sound or how painfully slow web pages
loaded back when I was in high school,
it reminds me of how fast technology is
changing and impacting our lives. Today,
Wi-Fi is shaping how we communicate, work
and learn. We expect Wi-Fi access while
hanging out in coffee shops, at hotels, in
airports and on planes when we travel, and
even while we watch football in stadiums.
Five years ago, there was no such thing as
an iPad. Today, my child’s heavy backpack
filled with notebooks, textbooks and
stationery has been replaced by an iPad. In
the last couple of years, schools’ investment
in technology has been growing, particularly
in Wi-Fi, as districts look to modernize their
infrastructures for 21st century learning.
It is absolutely clear that reliable, robust,
pervasive Wi-Fi in schools will continue
to be critical as investment in digital and
34
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personalized learning continues to grow. So,
what is it that schools can expect from WiFi in the coming years as primary education
itself transforms?
Wi-Fi for 3D Holograms
Since the introduction of 802.11ac Wi-Fi,
commonly known as Gigabit Wi-Fi, there has
been a steady growth in the adoption of this
new wireless standard across school districts
of all sizes. As new and existing bandwidthhungry learning tools enter the learning
environment, and tolerance for bad Wi-Fi
continues to decrease, 802.11ac adoption
rates will skyrocket in the coming year.
However, think about upcoming
technologies like 3D human holograms
entering the classrooms. While Skyping
with authors and guest speakers is gaining
popularity in classrooms to enrich learning,
holograms can create really exciting classroom
experiences. Early versions of the hologram
technology are expected to hit our mobile

devices as early as the second half of 2015.
As new Wi-Fi demands arise, we will start
seeing Wi-Gig. Wi-Gig is a future version of
Wi-Fi that moves into a new high frequency
spectrum supporting data rates up to seven
Gigabits per second. These multi-gig speeds
can transfer 1,000 images in 5 seconds,
and download a 1080p HD movie in just 3
minutes, compared to an hour with 802.11n
Wi-Fi.
Wi-Fi for Wearables
The wearable technology market is
growing fast. While Google Glass adoption
may be somewhat slow, devices like
smartwatches are beginning to take over the
market. It is only a matter of time before
we will see them on every student as they
become more affordable. Though they might
currently be referred to as “personal tech”
devices like mobile phones were in the earlier
days, soon we will see obvious use cases such
as fitness tools for athletes and many more

interesting ways to leverage wearables for
learning in the classrooms.
Interestingly, though still in the early
stages, researchers are exploring ways to use
Wi-Fi signal reflections to power and connect
these devices. The technology currently
being called “Wi-Fi backscatter” uses Wi-Fi
reflections for these devices to communicate
efficiently.
As more of these devices enter learning
spaces, not only will administrators have to
determine if and how to allow these devices
for learning, but also how they can leverage
their current Wi-Fi deployment to enable and
maximize their performance.
Wi-Fi for Attendance
Location-awareness technologies have been
in existence for a long time but they haven’t
really been top of mind for K-12s. However,
I have recently had several conversations
with curious district administrators on how
location intelligence from wireless access
points can be better leveraged.
While location-based solution concerns

are typically around privacy, as school-issued
mobile devices roam across the campus in a
one-to-one learning environment, simple use
cases such as class attendance transforming
a mundane teacher task to an automated
activity are becoming very appealing.
Several other use cases for location
intelligence include energy efficiency as
schools determine temperature control based
on the number of students in a room or
hallway, and safety during emergencies.
All-Wireless by 2020
As both primary education and technology
continue to transform rapidly, there will be
new and exciting ways Wi-Fi can be leveraged
to enhance the learning environment and
students’ educational experiences. In fact,
by 2020, all-wireless schools, and school
districts, are likely.
However, if you are one of the many
school districts and schools across the
U.S. still without adequate Wi-Fi for your
immediate digital learning needs, there are a
few immediate steps you can take. Investigate

the Gigabit Wi-Fi access points that are now
available at a wide range of price points for
a range of performance requirements. The
expansive choice available in Gigabit Wi-Fi
will allow schools with varying budgets and
performance requirements to easily choose and
deploy the right Wi-Fi for their learning needs.
Also, check out your new discount levels
and eligibility for the E-rate 2.0 funds. The
new E-rate Modernization Order’s target
allocation of $2 billion for Wi-Fi in 2015
and 2016 is designed to provide funding
for more districts to upgrade their Wi-Fi
infrastructure.
With a little research, school districts can
find the advanced Wi-Fi solutions that will
meet their current budgetary constraints and
fulfill today’s technology initiatives while also
helping to future-proof their infrastructures
for tomorrow’s developments.
Kezia Gollapudi has served on the Advisory
Committee of Mission College Business
Department since 2010 and is the Product
Marketing Manager at Aruba Networks.
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Engineering in
Elementary Schools:

Engaging the Next Generation
of Problem Solvers Today
By Dorothy Powers Gorman
Employment in occupations related
to STEM — science, technology,
engineering, and math —is projected
to grow 13 percent between 2012 and
2022, according to the U.S. Bureau of
Labor Statistics. This is faster than the
11 percent average growth rate for other
occupations. Many of the fastest growing,
top-paying STEM jobs are in engineering.
Who will fill the increasing number
of U.S. engineering positions in the
coming years? What can we do to ensure
these opportunities are accessible to our
nation’s children? How can the U.S.
continue to set the pace in an increasingly
competitive global economy?
For educators, business leaders, and
policymakers, these questions loom large
as engineering and other STEM positions
remain some of the toughest to fill. In fact,
STEM jobs take more than twice as long to
fill as other job openings, according to a July
2014 report by the Brookings Institution.
An integral part of the solution lies
in introducing students to engineering
and problem solving at a young
age — the earlier, the better.
Understanding Student Perceptions
Designing roller coasters, developing
high-performance athletic apparel, and
driving NASA’s Curiosity Rover are just a
few of the many and varied job possibilities
available to engineering professionals.
Research indicates, however, that
most young students have a much
narrower view of what opportunities are
open to those in engineering fields.
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Sixty-five percent of scientists and STEM graduate students developed their interest in science in
elementary school, according to one study.

The authors of the 2011 paper,“What is
an Engineer? Implications of Elementary
School Student Conceptions for Engineering
Education,” found that elementary school
students “conceptualized an engineer
as a mechanic, laborer and technician.
Students’ conceptions entailed the
engineer fixing, building, or making and
using vehicles, engines and tools.”
Elementary school students’ limited
vision of who engineers are and what they
do would not be cause for alarm if they
made all career-path decisions in college,
high school, or even middle school.
In reality, studies show that students
decide as early as second grade whether

they have an interest in— and believe they
can excel at— math and science. In other
words, students as young as seven and
eight begin telling themselves that they are
“good” or “bad” at solving problems. By
this early age, some students have already
begun to narrow their options, self-selecting
out of anything science or math related.
It is critical to expand students’
perceptions of engineers and the role
of engineering in the world. Teaching
students at a young age that engineering
is closely associated with problem solving,
innovation, and making a positive impact
can affect whether students envision
themselves as, and aspire to be, engineers.

“From wearable technology, to rapid
prototyping, to personalized medicine,
to social media and app development,
engineering and problem solving have
been and will continue to be at the heart of
improving lives and fueling innovation in
communities around the world,” said Dr.
Anne Jones, senior vice president and chief
program officer at Project Lead The Way,
leading provider of K-12 STEM programs
in the U.S. “The engine of progress is our
children. The most important investment
we could make is an investment in the
next generation of problem solvers.”
Engaging Students’ Natural Curiosity
It is common for young children to ask
questions about anything and everything.
Why not help students apply that natural
curiosity to explore engineering concepts?
Research indicates that elementary age
students are not to be underestimated
when it comes to their capacity
to understand developmentally
appropriate engineering curriculum.
They are “capable of grasping both
concrete examples and abstract concepts
at remarkably early ages,” according to the
2010 report, “Prepare and Inspire: K-12
Education in STEM for America’s Future”
by the President’s Council of Advisors
on Science and Technology (PCAST).
Not only can young students handle
engineering and problem solving at an
early age, but embarking on that journey
can also make students more confident
in taking intellectual risks as they grow.
As author Glory Oljace notes in
“STEM is Elementary: How Elementary
Science, Technology, Engineering and
Mathematics Prepares Students to Beat the
Gaps!,” students “cannot be expected to
think critically for the first time in STEM
subjects in middle school or beyond if they
have not had the opportunity throughout
elementary grades to experience STEM.”
Introducing students to engineering in
a project- and problem-based setting when
they are young helps them to seek solutions
through critical thinking and hands-on
exploration, while freeing them from a
question and answer, right or wrong learning
environment. Learning becomes not only
more engaging and fun, but also more
relevant and reflective of the real world.

Studies show that students decide as early as elementary school whether they like, and think they are
good at, math and science.

Reaching Populations
Underrepresented in Engineering
Early exposure to engineering programs
matters for all students, but it is especially
important for African American, Hispanic,
Native American and female students,
as they are seriously underrepresented in
engineering. In fact, only 13 percent of
American engineers are women, while
underrepresented minorities account for just
12 percent of the engineering workforce.
Data shows a large achievement gap
among these groups in engineering;
however, according to the PCAST report,
it is important to note that lack of interest
is a major obstacle. “Recent evidence
suggests that many of the most proficient
students, including minority students
and women, have been gravitating away
from science and engineering toward
other professions,” the report states.
When women and underrepresented
minorities lack interest in STEM, they are
limited from participating in well-paid,
high-growth occupations — and the field of
engineering is limited by lack of diversity.
“Diversity in STEM fields is critical
because the problems we will be trying
to solve will impact everyone, not just
one or two demographics groups,” said
Dr. Jones. “Further, a more diverse team
brings varied perspectives, experiences,
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and expertise — vital ingredients
for more innovative solutions.”
Preparing young students by instilling
confidence in problem-solving early on can
yield benefits in any career they choose, even
if they do not pursue engineering. STEM
disciplines and occupations carry high value
skills that are in demand across many fields.
This is not just an equity issue —it is
also an economic issue. With the U.S.
aiming to be a global leader in talent-driven
innovation, we must open doors for everyone.
Students will not explore opportunities
that seem out of reach, and they cannot delve
into possibilities that are altogether unknown
to them. Educators must introduce — and
introduce early — engineering and problem
solving skills and habits of mind, along with
examples of the wide variety of work that
engineers do to improve our everyday lives.
This approach is integral to promoting
opportunity for all, supporting the growth of
American business and industry, and building
upon our long held culture of innovation.
Dorothy Powers Gorman is chief communications
officer at Project Lead The Way (PLTW), the nation’s
leading provider of K- 12 STEM programs. Prior
to joining PLTW, she was the lead and author
on a series of World Economic Forum reports
on manufacturing competitiveness and talent
development for the manufacturing sector.
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Including Students
in Your School’s
Energy Program
By Merrilee Harrigan
With schools nationwide spending nearly $8 billion on energy
and with utility bills rising in many areas of the country, districts
are understandably alarmed about the costs of literally keeping
the lights on in schools. Unlike the number one expenditure —
personnel costs — energy is one budget item that can be reduced
without sacrificing educational quality and content. Energy
efficiency cannot only solve budgetary issues, but benefits schools
in numerous other ways. Of central importance is engaging the
whole school, from faculty to students. Districts can, and many
are, exploring the significant advantages of investing in energy
efficiency education.
With a plethora of quality organizations offering performance
contracts for retrofitting schools, it’s easy to overlook the obvious:
the people who spend their days in schools have enormous control
over energy consumption. The U.S. Department of Energy
estimates that at least 25 percent of all energy consumed in
schools is wasted. The Alliance to Save Energy’s PowerSave Schools
program data shows that schools can save between five and 15
percent through no-cost behavior change, resulting in thousands
(or tens of thousands) of dollars saved. The key element is effective
education that engages and trains students. Rarely do adults within
a school know how much the school is spending on utilities, and
this knowledge gap keeps faculty and staff from being proactive.
Further, myths about energy consumption and outdated concepts
about keeping schools appearing “warm and friendly” lead to
behavior choices that are extremely inefficient.
While many districts offer training to school faculty and staff in
energy efficiency best practices, students are often left out of the
equation. Yet students represent the bulk of a school’s occupants,
and they can benefit from understanding how their schools use
and waste energy, and most importantly be effective, enthusiastic
advocates for increased energy efficiency efforts. The challenge in
both groups, adults and students, is that energy is invisible, and
until energy efficiency behavior becomes habit it is often forgotten.
In the PowerSave Schools program, a baseline for energy
expenses is established, usually from the year prior to the program.
Monthly data is reported to a team of faculty, staff, and students;
this information enables building occupants to see how much
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energy is being consumed, and to monitor the effectiveness of
energy efficiency implementation. Students conduct energy audits
of their schools; they provide recommendations for behavior
change options to reduce energy consumption, and analyze billing
data to establish the effectiveness of their recommendations
and implementation. When students become aware of myths
about energy, they can be effective leaders in correcting these
misconceptions and outdated information. Students love to be the
experts on a subject that most adults don’t know a lot about!
By analyzing how schools use energy, students can also prioritize
areas of improvement.
With HVAC being the largest energy consumer in a school,
many districts are turning to computerized systems to control
heating and air conditioning set points, keeping them at 68 degrees
during cooler months and 72-74 degrees during warmer months.
Unoccupied set points are 60-62 during winter and 76-78 during
summer. Every degree temperatures are reduced (increased in
summer) results in approximately one percent savings.
Lighting represents the second highest energy consumer in
schools. This is the true low-hanging fruit for behavior change
opportunities, but is often thwarted by myths. Most common
myths are:
1. Turning off lights uses more energy than just leaving them
on. While it is true that there is a small energy demand when
overhead fluorescent lighting is first turned on, the surge is
both tiny and short-lived. A rule of thumb is the 23 second
rule: if a classroom will be unused for more than 23 seconds
the benefits of turning off the lights balance the energy
required to turn the lights back on.
2. Natural daylight doesn’t make any difference and it’s
distracting for students. According to studies the reverse
is in fact true. In a report issued by the EPA, “According
to a study for the California Board for Energy Efficiency,
students exposed to natural daylight in classrooms progress
as much as 20 percent faster on math tests and as much as 26
percent faster on reading tests than students with no daylight
exposure.”
3.Leaving lights on in a school building after hours increases
security. In 2011, the FBI evaluated statistics provided by

various police forces to examine when burglaries are most
likely to occur and what role lighting played. While in
homes, burglaries are more likely to happen during the day, in
commercial buildings they would happen at night. The two
common factors are one, people are unlikely to be present,
and two, lighting is bright. The data revealed conclusively that
commercial break-ins were less likely to occur in buildings
without lights left on; conversely, lights on at night increases
the security risk.
Energy Education Benefits Students
A school-based energy efficiency program can capture students’
interest in environmental concerns, and in so doing inspire students
to learn while helping the school reduce energy costs. Students
can take on leadership roles as they partner with faculty and staff
to achieve energy savings, increasing students’ confidence and
enthusiasm for solving a real world issue in their school. Studies have
shown that there is a general lack of energy-related knowledge and
awareness among U.S. students.
Current educational practices in energy education don’t appear
to be sufficient to generate responsible and effective future energy
consumers. In a 2011 energy literacy study conducted on New
York State middle and high school students, “energy literacy levels
among secondary students ... are discouragingly low ... indicting a
downward shift in energy conservation behaviors despite an increase
in cognitive knowledge and skills. These results emphasize the need
for improved energy education programs in the public school, with
broader coverage of topics related to current events and practical
issues, such as the way we use energy in everyday life.” The study
further indicated that students sincerely believe that energy efficiency
can help numerous environmental issues; furthermore, the majority
of students believed that they could contribute to solving energy
problems by making appropriate energy-related choices and actions.
They simply don’t have sufficient information or engagement on
energy to generate these solutions.
Students can become tremendous assets to school districts’ energy
savings policies. PowerSave Schools’ students use diagnostic tools
and engage in project-based learning to collect and analyze data,
identify energy problems within their schools, and are empowered
to propose practical solutions to achieve substantial energy savings.
Not only do these students increase their energy literacy, but they are
excited to be able to monitor their school’s energy consumption and
be an active part of the school’s energy reduction campaign. Some
examples of best practices are:
1. Student energy audits in Washington, D.C. reveal the causes of
overheated classrooms, and students’ prompt actions to insulate
heating supply pipes.
2. Students in North Penn conceived of and participated in a
PowerSave Day, resulting in one-day energy reductions of 22
percent, and overall annual reductions of 25 percent, saving 5.7
million kW.
3. Students in Hesperia, Calif. make energy efficiency
recommendations that become district-wide policy.
4. Memphis high school students educate their neighbors about
efficiency opportunities and replace incandescent bulbs with

free energy efficient light bulbs.
District Investment Into Energy Efficiency Programming
Adding any additional programming to schools should always
be thoroughly considered. In the case of energy efficiency, it can
be a wise investment. Districts with PowerSave Schools programs
are encouraged to incentivize schools by offering a return on the
dollars saved through no-cost behavior changes. This generates
total school buy-in from administration, faculty, and staff, and
often these undesignated funds are used to further energy savings
by providing useful devices such as additional surge protectors,
LED/CFL lighting for desk lamps, or occupancy sensors for
hallways.
Energy efficiency education not only saves the districts
significant costs, but also enhances student STEM learning. Energy
consumption myths are de-bunked, adult no-cost behavior change
is encouraged, and students are empowered to consider real-world
solutions to growing energy concerns and test those solutions by
using their schools as learning laboratories. Most importantly,
energy efficiency education generates a powerful, educated energy
consumer of the future. Current educational standards are not
enough; energy efficiency educational programs are dollar-wise and
education-wise opportunities for all school districts.
Merrilee Harrigan is the Senior Advisor, Education, for the
Alliance to Save Energy. For more information visit www.ase.org
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stories about the companies and personalities
that are making a contribution to education
If you feel your company can make a difference,
call 866-761-1247 for more information
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BROADENING THE DEFINITION
OF COLLEGE & CAREER READINESS
The Condition of College and Career Readiness report (www.
act.org/newsroom/data/2014/index.html) released this past
August by ACT represents 1,845,787 students—or 57% of the 2014
US graduating class—who took The ACT®. Since 2010, the number
of ACT-tested graduates has increased 18 percent. The report
represents a subset of the entire 2014 student population, with
results reflecting the achievement of only those tested, not the
entire graduating class.
Unfortunately, this year’s report revealed that 47 percent of
2014 ACT-tested US high school graduates met zero or one of the
ACT College Readiness Benchmarks. Essentially this means the
students are not adequately prepared for the academic rigor of
postsecondary coursework. At ACT, we realize more needs to be
done to improve this number and have more students prepared
for success as they graduate from high school. We also believe that
being college and career ready is about MORE than just academic
preparedness.
In October, ACT Research released the groundbreaking report,

Broadening the Definition of College and Career Readiness: A
Holistic Approach (www.act.org/research/researchers/reports/pdf/
ACT_RR2014-5.pdf). The report speaks to these other dimensions
of readiness and why a more holistic approach to college and
career readiness is in order.
Preparing students for life after high school involves a
multifaceted set of goals, including academic and workplace skill
readiness for a rigorous postsecondary curriculum or workplace
environment, effective studying behaviors, and educational and
career plans based on accurate information. Research indicates
that, in addition to academic achievement, measuring salient
psychosocial variables can increase schools’ abilities to identify and
intervene with students at risk of academic failure and dropout.
The ultimate goal in developing a more holistic view of college

and career readiness is to provide counselors, educators, parents,
and students with personalized and timely information to help
individuals realize their potential.

A New Readiness Definition: Multiple Dimensions
Beyond theory, this report provides evidence that educators,
policymakers, and employers embrace a wide variety of skills
critical for success. The research also shows that the prediction
of college and career readiness can be improved by measuring a
broader range of skills. Key components of this definition include:
•A
 broader range of skills: While current approaches to
measuring college and career readiness focus on measures
of core academic skills, research shows that other areas do
indeed have an impact on readiness. These noncognitive
types of skills fall into two key areas. The first area includes
academic behaviors such motivation, social engagement, or
self-regulation. The second includes education and career
planning skills. Ultimately, academic achievement levels
continue to be the best predictor of postsecondary success.
However, these other areas are also considered reliable
predictors and they help overcome weaknesses in academic
achievement levels.
•Earlier measurement: Traditional academic assessments
tend to measure students’ college and career readiness
in the 11th grade. Research confirms that outcomes can
actually be predicted much earlier, allowing more time for
intervention. Ideally, timely interventions across all of the
domains of readiness mentioned above will enable students
to reach their fullest potential.
ACT is committed to helping students understand their journey
to success and seeks to provide students, parents, and educators
with the data, tools, and insights to make good decisions along
the way.
ACT is a nonprofit-based research organization. To receive
ACT Research Reports, sign up at www.act.org/newsroom/
alerts.php to receive an email alert when reports are published.
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Provide an accelerated
path to algebra for
underperforming students
Designed for students in grades three through high school,
Think Through Math (TTM) is a learning system that provides
quality math instruction while supporting students and teachers
in unprecedented ways, including immediate student access
to state certified teachers . It was developed by teachers and
technologists to help students prepare for Common Core, state
and TEKS standards and assessments, and has established a
track record of unprecedented improvement throughout the
Southeast and across the country.
For example, a number of 8th grade students at Georgia’s
Malcom Bridge Middle School failed the Criterion-Referenced
Competency Test (CRCT) and were at-risk for of not being
permitted to move to 9th grade. After a one-month intensive
summer school program using Think Through Math, the group
went from 0 percent to 78 percent passing.
In Texas during the 2011-2012 school year, only 67 percent of
students at South Houston passed their STAAR Algebra 1 EOC.
In 2012-2013, after using Think Through Math as part of their
intervention plan, 80 percent of students at South Houston
passed their STAAR Algebra 1 EOC, taking the campus from last
place to second place in their district. This left approximately
130 remediation students who still needed intervention based
on the first class of STAAR testers. With continued exposure to
TTM, over 50 percent of those remaining remediation students
were successful on their Algebra 1 assessment during the very
next testing opportunity.
Responding to a state mandate, Ascension Parish in
Louisiana took action to identify students 15 years of age
or older who were at least two years behind in math
achievement. The district implemented Think Through
Math and achieved three to seven year gains in postprogram testing for 50 percent of their at-risk students.
Focusing on fundamentals and the progression to
algebra, Think Through Math deepens understanding
of critical mathematical concepts, improves higherorder thinking and problem-solving skills. It Targets the
most critical foundations for algebra, and provides both
rigorous instruction and meaningful practice.
Students receive immediate feedback at every step
as well as instant access to live, state-certified math
teachers. As students work at their computers or tablets, they
receive intervention—precisely when they need it. A powerful
combination of CODiE-winning content, unprecedented
motivation, student effort, computer-adaptive instruction and
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live state-certified teachers creates a swift, measurable advance
in a student’s mathematical growth.
UNPRECEDENTED MOTIVATION
TTM’s number one goal is to motivate students to do more
math. Everything is designed to engage students and transform
the way they feel about math. It starts with the belief that all
students have the capacity for math; they just need a program
with the tools that allows them to experience success. Because
Think Through Math meets students in their zone of proximal
development (the difference between what learners can do
without help and what they can do with help), students quickly
achieve success–a meaningful reward to struggling students.
FACILITATE ENGAGEMENT AND REWARD EFFORT
Students can be stressed or fatigued by math. Too many have
never experienced success with mathematics and have given up.

“Nothing
can replace
the power of
an effective
teacher.”

Evidence shows, however, that armed with their new found
capacity for success, the more students engage with Think
Through Math, the more they learn and the more they improve.
Think Through Math motivates students to do more math
both during and after school with its uniquely 21st century
motivation system–a powerful blend of intrinsic and extrinsic
motivators. The system is based on a single idea: reward effort.
UNPRECEDENTED DIFFERENTIATION
Underperforming students require individualized instruction
that addresses their unique gaps and provides plenty of
opportunities for meaningful practice. Think Through Math is
adaptive. The program continuously collects performance data,
modifies learning pathways, and provides immediate corrective
feedback at each step. Feedback is delivered with three levels of
real-time instructional support. Here’s how it works:
L EVEL 1: IMMEDIATE CORRECTIVE FEEDBACK FROM
A VIRTUAL LEARNING COACH
Virtual learning coaches provide guidance, inspiration and
immediate corrective feedback at every step.
L EVEL 2: LIVE TEACHER–GUIDED LEARNING
AND THE PROBLEM SOLVING PROCESS
When students need additional help in strategic parts of each
lesson, they can immediately connect to a LIVE, state-certified
math teacher. Live teachers provide individualized assistance
through interactive voice and text technology.
LEVEL 3: LIVE TEACHER–INTENSIVE SUPPORT
Students who need an additional level of instruction are
escalated to the TTM Concept Zone. Here they work with
a certified math teacher in a state-of-the art whiteboard
environment that’s built into the program.
EXPLICIT INSTRUCTION AND MEANINGFUL PRACTICE
Explicit instruction and meaningful practice consistently result
in positive effects on the performance of students who have
difficulty with mathematics. Students who need intervention
instruction typically fail to look for relationships or make
connections among mathematical ideas on their own.
Targeting the most critical foundations for algebra, Think
Through Math provides explicit instruction to connect new
learning to what students already know. It also provides
opportunities to apply and practice new concepts and skills to
relevant problems. The routines and consistent language used
in explicit instruction also provide English language learners the
clear, specific, and easy-to-follow steps they need as they learn a
new skill or strategy.

scaffolding
that
supports
their learning.
Think Through
Math incorporates
multiple means of support
including visual, auditory, simple
language, meaningful practice, and precise translations.
On many levels, the program supports ELLs as well as every
struggling reader by providing lessons that are consistently
structured and carefully executed. If students continue to
struggle, they have unlimited access 90 hours per week to
fluent, Spanish-speaking teachers.
TRAINING AND IMPLEMENTATION
Think Through Math will provide on-site teacher training and
orientation. It typically takes about three hours to complete.
Sometimes it also makes sense for educators to receive program
training and implementation support online. Teachers have
access to online “how to” training videos and step-by-step
process documents. Think Through Math also hosts online
webinars for educators who want to refresh or improve their
understanding of the system. Webinars are hosted by TTM
“Master Teachers.”
Once your school’s implementation is underway, a Program
Effectiveness Manager will set up periodic coaching visits to
observe and support teachers and students on the system.
These visits focus on the implementation of best practices and
address questions that may have come up since the start of the
program.

For additional information, case studies and more,
please visit www.thinkthroughmath.com

SUPPORTING ENGLISH LANGUAGE LEARNERS
Think Through Math provides unparalleled support in Spanish.
Students who are learning English do best when they have
www.seenmagazine.us							
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Connect People Anywhere And
Everywhere Conversations Take Place
University professors,
administrators, teachers
and students are boldly
going where no man (or
woman) has gone before.
Beam Smart Presence
Systems are materializing
on campuses everywhere,
and schools are discovering
how Beam connects
students, instructors and
administrators in new ways
– creating new opportunities
to share knowledge, attend
classes, and literally be in two
places at once.
Beam fulfills the need for shared
communication, combining mobility and video
conferencing for an immersive communication
experience anywhere conversations take
place. Beam enables people to be there, and
interact naturally by seeing and being seen,
hearing and being heard, with the freedom to
move about from anywhere in the world.
At Cornell Tech, Professor (and self
proclaimed Beam evangelist) Serge Belongie
uses the Beam at least six times per week.
Guest lecturers, teaching assistants and
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professors have beamed in from California,
Ithaca, Israel and more. In addition, a
Professor Deborah Estrin was able to watch
presentations, congratulate graduating
students and mingle in the crowd of guests –
all while being 5,000+ miles away in Israel.
Beam is ideal for classroom teaching. Using
reliable low-latency audio and video for natural
communication, interaction and control, Beam
personalizes the remote speaker, or pilot, using
his or her authentic presence. The viewing
monitor is placed at eye-level, and low-latency
video broadcasts in 480p in order to promote
natural response times for gestures, driving,
and other conversational cues. Applicationspecific audio makes use of six microphones,
ideal for conversations up to 20 feet away.
Background noise is canceled, making BeamPro
and excellent A/V option for classrooms,
events, or other noisy environments.
Universities are using it outside the
classroom as well. Dr. Peter Wielinski, Chief
Student Services Officer at Minnesota State
Community and Technical College, said the
college invested in the new technology
primarily as a way to help meet the needs of
students. With four campus locations and its
online eCampus, the college often faces the
challenge of scheduling assistance for students
at times of high demand, such as the start of a
new semester.
“With a distance of 50 to 100 miles
between our four campuses, the use of our

Beams ensure that the most appropriate
person can provide face-to-face support
services anywhere on campus without
delay,” said Wielinski.
According to Wielinski, M State has
estimated that the use of Beam could save
the college up to $45,000 annually in travel
costs for student services staff. They reduce
travel time and costs for administrators and
others who use the technology to avoid
driving to meetings, and Beam allows the
college to invite guest lecturers and experts
to interact with students - without any
travel time or expense.
Often, students can’t physically attend
class due to disability, sickness or injury.
University of Maryland Ph.D student Kavita
Krishnaswamy has a disability and is unable
to easily leave her home; she beams into
academic conferences around the country and
plans on defending her thesis using the device.
In another example, a student involved with
the Learning Lab at the EMLYON Business
School in Lyon, France experienced an accident
while rock climbing, and was able to beam into
the classroom from his hospital bed.
Academic researcher Mary-Anne Williams
from the University of Technology in
Sydney uses Beam to enhance education
and communication between students for
real-world applications such as research
collaboration, accessibility and interaction
and conference participation. She uses Beam
to connect three research labs in California,
Korea, and Australia.
Using Beam Smart Presence Systems, you
can now beam in guest lecturers, staff and
instructors who are away at a conference and
students who are sick or injured. Beam allows
schools to share operations between multiple
campuses, link academic researchers who
are working on similar projects, and overall
- connect people anywhere and everywhere
conversations take place.

1-855-200-BEAM (2326)
or visit our website: www.suitabletech.com
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Preparing Students
for the Global Economy
The U.S. Department of Commerce
estimates that jobs in science, technology,
engineering, and math (STEM) will grow 17
percent by 2018—nearly double the growth
for non-STEM fields. By 2018, the U.S. will
have more than 1.2 million unfilled STEM
jobs because there will not be enough
qualified workers to fill them. STEM is where
jobs are today and where the job growth
will be in the future.
Project Lead The Way (PLTW) is the
nation’s leading provider of K-12 STEM
programs, providing programs to more than
6,500 elementary, middle, and high schools
in all 50 states and the District of Columbia.
PLTW schools can be found in rural, urban,
and suburban districts, across all income
levels in public, private, and charter schools.
Historically, science and math have
been taught in isolation. The projectbased aspects of the Project Lead The
Way curriculum give students a chance to apply what they
know, identify a problem, find unique solutions, and lead their
own learning. When students understand how their education is
relevant to their lives and future careers, they get excited, and that
is why PLTW students are successful.
PLTW programs are developed using the following approach
and guiding tenets:
•C
 ollaboration: Ongoing input and feedback are received
from students, teachers, administrators, and subject matter
experts. Work is also informed by current research and
experts in academics and industry.
•R
 esearch/Evidence-Based: PLTW follows Wiggins and
McTighe’s approach, Understanding by Design® to develop a
cohesive and coherent instructional path for students.
•P
 roblem-Based: Activity-based, project-based, problembased experiences are designed to prepare students to solve
problems. This approach creates scaffolding for student
learning and provides the rigor and relevance that engages
and empowers students.
PLTW courses are aligned with Common Core State Standards
in math and English Language Arts, Next Generation Science
Standards, and other national and state standards. Programs are
flexible and customizable so schools can meet local curricular and
community needs. Courses are designed to complement math and

science courses offered by a school. In some instances, courses are
used as the core curriculum.
Independent research studies reveal that PLTW students
outperform their peers in school, are better prepared for postsecondary studies, and are more likely to consider careers as
scientists, technology experts, engineers, mathematicians,
healthcare providers, and researchers compared to their nonPLTW peers.
Findings include:
•H
 igh school graduates who participated in PLTW were nearly
three times as likely to major in STEM, and three to four times
more likely to study engineering, versus non-PLTW graduates.
•S
 tudents who took three or more PLTW courses while in high
school were six times more likely to study STEM, and eight
times more likely to study engineering in college than their
peers who had not taken PLTW.
• F or students who did not enroll in college, the median wage
for PLTW students was 13.6% higher
When students understand how education is relevant to their
lives and future careers, they get excited. Invoking excitement
is what PLTW does on a regular basis, and it’s the reason PLTW
students are successful.

To learn more about Project Lead the Way,
or to register online, visit www.pltw.org
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SECURITY

PLANNING
IS CRITICAL

Safeguard Your School
Well into the Future
By Marshall Marinace
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Security is at the forefront of our minds and protecting our
children, teachers and staff at school is a top priority. However,
upgrading existing security systems or tackling a complete
school security overhaul can be daunting. This is where the
Electronic Security Association (ESA) would like to lend a hand.
As President of ESA and the owner of a security integration
business that works with schools, I recognize the challenges of
designing or upgrading your school security plan and systems. The
good news is that ESA recently released the Electronic Security
Guidelines for Schools. The guidelines have been designed
for you to turn to when reevaluating your security plan.
While far from common, tragedies like the events at Sandy Hook
are no longer unimaginable. They can happen anywhere, at any
time. I had the privilege of listening to Newtown, Conn. Police
Chief Kehoe, at an industry trade show where he reminded us that
no community is immune. Since 1948, ESA and its members have
been responsible for helping to ensure public safety at all levels. The
challenge has now been extended far beyond traditional notions of
prevention and detection into a new arena: protecting our schools
and our children against harm. As always, our industry willingly
embraces this challenge and the release of these guidelines is the first
valuable step towards an ongoing dialogue that can achieve that goal.
Each school is unique—not just in building design and use
requirements, but also in size, location, demographics, and
even the role a facility plays in the community. The guidelines
emphasize development of a solution that is customized for the
facility, considering all of those factors. Echoing remarks made by
Newtown, Conn. Police Chief Michael Kehoe, the guidelines accept
the premise that it is not possible to achieve absolute protection.
But a comprehensive, well-considered approach can recognize
and mitigate potential dangers and threats. The guidelines also
emphasize safety of the school’s most important assets – people –
with protection of property and material taking a secondary role.
When utilizing the guidelines, you will gain an understanding
of the steps necessary for creating a security solution
including overall security planning, assessment of threats,
procurement types, contractor selection, how systems affect
schools, equipment types and system use. The guidelines also
illustrate the importance of community involvement and
communication between your school and first responders.
The document outlines a process and best practices – from
a security audit to development of effective procedures during
a school emergency – in terms that can be easily understood by
anyone who knows more about schools than security. So here is
an overview of ESA’s “Electronic Security Guidelines for Schools.”
The guidelines are neither a project specification nor a manual, and
definitely not a sales pitch. They are meant to inform and advise
decision makers about your options, and the critical role electronic
security professional scan play in keeping our schools safe.
Timing is everything
Although summer may be the ideal time for security upgrades,
since the facility is relatively empty, and disruption is at a minimum,
this is the time to work through your site survey to identify and
assess potential threats and vulnerabilities. This kind of appraisal
can be done most effectively during the school year, when students
and faculty can be observed and consulted during normal activities.

This self-audit doesn’t necessarily need to involve a professional. In
fact, it will allow school officials to clearly identify and discuss their
needs so they can ask intelligent questions while choosing a security
contractor,and continue doing so long after the relationship begins.
ESA urges all school officials to create an internal security
team that will fulfill a number of functional roles, including
risk manager, security manager, facilities manager, and IT
manager. The document goes into valuable detail regarding the
responsibilities and importance of each of these roles. These
roles may fall to individuals who are already in place, and one
individual may be responsible for multiple roles. An effective
security team must also successfully interact with external agencies
such as the school board, community life-safety officials, and first
responders including law enforcement and fire protection.
Types of threats
Unfortunately, it is well documented that threats come in many
forms including external (intruders who attack upon entry) and
internal (from students or others who are already in the school or
have regular access to the school). Given the range of threats, the
guidelines suggest approaching school security in terms of layers:
• An outer perimeter, including the parking lot,
athletic fields or external buildings.
• A building perimeter, including primary and
secondary entry points into the building.
• Interior spaces, such as classrooms,offices, hallways and
stairwells,as well as larger areas such as an auditorium or cafeteria.
Each layer requires a different approach in terms of
protection and technology, and those considerations should
be weighed carefully following a security audit.
Selecting a contractor,
equipment and implementation
ESA’s guidelines offer a helpful overview of the procurement
process. It all starts with working with a consultant to determine
a bid specification, and hiring a security integrator for system
design and installation once proposals have been received. This
approach tends to be favored for larger-scale projects with more
complex requirements. However, working with one integrator
for project evaluation, design and implementation on smaller
projects or upgrades is acceptable. Working with a preferred
vendor who has previous experience with the school, either
through related work or previous projects allows a vendor to utilize
familiarity with existing systems, or to create economic savings
when combining or extending existing projects. The guidelines
contain additional direction for school administrators regarding
solicitation of bids, and for screening and selecting contractors.
ESA’s guidelines also provide school officials with a useful
overview of different types of electronic security technology, along
with easy-to-understand explanations and options. The document
reviews the basics of access control, video surveillance, monitoring
and supervision, intrusion detection (including panic buttons),
and communication options. The guidelines not only give a broad
explanation of the stages of installation,but also emphasize the
importance of training, documentation, maintenance, and scalability
for future needs. They also provide ideas regarding potential
funding sources, as well as contacts for additional information.

A question of balance
Much of the discussion after Sandy Hook has centered on the
desire to avoid making schools feel like “prisons” for students
and faculty in order to ensure their safety. ESA believes that
through a combination of good design, effective technology
and thoughtful planning, schools can continue to be warm and
inviting while still maintaining a high level of security. However,
the guidelines emphasize the importance of balancing safety
and convenience. Issues such as ease of access, controlled entry
points, positioning of video cameras, discreet but prominent
placement of signage, and training in new equipment and
procedures will have an impact on cultural and behavioral
practices at the facility. The impact needs to be openly discussed
and communicated with faculty, staff and students, particularly
during the planning stages. Once established, expectations and
responsibilities must be communicated effectively at all levels.
In conclusion, I encourage you to seek out an ESA member
company in your area by visiting Alarm.org to help you navigate
the security options for your school. Utilizing the Electronic
Security Guidelines for Schools will aid in your plans to ensure
the future safety of your school, students, faculty and staff.
Marshall Marinace is President & Chairman of the Board of
Electronic Security Association (ESA). For more information, go to
www.ESAweb.org/schoolguidelines.
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SECURITY

Lessons Learned
from Sandy Hook
By Brad Spicer
(This is part two of a two part series.)
On Dec. 1, 1958 a fire broke out in the
basement of Our Lady of Angels School in
Chicago, IL. Ninety-two students and three
staff lost their lives and sweeping changes
to fire safety standards were enacted across
the nation. On Dec. 14, 2012, an active
shooter at Sandy Hook Elementary School
(SHES) murdered 20 students and six staff.
Most schools are still using the same plans
and training that failed Sandy Hook.
The purpose of this two-part article is
to examine findings of the Connecticut
State’s Attorney Report (“Report of the
State’s Attorney for the Judicial District of
Danbury on the Shootings at Sandy Hook
Elementary School and 36 Yogananda
Street, Newtown, Connecticut on Dec.
14, 2012.”) and provide recommendations
from these lessons learned.
The State’s Attorney Sandy Hook report
can be viewed in its entirety at: http://
www.ct.gov/csao/lib/csao/Sandy_Hook_
Final_Report.pdf#!
Part two of this article covers these three
core areas:
• SHES Physical Security
• SHES Intruder Response
• Public Safety Response
Nothing in this article is intended to
diminish the actions of the staff at Sandy
Hook Elementary School or imply fault for
this tragedy lies with anyone other than the
murderer.
It is my hope that these findings and
recommendations will help education
leaders and their public safety partners
make our nations’ schools even safer and
more secure.
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Physical Security
Finding 16
Besides classrooms eight and 10, there
were no signs or reports of attempted entry
into other classrooms.
Recommendation
Every classroom should be lockable from
inside the classroom without the use of a
key.
Finding 17
SHES communications failed to provide
adequate notification to occupants.
Finding 18
The first 9-1-1 call from SHES was
received at 9:35:39 a.m.
Finding 19
There was no formal school wide
intruder response announcement.
A staff member sent other staff to their
rooms or had them stay in their rooms
as this staff member went about locking
doors. The staff member remained in the
hallway on the telephone with the 9-1-1
operator until the police arrived.
Finding 20
The schoolwide intercom was turned on
inadvertently and this did provide some
information to staff throughout the school.
Recommendation
Schools should be equipped with
panic alarms; preferably with systems
that alert law enforcement and the school
simultaneously.
Panic or duress buttons make it easier
for school staff to notify law enforcement

Shooter’s car parked at SHES.

than calling 9-1-1 and allow more
communication efforts to be directed
towards safeguarding students.
Schools that are totally dependent upon
front office staff to provide notification of
an intruder situation should create — and
train — a redundant system away from the
office and provide a panic button with a
full intruder alert that broadcasts a unique
warning to the entire school.
Recommendation
A school command post should be an
office/room that is securable and provides
access to onsite video, intercom and phone.
From this location, a staff member
would be able to provide real time
intelligence to 9-1-1 and provide the school
detailed response instructions — based
on the intruder’s actions — via intercom.
Obviously a command post cannot and
should not be continuously manned.
Multiple staff should be trained in this role
during intruder response drills.

Finding 20
The report offers no analysis of the SHES
Emergency Response Plan. A redacted version
of the plan was provided in the Appendix.

Example SafePlans’ Proprietary
Intruder Response Card

Finding 21
The SHES Emergency Response Plan section
for “Unknown Persons/Intruders” references
“lockdown” but provides no explanation or
instructions.

Finding 22
The
responding principal and school psychologist
were both shot dead in the hallway.
Finding 23
Nine students who fled classroom 10 survived.

Intruder Response
Finding 19
The SHES lockdown plan and response failed to mitigate
the attack.

Finding 24
Witness reported observing staff fleeing SHES via ground floor
windows during the attack.
Recommendation
Schools should develop plans and training that provide
redundancy of command and empower and train all staff to make
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Tie Off
Tie off the door by looping a belt,
computer cable or extension cord — or
keep 20 feet of 550/Para cord in your desk
— around the door handle. Either tie off to
a solid fixed object or pull the door closed.
Your size and strength may not be enough
— so get help.
Public Safety Response

Notice the window to the right of the door where the shooter gained entry.

life saving decisions.
Recommendation
All staff must be trained in Intruder
Response that expands beyond the lockdown
concept; such as the Department of
Homeland Security Run-Hide-Fight system.
Building-wide response plans work for
emergencies such as fire and severe weather.
Active shooter events require a response
strategy that accounts for the level of contact
with the shooter and the location of the
people at risk.
Finding 25
Classroom 10’s teacher was found
deceased in the room with a set of keys
nearby.
Finding 26
After breaching the front door, the attack
lasted approximately 273 seconds and the
shooter fired 145 rounds —not including
eight rounds to gain entry or one round for
suicide.
This is one shot every 1.88 seconds.
This rate of fire occurred while the shooter
engaged at least 28 different people (with
a 92 percent fatality rate), had to change
magazines and moved between four
locations — main office, north hallway and
classrooms eight and 10.
Recommendation
Every classroom should be lockable from
inside the classroom without the use of a
key.
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In the interim, a strategy should be
considered for schools with classroom doors
that cannot lock from inside the classroom.
1.Keep the classroom door locked and
deal with the inconvenience.
2. Lock the door and place a thin magnet
over the strike plate. In the event a
HIDE (or lockdown) is required, the
magnet can be removed from inside the
room and the door will lock.
Recommendation
Impromptu target hardening strategies
should be taught to all staff.
The “Hide” option should be viewed as
an active response. Lock doors whenever
possible. Even if you cannot lock doors,
there are still ways to deny entry. This is
impromptu target hardening.
Barricade
Barricade doors that open in from the
hall and place heavy objects in front of the
door. Never use your body to support the
barricade.The contents of the room will likely
determine the success of a barricade.
Blockade
For doors that open out, consider a
blockade in the doorway. Place heavy objects
in doorway and never use your body to
support the blockade. While the intruder
may be able to open the door, he will have to
contend with the blockade. The contents of
the room will likely determine the success of
a blockade.

Finding 27
Law enforcement does not enter SHES
until five minutes and 47 seconds (5:47)
after the first officers arrival.
First 9-1-1 Call Received		
9:35:39 AM
First Newtown Officer Arrives at
9:39:00 AM
First Officers Enter SHES at
9:44:47 AM
Finding 28
Bystanders, who were viewed as possible
suspects, may have delayed law enforcement
entry.
Recommendation
All law enforcement agencies must
integrate a First Officer Engage concept into
their active shooter response training.
The report concludes the shooter
committed suicide at 9:40:03 (one minute
and three seconds after the first officer’s
arrival), however, this was not known to law
enforcement. While a 5:47 entry delay is a
dramatic improvement over the Columbine
response (1999), law enforcement must
commit to evolving and improving rapid
deployment tactics.
An analysis of recent active shooter
incidents shows that despite improvements
to law enforcement response, there is an
increase in Kill Rates — murder attempts
divided by the number of minutes —
indicating the need for even faster response
to deployment tactics.
Brad Spicer is president of SafePlans, which
began in 1993 and has grown into national
firm with clients including Fortune 500
companies and two of the five largest school
systems in the US. For more information,
contact 866-210-SAFE or brad@safeplans.
com.
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SECURITY

SELECTING AN
EMERGENCY MASS

NOTIFICATION SYSTEM
By Jamie Underwood

The Sandy Hook Elementary School
shooting that took place in December 2012
left the public reeling and school district
superintendents scrambling. How can we
prevent something like this from happening
again? Are our school buildings secure
enough? How do we ensure everyone’s
safety in any emergency situation?
School shootings like those that took
place at Sandy Hook and Virginia Tech have
spurred an ever-growing conversation about
how to manage active shooter scenarios.
These events have also encouraged a much
broader discussion about how to reach all
individuals across multiple facilities or areas
in the event of any type of emergency.
School districts throughout the country
are facing tough questions about how to
secure their schools and protect students,
faculty and staff. In response, numerous
solutions are popping up that promise to fill
gaps in notification coverage. So what is the
best course of action, and what do school
districts need to know when researching
emergency mass notification systems?
Comprehensive Notification Coverage
In many situations such as oncampus shootings, time is of the essence.
According to a recently released FBI study
on active shooter incidents in the U.S.,
60 percent of active shooter scenarios
ended before police arrived. This means
that notification coverage and timeliness
are crucial when it comes to getting an
emergency alert out to individuals, and
it is important for schools to consider a
comprehensive emergency notification
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system (ENS) that can reach all students,
faculty, and staff both quickly and easily.
Comprehensive notification coverage
generally requires a variety of alerting
methods to overcome obstacles that
may prevent individuals from receiving
an emergency alert. Where are people
located when the emergency occurs?
Do they have access to a computer or
mobile device — and is it powered on?
Are they in an area where they can see or
hear the alert? All of these are potential
obstacles that can prevent individuals
from receiving an emergency alert.
For example, SMS alerting, which
sends an emergency message via text and
phone, is one option, but that alone is not
necessarily sufficient. Users must first opt
in to the alerting service; opt-in rates for
these types of apps are historically low.
In addition, recipients must have their
phones on and check them regularly for
SMS alerting to be effective. Similarly,
emergency alerts that are broadcast over
speakers are only effective if an individual is
within hearing distance. For these reasons,
being mindful of a system’s limitations is
important; the answer is to adopt a system
that provides overlapping coverage through
multiple communication channels for
sending and receiving an emergency alert.
Ensuring that individuals are alerted
to the fact that there is an emergency
is important. But taking this concept
one step further, how do you provide
specific information and instructions to
personnel, staff, or visitors across multiple
facilities? Sounding a warning tone gets

people’s attention, but it does not convey
information about the emergency at hand.
It is important to consider an emergency
notification system that does both—sounds
emergency tones/visible strobes and
displays or speaks an emergency message
that notifies individuals of the emergency
and appropriate steps to ensure safety.
Finally, emergency mass notification
system needs vary across organizations and
locations. While most schools districts are
prompted to begin researching ENSs due to
their concerns over on-campus shootings,
many find that they actually use the system
for something specific like weather-related
alerts, whether it involves a tornado
warning, wildfire threat or inclement
weather. As a result, the selection criteria
can change drastically depending on the
school. Mass notification systems range from
simple to elaborate, and it’s easy to fixate on
specific services or products when reviewing
the different offerings. Keep the big picture
in mind, and always come back to your
end goal. What are your specific needs, and
what is your school looking to achieve with
its emergency mass notification system?
Integration
Whether schools have an emergency
notification system in place and are looking
to expand or are considering longer-term
future additions, being mindful of the
system’s ability to integrate is essential. If
your institution already has one or more
products or systems in place, it’s crucial
that the new system work well with those
components, not only for cost effectiveness

but to ensure a cohesive system overall.
Schools may already have a PA system
in place or other assets — such as LED
marquees, TVs, or computers — that can be
leveraged as part of an ENS. Be sure to keep
this in mind when evaluating the different
notification systems that are available.
Even if you’re looking to implement a
system for the first time, think long term.
Schools often choose to expand the system
at some point in the future, whether it is
with the same vendor or not. Look for a
system that integrates easily with other
products and ENSs. Not considering the
integration factor can cause problems
down the road as you look to build out or
add on to different system components.
Code Compliance
Finally, be mindful of important mass
notification codes and mandates when
selecting an emergency notification system.
• Th
 e Americans with Disabilities
Act specifies that local government

emergency preparedness and response
programs be accessible to people with
disabilities, including emergency mass
notification and access to information.
Consider products or systems that
are not purely sound based.
• The Higher Education Opportunity
Act (HEOA) reauthorizes the
Higher Education Act of 1965
(HEA) and mandates under federal
statutes that universities and
colleges issue emergency warnings.
The HEOA further establishes
requirements for timely warning
and emergency notification.
• In addition to its core focus on fire
alarm systems, the National Fire
Alarm and Signaling Code (NFPA
72) includes requirements for
mass notification systems used for
weather emergencies; terrorist events;
biological, chemical and nuclear
emergencies; and other threats.
• According to Section 508 of the
Rehabilitation Act, Federal agencies

must give disabled employees and
members of the public access to
information that is comparable to
the access available to others.
•U.S. Department of Defense initiated
Unified Facilities Criteria (UFC)
requirements include providing real
time information to all building
occupants or personnel in the
immediate vicinity of a building
during emergency situations.
Ultimately ENSs provide a feeling of
safety and security. Every school hopes it
will never have to launch an emergency
alert, but it is important to have an
emergency notification system and set of
protocols in place should an event take
place. Emergency preparedness is the first
step, and ENSs help schools reach that goal.
Jamie Underwood is Director of
Marketing Communications at Alertus
Technologies. For more information on
Alertus, visit www.alertus.com or contact
Jamie at junderwood@alertus.com.
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THE Business side OF EDUCATION

CREATING A FAIR, OPEN
AND COMPETITIVE
PURCHASING
PROCESS

PRACTICAL ADVICE FOR NAVIGATING
THE EDUCATIONAL PROCUREMENT SYSTEM
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By Dr. Philip E. Geiger
Having been both a buyer and a
seller gives one a unique perspective of
the purchasing process in educational
institutions, in particular, how and what
must be done to ensure that a school
system or state department of education
gets what it needs at a fair and reasonable
price. It’s also important to ensure
that the prospective vendors feel that a
transparent, fair and truly open process
exists in pursuing opportunities with these
institutions.
As a vendor it would be ideal if a
customer bought our product directly
without examining the competition.
However, it would be shortsighted for
a school district or state department to
make a purchase without analyzing other
available options. After all, while one
product may look good by itself, it may
be found to not be the best product or the
best price out there.
There are a number of useful
suggestions to help both buyers and sellers,
based on smart purchasing processes
effectively utilized by some states and
school districts, as well as some lessons
learned from unsuccessful actions taken by
others.
RFP, Price Quote, or RFI?
All three of these procurement processes
have value, but each has advantages and
disadvantages.
Request for Proposal (RFP)
RFPs enable the school system to get
the most information, including price,
without awarding merely based on the
lowest bidder. Often pricing is requested
in a separate envelope so reviewers can
evaluate the “fit gap” without being
influenced by price. RFPs can be canceled
if things change in the process, and the
school district generally will provide for
a “Best and Final Offer” (BAFO) so that
they get the best price from the leading
bidder.
Although you will want to encourage
the vendor to issue the best price the first
time, you always have the opportunity to
check pricing again. Sometimes they can
further discount their price or include
additional features to increase the value
of the quoted price.To make the project

more attractive to vendors, and to possibly
encourage better pricing, include an
intergovernmental purchasing — or
“piggybacking”— clause to the RFP that
will allow other governmental agencies
and school districts to benefit from
your diligence and hard work while still
enabling them to issue their own RFP.
You never want to use a specific vendor
to prepare an RFP due to the numerous
ethical questions it raises. Instead, issue a
Request for Information so that all vendors
can contribute to your specifications.
Finally, advertise it as widely as possible
to the vendor community and provide
for purchasing self-registration in areas of
interest on the district’s website.
Advantages of RFPs:
• Vendors provide the schools with a
self-assessment of their ability to meet
predetermined specifications.
• Pricing can be considered separately
from product functionality and
quality.
• Schools are not compelled to award.
• Any business or even another
governmental agency can submit
a proposal.
• With the right language, other
agencies can benefit from your work
and review so that they can purchase
this product faster and with more ease.
Disadvantages of RFPs:
• Preparing a quality RFP takes time to
issue and award.
• Responding to questions regarding
the RFP takes more time — but helps
improve the quality of the proposals.
• More proposals will be received via
this method than most purchasing
approaches, thereby requiring more
review time.
• Your initial inclinations may be
affected, a good thing as you may be
more enlightened after the process.
Price Quote
Typically a school system will seek three
price quotes for purchases of commodities,
or commonly purchased and understood
products, with a total cost under the state’s
bid limit threshold. This enables the school
district to do some comparison shopping,
but is a speedier process than an RFP.
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Unless there are significant differences in
the products being proposed, however,
school systems will generally award to the
lowest priced vendor. This is generally a
three- to four-day process rather than the
14- to 30-day RFP process.

• The school system may create more
specifications for issues that are nice
to have rather than need to have,
distorting the proposed cost of the
primary purchase — at least separate
optional items from those required.

Advantages of price quotes:
• Purchase period is much shorter than
other processes.
• There is a comparison between other
vendors.
• Pricing is usually the focus so vendors
know that they have “one shot” at
getting it right.
• There are limited specifications so
preparation is minimized.

Dos and Don’ts
Once the process is underway, there are
some key dos and don’ts that need to be
considered for success. Some of these may
not apply to your particular situation but
they remain good guiding principles:

Disadvantages of price quotes:
• No clear and precise set of
specifications.
• Often limited to a few “choice”
vendors potentially creating serious
conflicts of interest.
• Limits the district’s exposure to a
wider variety of products and services.
• Puts price above other criteria.
• Often does not define the actual
services and product functions and
features in detail as would be described
in an RFP.
Request for Information/Request
for Qualifications(RFI/RFQ)
An RFI/RFQ is typically requested
when a school system wants to prepare
an RFP and wants to get the lay of the
land for what is new on the horizon and
which firms might demonstrate interest. It
is more like a dress rehearsal for the RFP
and also provides a chance for the school
system to test their budget assumptions as
vendors provide a projected (non-binding)
price proposal.
Advantages of RFI/RFQs:
• Provides a broad review of products
and services to the district without
charge rather than hiring a consulting
firm to do the research.
• The schools can glean proposal
requirements from the RFI and begin
to compare vendors.
Disadvantages of RFI/RFQs:
• Extends the purchasing process
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As a vendor it
would be ideal if a
customer bought
our product directly
without examining
the competition.
However, it would
be shortsighted
for a school
district or state
department to make
a purchase without
analyzing other
available options.
because the district now needs to
factor in the time for review of the
RFI, writing of the RFP specifications,
and then review of RFP proposals —
plus an oral presentation if desired.
•U
 nless the evaluation team is
circumspect, there is a greater
potential for inside information being
leaked to “favorites.”

• Do prepare precise and clear
specifications for the purchase to be
made.
• Do answer questions regarding the
RFP as soon as possible. Providing and
posting answers to questions as they are
received is better for vendors and easier
in the long run for the agency.
• Do have your favorite vendors compete
with everyone else, and keep your mind
open to a new vendor who has the
better product and/or price.
• Do make the selection based on quality
and reasonable pricing for what you
are getting including the experience,
capabilities, reputation and services of
the firms.
• Do include adequate opportunities in
the contract documents for resolution of
disputes, disagreements and previously
unknown issues before issuing penalties
and/or damages.
• Do invest in success. Regardless of
what is being purchased, if it needs to
have people trained to use the product
or service, don’t skimp. The success
and failure of projects often depends
on its commitment to training and
professional development.
• Do provide as many responsible vendors
who submitted a qualified proposal the
opportunity for an oral presentation.
The amount of time needs to be
commensurate with the complexity of
the proposal, so make it long enough
for the vendor to explain the product or
services and the school system to get all
the questions answered and “perceived”
objections addressed.
• Do ask for the projected cost of the
product or service over a reasonable
period of time (five to 10 years) even if

You never want to use a
specific vendor to prepare
an RFP due to the numerous
ethical questions it raises.
Instead, issue a Request
for Information so that all
vendors can contribute to
your specifications.
you are only asking the vendor to commit to pricing for a more
limited period. Too often a vendor will price the first year low
to be the presumed low bidder; only once you are deep into the
project do you find out that the costs will be rise significantly in
the future.
• Do be sure to determine the cost of improvements, add-ons,
maintenance charges and other costs that may not be visible
until something goes wrong. If a state department of education
selected a vendor for a software product that had a low initial
cost but then everything that needed to be fixed or purchased
was extremely expensive, was it really a bargain in the end?
• Do advise all vendors who submitted a proposal which firm
won, the pricing, and if possible the reasons why their proposal
was not selected. After all, the vendor spent many hours and
a lot of money preparing the proposals; the fair thing to do is
to keep them informed and provide “lessons learned” where
possible.
• Don’t presume that vendors will know what you want because
you have spoken about your ideas or plans for a long time.
• Don’t expect vendors to sign on for “unlimited” liability.
Too often, schools include an unlimited liability clause in
their proposals. For a small start-up or mid-size firm this
obligation has a different meaning than it does for the national
and global firms. A small or mid-size company, if faced with
liability beyond their means, will simply file Chapter 11, shed
their obligation and move on. For a larger firm, this is a real
requirement that cannot be avoided so limit liability to some
reasonable level based on the value of the project.
• Don’t point fingers. If you want to assess penalties and/or
liquidated damages, you need to be sure that your own house
is “pristine” because the penalties will be questionable if you
contributed to the problems. Better still; create reasonable
solutions to problems with the assumption that both parties
want a successful outcome.
• Don’t have a negative perspective about something the vendor
wrote or said without asking them about it again to be sure that
you have interpreted what they said correctly. It’s always better

to double-check than to assume.
• Don’t be unclear about pricing. Be completely candid and don’t
recommend a purchase based on a one-year cost but rather the
TCO (total cost of ownership) over a reasonable period of time.
• Don’t shortchange oral presentations. Schedule meetings for a
realistic time period, otherwise the entire process looks more like
compliance with the required steps rather than a genuinely open
process. Don’t waste your time or the vendor’s by allowing only
a 20-minute conversation for an important purchase.
• Don’t show favoritism. Perhaps one of the worst things possible
from a vendor’s perspective is to get a copy of the scoring sheets
completed by each committee member to see the obvious bias
by a committee member by minimizing all of the vendors except
the one that he favored. When the chair of the purchasing
committee sees that scoring is biased, especially compared to the
scoring of others, the entire set of scores should be eliminated.
Just like in skating competition, the extreme highs and lows
should often be discounted.
Dr. Philip E. Geiger is the former Executive Director of the Arizona
School Facilities Board and previously served as superintendent of
schools in New Jersey and Massachusetts. He is currently Senior Vice
President of K-12 Education for MAXIMUS, Inc.

WHAT SETS YOUR
SCHOOL APART?
Since 2000, Ken Browne Productions has helped schools
and districts utilize video assets to highlight their success
stories...at professional conferences, on public TV, and
now, on mobile devices.Today, branding and marketing is
essential – that’s why the NYC Schools, the NY State Ed
Department, as well as Colleges of Education select Ken
Browne as their institutional “story-teller”. Check out KBP’s
education demo video to see how affordable, high quality
video will help your school or district stand out.
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THE Business side OF EDUCATION

THE TOP 5
CONSIDERATIONS
TO MAKE
YOUR DISTRICT
MORE EFFECTIVE
By Judy Wright
No matter the size or location, school
districts across the country are looking for
ways to increase money spent on instruction.
Whether your district is large or small, urban
or suburban, school district administrators
can consider the following operational tips
to make the most of every budget dollar.
1.Benchmark Your District
Against Similar Districts
School districts are very good about
sharing information. Approach your peer
districts or ask at the state level. If you are an
urban district, you should compare yourself
to other urban districts. You can also make
use of national databases and surveys such
as Educational Research Services, Council
of Great City Schools, American School
and University magazine. For example,
some benchmarks are consistent despite
the size or location of the district, such as
the number of instructional square feet a
custodial staff member can cover. Reach
out to a consulting firm; they might have
a variety of data already available.
Look for metrics where you are
significantly higher or lower than
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your peers and, take a deeper dive.
Ask, “What is the rationale for the
variance?” Sample metrics include:
• Financial spend: Consider this metric
on a cost per pupil basis looking at
areas such as: overall, instructional,
operational cost, facilities and
maintenance, technology and business.
• Compensation: Compare what you pay
certain positions against peer districts.
How does your superintendent’s
compensation compare to others in the
region, on a state level, or with districts
of similar size and with similar issues and
challenges. Leadership positions can be
compared across regions; other positions,
such as secretaries and custodians should
be compared to nearby districts.
• Operational metrics: Compare your
operations to other districts on measures
such as: instructional square feet per
custodial full-time equivalent (FTE),
acres per grounds FTE; devices and end
users per IT FTE, W-2s and 1099s per
HR FTE; budget per business office
FTE. You can also compare case loads of
non-classroom teachers such as guidance

counselors, social workers and speech
pathologists against national ratios.
When selecting districts/databases
to compare your district, look for
districts with similar demographics;
potential considerations include
overall budget, urban/suburban/rural
environment, free/reduce lunch eligibility
and percentage of special education
population as these can impact costs.
2. Share Services Wherever Possible
This is a national issue but one that is
increasingly viable because virtually all
districts are facing economic challenges.
While sharing services can be a tough,
and at times a political decision, districts
can work cooperatively to share services
with another district or districts, regional
educational service agency or a municipality.
In Michigan and Ohio we have seen
numerous instances of shared administrative
systems across districts since technology
is frequently an easier place to start.
Examples of shared systems include student
information systems, financial, payroll
and human resources systems as well as
applicant tracking and student assessment
solutions. Recently we’ve seen regional
education agencies taking over IT support
in local districts, enhancing services and
allowing for greater specialization by sharing
certain technical resources, such as security
specialists, across multiple districts. For
many districts, hiring their own security
specialist is simply not viable due to the cost.
While technology appears to be an easier
area to share services, we are seeing a number
of districts share payroll, purchasing, legal
counsel and business office services. Some
critical success factors include trusting your
partner(s), clearly defined scope and service
levels. For certain areas such as payroll
and business office services, the partnering
districts should be on the same payroll/
financial system. Benefits can be realized
in savings and/or enhanced services.
3. Consider Alternative Delivery
of Non-Instructional Services
These services could include custodial,
building and grounds, transportation
and food. Outsourcing is a very difficult
choice for most districts. While we do
not advocate for this solution, districts
can realize significant cost reductions and

With today’s “new normal” of
schools being more creative in
stretching every dollar, school
administrators are looking for
different ways for their districts
to function at a high level.
reduced overhead in the amount of time
administration spends in these areas, while
achieving comparable service delivery
levels. To be successful, there must be a
clearly defined scope of services and service
level expectations. Once a vendor has
been selected, the district cannot abdicate
responsibility; you must be heavily involved
with the vendor. The most successful
transitions we’ve seen are where the district
has retained a supervisor for some period of
time to oversee and partner with the vendor,
providing continuity and educating the
vendor on the district’s culture and values.
4. Evaluate Your Technology
Technology represents a significant
expenditure and can be an enabler of student
achievement. Review your district’s use of
technology from three perspectives: the
people, the process and the technology itself.
• The people: Look at your support
structure and how technology decisions
are made. The most effective districts
have a cross functional IT governance
committee making recommendations
about technology priorities, projects
and professional development.
• The process: Regularly assess whether
your IT department is using best
practices for the delivery of support and
management of technology. Is your data
appropriately secured? Are your networks
monitored? Are you deploying updates
in the most effective manner? Is your
help desk as effective as it could be?
• The technology: Do you have the right
infrastructure, software and tools in place
to support instruction and operations?
Can your IT infrastructure effectively
support Bring Your Own Device
(BYOD)? Online testing? One-to-one
initiatives? Do your teachers get the
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data they need when they need it? Can
teachers and administrators run their
own reports on student performance?
5. Periodically Review and Challenge
Administrative Processes
These processes could include purchasing,
accounts payable, vendor management,
payroll, leave management and student
enrollment. Map out the workflow of
administrative process in flowchart form.
Identify all steps in the process as well as
decision and approval points. Ensure that
all steps are value add rather than “that’s
the way we’ve always done it.” When
evaluating administrative processes, take it
one step further and establish performance
metrics for each function. In purchasing,
an appropriate metric could be the number
of days from requisition to receipt of
goods. For IT, it might be percentage of
help desk tickets closed by the help desk.
In addition to these top five, we have
also seen school districts successfully explore
opportunities to increase revenue through
foundations, sports, spirit wear, facilities
usage/rentals and energy utilization analysis.
With today’s “new normal” of schools
being more creative in stretching every
dollar, school administrators are looking
for different ways for their districts to
function at a high level. Measuring
performance, seeking efficiencies,
saving costs, and making optimal use of
technology are tools that every school
district administrator is using every day.
Judy Wright is a partner in charge of Plante
Moran’s educational consulting group. She has
more than 25 years of experience working with
education clients to improve efficiency, enhance
services and better leverage technology. She can
be reached at judy.wright@plantemoran.com.
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The Business Side of education

THE
O
WORD
By Greg Gibson

School systems face a complicated
decision when considering outsourcing.
Employees view outsourcing as a threat
to their job security, and because these
employees also represent taxpayers, parents,
and voters. Board members take their
obligations to them as seriously as to
their students. That is why school systems
must take the time to understand all the
implications that outsourcing creates.
Outsourcing in public education can
take form at different areas and levels. Most
frequently, school systems outsource within
the auxiliary service areas such as custodial,
transportation, food services, maintenance
and printing/photocopying service areas.
Although not as common, school systems
do outsource other functions including
technology hosting and support, safety and
security, human resources and accounting.
Risks and Challenges
Some school systems avoid outsourcing
due to risks. For example, with more
occurrences of campus violence, school
systems have become increasingly concerned
about school safety and security. The
possibility that an outsourced vendor may
not have as robust an employee background
check as the school system can represent
an unacceptable risk for school leadership.
School leaders can mitigate this risk by
developing contract specifications to ensure
that the vendor applies acceptable screening
procedures, or they could contractually
require that they conduct their own
background check for new vendor employees.
Working with a vendor can present
additional challenges. For instance, the
vendor may have an employee turnover rate
that is higher than what the school system
would otherwise experience. This may
limit the ability of the outsourced staff to
build effective working relationships with
campus leaders. However, as long as the
school system ensures that it has put a highquality service model in place, it should not
matter who occupies the position. Finally,
some school systems may see the lack of
control that can come from outsourcing as a
disadvantage, but the school system can also
reduce these impacts with a strong contract.
Feasibility Study
School systems should periodically
study the feasibility of outsourcing
major functions. When conducting a
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feasibility study, school systems should
consider the following factors:
• Independence: Departmental staff and
vendors that provide the service should not
conduct the feasibility studies, because the
former may downplay or misrepresent the
benefits in order to protect the department,
and the latter may overstate savings in order
to get the outsourcing contract. An evaluator
independent of the decision’s impact needs
to conduct these feasibility studies.
• Assessment: The evaluator should
develop an assessment of the current
performance. If the department has
tracked performance measures, the
evaluator should validate them. If
performance measures do not exist, the
evaluator should construct them.
• Go to the Source: Some feasibility study
efforts involve contacting vendors to obtain
preliminary cost and service information,
but the evaluator should not rely exclusively
on vendor information. Other school
systems that outsource serve as the best
source for obtaining this information.
• Apples to Apples: The service offerings
of contractors may not line up exactly
with the current offerings of the school
system department or function. If the
evaluator does not convert the service
elements to an identical set, the resulting
analysis may be misrepresentative.
Implementation Considerations
There are different implementation
approaches to outsourcing — it does not
need to be an all or nothing decision.
Some options available to school systems
when outsourcing major functions are:
1. Outsourcing the Entire Function:
Organizationally, the school system
will find this more stressful, but it
could achieve cost savings and service
quality improvements more quickly.
2. Phase-In: The school system outsources
the entire function, but maintains school
system staff until they vacate their positions.
Generally, the school system would outsource
the management function immediately, and
the vendor would direct school system staff
as well as their own staff during the phase-in
period. As a result of this hybrid approach,
the school system may not realize cost
savings for several years, and work quality
may take additional time to improve.
3. Management Only: The school

system keeps worker-level employees, but
outsources all management positions. This
approach can lead to both cost savings
and service-quality improvement since the
school system can introduce new work
methods, staffing patterns and equipment.
Contracts
Perhaps the most important elements
of a successful outsourcing arrangement
are a strong contract that protects the
school system and that holds the vendor
accountable. Many school systems defer to
standard contracts developed by vendors,
but they should independently develop
their contract and include it in their
solicitations. In addition to the identification
of necessary legal terms and provisions by
an attorney, the contracts should include
the following business specifications:
- Pricing specifications.
-D
 elineation of who provides facilities,
equipment and other resources.
-C
 onsequences for vendors not
meeting their performance targets.
-A
 ssurances that the school system retains
control over variables that affect price.
- Vendor performance measurement and
reporting on a monthly and annual basis.
- I dentification of the school
system’s contract manager and
the vendor’s points of contact.
-P
 rovisions against vendor price
escalation and characterization of
standard services as extra services.
-P
 rocedures for vendor management
turnover; customer service
monitoring; and employee discipline,
termination and screening.
Benefits
School systems can achieve benefits from
outsourcing. School system leaders can save
money through improved management,
improved work processes and fewer staff
requirements. In theory, an outside vendor
that specializes in a particular service should
be able to provide a more efficient and lower
cost operation than an in-house approach.
Through a management outsourcing
arrangement, Houston ISD turned a $2.9
million loss in its food service operation
into an $11 million positive position, using
a portion of the savings to increase low
wages for its cafeteria workers. Fifteen years
later they are using the same approach and
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the same firm. In 2013, Marion County
(Fla.) Public Schools continued the phasein of outsourced custodial services, citing a
range of savings between 18 and 50 percent
of the cost of doing the work in-house.
Additionally, school systems with already
efficient work processes and staff levels
may still find cost-savings opportunities
by tapping into a lower pay scale that
an outsourced vendor could provide.
School systems can also reduce costs
by reducing their benefits costs. From
a work safety standpoint, the auxiliary
services commonly outsourced are
higher risk positions. In other words, a
maintenance staff worker has a greater
chance of getting injured than an office
worker. By removing these higher risk
positions from payroll, the school system
would reduce the overall benefits costs.
Outsourcing can also help fill technical
gaps. For example, while every school system,
regardless of size, has similar needs for
maintenance trades, a sufficient volume of
work may not exist to staff each trade. School
systems either staff “generalist” workers or
they outsource the trade to a specialized
contractor. When outsourcing to these
specialized contractors, school systems can
also see an increase in performance quality
as measured by campus surveys, complaints,
response times, observed inefficiency,
work quality, and other indicators.
Finally, outsourcing allows a school
system to focus more on its primary
mission of educating students. With
recent increased expectations for students
and with more challenges for learning
standards implementation, school system
leaders have needed to increase their
management efforts. With outsourcing
freeing up the attention that school leaders
dedicate to auxiliary operations, they can
devote more time to student learning.
While not for everyone, outsourcing
is an option that should be considered
periodically by school systems. With very
specific work expectations and an effective
contract that holds vendors accountable,
school systems can achieve cost savings
and other benefits through outsourcing.
Greg Gibson is President of Gibson
Consulting Group, Inc., a firm that provides
management consulting and research services
exclusively to school systems nationwide.
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By: Stacy Corluccio, CSRM
(This is part one of a three part series)
When speaking with a diverse group of
administrators at conferences, seminars and
other school administrator events, I always
ask the question, “Who is responsible for
your school district’s risk management
policies and procedures.” Often the response
is a puzzled look and most admit they are
not sure. Some people indicate they have
a school resource officer or school safety
coordinator, which is a good thing. Very
few who are asked say, “Me!” Most have
the misconception that “risk management”
means necessary insurance coverage purchases
and rely on their insurance agents and carriers
for additional risk management education
and needs. While that is a widely accepted
industry practice, in this day and age, with
limited school funding and unlimited
accountability, school employees must learn
and know more about risk management.
This begs the question, “What is risk
management?”

Who Manages Risk in Schools?
So, who is ultimately responsible for
effective risk management within a school
district? The answer is becoming more and
more elusive as job functions change daily
to accommodate the doing-more-with-less
funding attitudes and issues from state to
state. The most obvious answers are the
safety coordinator, financial department
and human resources area. The true answer
is, everyone. A team of people should
always be responsible and accountable to
a set of specific risk management policies
and procedures. All department heads —
food service, custodial, maintenance and
operations, instructional — need to be in
the loop and should be managers of risk
in a school district. The risk management
function can be assumed by people regardless
of the size and needs of the school district.
Even if your school has a dedicated risk
manager, he or she should rely on many
internal and external people and resources to
effectively manage the district’s daily risks.

Risk Management in Schools
– The Real Definition
Risk management within schools is a rather
complex concept, which is comprised of
several functions. It is the “process of managing
uncertainty of exposures that affect a school
district’s assets and financial statements using
the five steps: identification, analysis, control,
financing and administration.” As indicated
in the definition, it extends far beyond the
funding or financing of losses through transfer
of risk or insurance.
The most important part of risk
management within schools is risk
identification. Whether risks are human
in nature, or are related to property or
liability, they must be identified first. Why?
An exposure and/or risk must be identified
before it can be effectively analyzed,
controlled, or financed.
Finding the hole in the gymnasium
floor, or slippery surface in the high
school stairwell, leaky roof from the recent
storm, or finding holes in coverage in
construction contracts for exposures are all
part of identifying risks within schools. Risk
identification is a time-consuming process,
which commonly includes checklists, contract
reviews and loss data collection. However, it
is the only way to effectively understand and
manage all the risks.

Risk Comes in Many Shapes and Sizes
It is easy to identify certain risks such as
the slippery bathroom floor on the junior
high campus. Others are not so easy to find.
It is important to classify your risks and
document them so they can be constantly
evaluated and the changes monitored.
Logical classifications of risk include
financial/budgetary risks, human resources
risks, property risks and liability risks. For
the non-risk manager types, this needs to be
a very thought provoking experience. Every
single activity that happens within a school
district creates risk. For example, I have
worked with many school districts that were
unaware that the school carnival vendors
needed insurance and that the bouncy house
vendor had a bad safety record. What about
teachers and other administrators who do
not stop to think about all the risk associated
with extracurricular activities and schedule
field trips without consulting the necessary
risk management administrators? While the
risk manager or anyone in charge of it within
a district has a tendency to say, “no” a lot,
there is a good – financial – budgetary –
reason behind every decision to abstain from
or delay risky activities. Before a risk is taken,
it must be financed.
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Why Risk Management
in Schools is Important
– The Bottom Line on Litigation
When risk in schools is the topic, what we
hear in the news or read online is the frame of
reference. The latest and most horrific event of
Sandy Hook or the more recent school shooting
in Washington State come to mind. While these
types of incidents are very severe in nature, the
more frequent threat in schools such as child
abuse, bullying and cyber-bullying, bus safety,
and other more common risks must also be
considered. All of these risks and losses can come
with a hefty amount of litigation. While tort
immunities apply in many states, school litigation
costs are quite exorbitant in nature for claims in
which only defense is required and there is no
actual coverage for the claim. In the State of Texas,
schools are generally only liable for operation and
use of a motor vehicle. But the amount of claims
received for other types of liability and the time
and money it takes to defend the schools can far
outweigh the actual costs associated with motor
vehicle liability. All federal and state statutes can
come into play when a school is sued. Schools can
be sued for anything at any time. What the school
ends up litigating or paying for in most cases is
mainly the cost of the defense, which comes with
serious sticker shock.
For example, in California from 2010-2013, a
staggering $125.6 million was spent on verdicts/
settlements and outside counsel for only 11
school districts.
Thinking Ahead … Does Your School
Have a Risk Manager and Effective
Risk Management Program?
If not, serious thought is needed as to why
and how that can be changed. In small districts,
the superintendent can try to do it all. In larger
districts that is not possible. Why have a risk
manager? Risk managers can communicate with
all departments and work to create sound policies,
report to their superiors on the cost of the risk,
and reduce the cost of risk. This is one of the only
ways to ensure school funds are appropriated in
the right places. After all, we should be concerned
with one goal — educating children in a safe
manner. Effective risk managers and programs are
a key component to achieving that goal!
Stacy Corluccio, CSRM is Academic
Director, Risk Management Programs at
The National Alliance for Insurance
Education & Research
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PREPARING LEADERS
FOR THE ‘SOFT’ SIDE
OF LEADERSHIP
By Megan Tschannen-Moran
“Do you really believe that people skills can be taught?” This was
the pointed question the urban superintendent before me asked. I
had just finished a presentation on my work about the importance
of trust in regard to high functioning schools. I heard in her query
weariness over the amount of time she spent mopping up after the
messes caused by the school leaders in her district who lacked even
standard, run-of-the-mill, interpersonal skills.
This superintendent was sitting next to the union president from
her district, as were the other pairings of superintendents and union
presidents around the room, all of whom had been summoned
to this state capital to address the persistent underperformance of
schools in their districts. Union presidents and superintendents alike
had agreed that a lack of trust was at the core of the difficulty they
were having in forging productive working relationships.
Leadership matters when it comes to the ways people view each
other, work together, and get things done. It is understandable, then,
that the accountability movement has placed so much emphasis
on leadership. We have all heard inspiring stories of struggling
schools that have been turned around when the right combination
of leadership and resources have been put in place. We have also
seen or experienced discouraging stories of the ways that a building
with a strong culture and good results has been destroyed by a
leader who came in and was overzealous in his or her attempts to
make change quickly. Leadership transitions are tenuous times for
teachers because the skills and mindset that a leader brings to a new
leadership position has a tremendous effect on every aspect of a
school’s functioning.
The importance of high quality preparation for school leadership
becomes evident. There is a wealth of knowledge and skills that
aspiring school leaders must master. They need to know how to
appropriately manage the resources that have been entrusted to their
care, including both finances and facilities. They need to be well
acquainted with the laws that govern the work of schools, especially
in highly regulated areas like special education and discipline.
It is also vital that school leaders know curriculum, instruction
and assessment if they hope to lead their instructional team to be
their best. But where too many leaders fall short is on the people
side of the equation. We need to pay more attention in leadership
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preparation programs to ensure that graduates come out of our
programs with the requisite knowledge and skills to inspire and
manage their people with sensitivity, care and wisdom.
It has become an accepted fact in the management literature that
while technical skills can get you to the top, it is the people skills,
the soft skills that are essential to success in those leadership roles.
Unfortunately this recognition has not been incorporated sufficiently
in the design and practice of leadership preparation programs.
Instruction and practice in developing these skills has not often been
woven into the curriculum in thoughtful and meaningful ways.
To be a leader is to be a change agent. The concept of leadership
implies movement from one set of circumstances to another. It
is that connection to change that makes interpersonal skills so
important, because change is rarely easy or painless. In fact, change
almost always involves loss — even positive changes that most of
the people in an organization support. And losses inevitably evoke
the emotions associated with the stages of grief: anger, sadness,
uncertainty, withdrawal, and eventually, acceptance. Because these
emotions are to be expected, it is important that would-be change
agents are not only well steeped in the dynamics of change but also
well qualified to utilize emotional intelligence and express empathy
with their people.
I posed that superintendent’s question, whether people skills
could be taught, to a doctoral student of mine, and she decided to
tackle that question for her dissertation study. Specifically, she sought
to determine whether there would be measurable improvements
in empathy and emotional intelligence as the result of a course
in coaching skills. She found that after 20 hours of training,
the emotional quotient (EQ) scores of participants improved in
statistically significant ways. Not only did the overall EQ scores
improve, but the interpersonal composite score improved as well,
with gains in the subscales for empathy, social skills and motivation.
And although the gains in the intrapersonal composite scores that
included the self-awareness and self-regulation subscales were not
statistically significant in the full sample, they were significant for
those participants who had volunteered to take the training as
opposed to those who were directed to do so. Overall, the participants
felt their level of emotional Intelligence (EI) impacted their success
as instructional leaders. Better people skills made them better able to
improve the instructional practices of those they were leading.

Leadership matters when it comes to the ways people
view each other, work together, and get things done. It is
understandable, then, that the accountability movement
has placed so much emphasis on leadership.
Empathy is not the only people skill for school leaders to
master; it is also important for them to understand the dynamics
of trust. Trust is the glue that binds followers to leaders and that
facilitates cooperation. Without trust, leaders are inclined to rely
too much on bureaucratic means to enforce compliance with
organizational expectations. Bureaucratic structures are ubiquitous
in organizations as complex as schools, but there can be a downside
if leaders are not aware of the potential fordamaging side effects.
A pervasive culture of distrust can be one of the by-products of
the hierarchical relationships in schools because tacit assumptions
creep in that lead people to believe that with each progressive step
up the organizational chart they are just a little smarter, a little
more capable, and a little more committed to organizational goals
than those on the levels below. Unless these tacit assumptions are
consciously exposed and countered, they can lead leaders to adopt a
distrustful stance toward the people they lead.
In one of the courses in our principal preparation program at
William and Mary, I teach a shared decision making model to
guide leaders in deciding when and how to include subordinates
in decision making processes. This model is guided by three
questions.
1.Do subordinates have a stake in the decision?
2.Do subordinates have expertise that is relevant to the situation
at hand?
3. D
 o I trust these subordinates to make a decision consistent
with organizational goals?”
My students are almost all mid-career teachers, and when they
get to this third question, the majority of them answer: “No, I
can’t trust the teachers,”even when the facts of the case they are
exploring describe a high-performing group of teachers. This
astonishes me every time and I let my incredulity show. I remind my
aspiring school leaders that they are teachers, and that they are only
pretending to be administrators for the sake of the assignment! Yet
even just trying on that administrative mantle in a fictional setting
can lead them to adopt a distrustful stance.
A third skill set that falls within the “soft” skills of leadership is
shaping the organizational culture of a school. Changing a negative
or dysfunctional culture in a school that one leads can be a daunting
task, in part because the norms that shape the culture are infused
throughout every interaction in the building, whether you are
directly involved or not. Shaping the culture involves articulating
and making explicit the values and norms that guide the actions of
organizational participants. These include norms of professionalism
among the teachers and staff, as well as a focus on and seriousness
about academics among both teachers and students. Without the
skills to reshape the dominant story of the organization, the culture

remains immune to change.
Because expressing empathy, fostering trust, and shaping
school culture are so crucial to successful school leadership, the
development of such skills needs to be explicitly incorporated into
school leadership preparation programs. If we hope for all schools
to become the vibrant places any of us would be pleased to have
our own children and grandchildren attend, then all school leaders
need to be equipped with the soft skills to do the hard work of
educational change.
Dr. Megan Tschannen-Moran is a professor of educational leadership
at the College of William and Mary School of Education. She prepares
prospective school leaders for K-12 building-level and central office
positions in the Educational Policy, Planning and Leadership program.
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DON’T
IGNORE
DIRECT-ASK
FUND-RAISING
By Brigitte Roufail Peck

Generally speaking, no one thinks it’s a
good idea to recreate the wheel. There is no
reason to. It is the most efficient way to get
from A to B and can be adapted to meet the
needs of any vehicle, from a little red wagon
to a Rolls Royce. Given the advantages
of the wheel, it’s easy to see why most
people do not commute to work on a pogo
stick. They could, but why should they?
The same can be said of direct-ask fundraising. Schools seeking financial support for
their curriculum, playgrounds, or teacher grant
programs often ignore the most tried and true
way of raising money — asking those people
who believe in your mission to make a direct
gift in support of it. Wrapping paper sales, fun
runs, and projects posted on Donors Choose
give schools a way to raise money without
actually having to ask for it. Taking the easy
way out may generate some dollars, but not
as much as when donors who are interested
in your school are actually asked to give.
Independent schools understand this. They
know that their margin of difference cannot
be funded through tuition alone. Annual
funds and direct fund-raising for special
projects provide the rest. This approach,
however, does not have to be the exclusive
domain of private schools or big donors.
As a donor, I prefer to write a $25 check,
all of which will support the programs at
my children’s public schools, as opposed to
purchasing $32 worth of chocolate to generate
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that same $25 donation and then provide $7
worth of profit to a fund-raising company.
Plus, when I write the check directly, I get the
tax deduction. Apparently, I am not alone. In
many schools in my area, overworked PTA
volunteers have realized that the easiest way to
raise the dollars they need to buy uniforms for
the cross country team or assure the orchestra
program is maintained is to directly ask their
parents to give it. Sure, they could recruit
volunteers to sell bottled water and candy
bars at five football games a year, but just like
the pogo stick commuter, why should they?
Direct-ask fund-raising is often
intimidating to smaller or less affluent
organizations, especially if there isn’t a paid
professional to help manage the process, but
the truth is you don’t need a staff or a million
dollar donor to be successful at it. Schools that
have embraced this technique steadily grow the
amount they raise as families become familiar
with, and appreciative of, the approach. The
annual fund appeal at my son’s elementary
school will raise $225,000 this year, while
$100,000 in support will be secured at my
daughter’s middle school. This money will
fund everything from curriculum materials to
sports teams, teacher professional development
opportunities to academic competitions.
Most importantly, the funding will enhance
the learning environment and school
experience for my children. What parent
doesn’t want that for his or her children?

Schools considering a direct-ask fundraising effort should know that it doesn’t
have to be time consuming or complicated.
You probably have everything you need
to start one — interested potential
donors, well-defined needs, and a way of
communicating with your prospects. All
you need to do is follow these easy steps:
• Identify what you need the money for
• Determine how much you need
to address the above needs
• Be able to share how it
will benefit students
• Write a letter to your faculty — yes
faculty, they care about students too
— and families stating all of the above.
Consider using language like “whether
you can give $2, $20, or $200, your
participation in this effort will assure
our school has the resources it needs to
engage and inspire our children this year.”
• Keep people updated on the amount you
have raised, the amount you still need,
and how they can give. You can use your
regular communication pieces to do
this — newsletters, email blasts, teacher
communications and the school website.
• Thank people when they make a
gift. Then, thank them again. Send
them a personal thank you letter,
thank them in newsletters, email
blasts, teacher communications
and on the school website. You

cannot thank donors too much.
•R
 eport to donors and non-donors alike
on how the money raised was spent
and how the students benefitted. This
doesn’t have to be a fancy annual report.
It can be a special email that thanks
donors for their support and shows
what was funded as a result. If you want
to be fancy, you can use a pie chart.
I know. I know. The parents at your school
don’t have a lot of money. They can’t make
a big gift to the school. Don’t worry. They
don’t have to. When parents feel like they
are all in it together, they quickly realize that
if everyone — or most everyone — gives
what they can, their school is able to raise
what it needs. You cannot know what people
are willing to give if you don’t ask them.
In my 25 years as a professional fundraiser,
and a fund-raising volunteer, I have not
encountered an organization that is incapable
of developing a successful direct-ask fundraising program. If you have people who
care about what you do — and every one of
your parents does — you can ask them to
support it. More importantly, you should
ask them to support it. After all, it’s the
most efficient way to get from A to B and
you can adapt it to fit your school’s size and
needs. It’s easy to start and everyone can
participate, because no gift is too small.
Sometimes, the old-fashioned way of
doing something is still the best way. As
crowdfunding, on-line giving, and social
impact bonds become all the rage in fundraising circles, it’s easy to ignore the option
that you associate with your parents and
grandparents. You shouldn’t, though. Their
way worked because, as Larry C. Johnson,
author of “The Eight Principles of Sustainable
Fund-raising,” explains, “Fund-raising is not
really about money. It is about people.” If you
want to build a fund-raising program that
provides you the most efficient way to raise
money, stop asking your parents to buy framed
versions of their children’s art work or pledge
five cents for every lap they run and simply ask
them to make a gift to your school instead.
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Brigitte Roufail Peck is the Principal and
Senior Fund-raising Consultant at Capstone
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with offices in Atlanta, Ga. and Charlotte,
N.C. For information, visit www.
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Community
Schools

Where Partnerships
Propel Student Success
By Martin J. Blank and Mary Kingston Roche

Problem
Consider the lives of children coming to our public schools today.
More than one in five, and the majority of students in the south and
west, come from low income households. They face several problems
that get in the way of learning, including low reading skills, health
issues, a lack of caring adults in their lives, and trauma from violence
they witness in their neighborhoods. These problems result in chronic
absence, academic failure, and a loss of hope for themselves. They also
lack important opportunities, including summer learning, after-school
activities, experiential learning through internships or dual enrollment
with colleges, and field trips.
Yes, our educators must help each and every child to succeed
regardless of circumstances, but America’s values of fairness and
opportunity demand that we consider how we give our children the
opportunity and support they deserve to succeed, and create the
conditions for our teachers to teach.
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Schools don’t have the resources to respond effectively to each
student’s needs as well as his or her unique set of interests and talents
that motivate that student to come to school. Most schools offer some
afterschool activities and sports, but what about the student who wants
to be an electrical engineer, or get hands-on experience interning in a
hospital? These kinds of enriching, customized learning opportunities
aren’t offered to students consistently in schools, yet these are the
experiences that inspire students to pursue their dreams and leave their
unique mark on the world.
The challenges students bring to school, and the limited resources
schools have to offer are key factors in the growing gap in both
achievement and opportunity among subgroups of students. These
widening gaps should be evidence enough that we need to re-imagine
what schools look like. Schools are too often insulated from the
community. School staff work incredibly hard, but simply do not have the
resources needed to meet students’ needs and offer the opportunities they

deserve. At the same time community members
and organizations have both a desire and selfinterest to help their schools, but don’t know
who to reach out to and where to begin.
Response
Schools and community must be tied
together in a shared responsibility for student
success. We call schools with deep community
ties community schools. Community schools
are hubs of the community, addressing both
the achievement gap and the opportunity gap.
Community schools assess what their students
and families need and want, and then reach
out to community agencies to form strategic
partnerships to provide those services and
opportunities.
A resource coordinator, working closely
with the principal, recruits and manages these
community partnerships with places like the
YMCA, United Way, and other communitybased organizations; and local churches,
businesses, colleges and universities, and
corporations. The specific partnerships depend
on the unique needs and interests of that
particular school population.
The Southeast is a fertile ground for
community schools. Already, several places
in the Southeast are improving outcomes for
students and families through community
schools. Community Achieves is an initiative
of the Metro Nashville Public Schools that was
launched in February 2013 to transform 15
schools into community schools. These schools
offer resources to boost learning li ke health
clinics, after school programs, family resource
centers, and classes for adults. An oversight
committee that includes representatives of the
schools, Chamber of Commerce, the health
department, local United Way, the mayor’s office
and Vanderbilt University, guides the initiative.
The beacon for Community Achieves was
Glencliff High School. Recognized in 2011
by the Coalition for Community Schools
with a Community Schools National Award
for Excellence, Glencliff transformed into a
successful community school that inspired
district expansion. In 2007, Glencliff students
were experiencing high rates of gang violence,
absenteeism, low academic performance,
and poor health and wellness indicators. In
response, the school created a comprehensive
wellness program for students and staff, an
on-site community clinic that serves 1,000
patients a year and a school-based garden
in collaboration with Vanderbilt Children’s
Hospital. Families are now extremely involved:

they participate on the school’s leadership team
and utilize the Family Resource Center for
parenting classes, workshops and leadership
meetings. Business partners provide aligned
work experiences; youth development partners
provide afterschool clubs and organizations;
and university partners offer dual enrollment
classes and work with academically at-risk
students after school. The results are promising:
since 2007 the graduation rate has increased
from 66 percent to 82 percent as of 2011;
and 81 percent of students surveyed feel that
community and business partnerships have
improved school climate.
Community schools are changing outcomes
for students in Florida as well. In Palm Beach
County, a scaled-up system of community
schools led by the Children’s Services Council
operates with an early childhood focus.
Highland Elementary Full-Service Community
School, in partnership with the Bridges
Beacon Center, serves approximately 1,000
students age two through grade five. Since 65
percent of the families are of Hispanic origin
and another 24 percent are Haitian/Creole,
the school offers a dual language program to
support English language learners from many
cultures. Highland also offers pre-kindergarten
classrooms for two to four year olds; a schoolbased mentoring program; and a nutrition
program, which spans Pre-K to the Extended
Food, and Nutrition Program (EFNP) for
adults. Palm Beach County is scaling up
its early childhood focused community
schools work through its BRIDGES placedbased initiative in 10 targeted communities
throughout Palm Beach County. Each
BRIDGES works with local elementary linkage
schools to promote healthy births, prevent
child abuse and neglect, and prepare children
for kindergarten and academic proficiency in
third grade.
Further south, Miami Northwestern High
School partners with Florida International
University to create a university-assisted
community school. Through the partnership,
Northwestern students are able to earn college
credit through dual enrollment courses
facilitated by FIU. Northwestern students
learn science, math, and engineering in a
new aquaponics laboratory, which cultivates
plants and aquatic animals in a symbiotic
environment. FIU’s College of Business
Administration also brings young students
to its campus to learn about financial literacy
and investment. In the short time since the
inception of the community school strategy,
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Miami Northwestern’ s statewide school grade
improved from D to B, attendance is up and
discipline problems are decreasing.
What You Can Do
If you work in a school or at the district level,
you are well-positioned to start a conversation
about schools as community schools. We offer a
few steps to help you get started:
1)Invite community leaders in: Invite them
to participate in an advisory council to
support and oversee the growth of the
community school strategy. These leaders
can provide valuable vision, direction, and
feedback from implementing the strategy
at one site to scaling it up across several
schools.
2) B
 egin with your assets: Review your
current partnerships in your school or
your district. How aligned are they around
common academic and developmental
outcomes, as well as operationally? It is
important that any current partnerships
are as aligned as possible before adding
several new partnerships.
3) M
 ake data your compass: Review your
academic, health, social, family and
community data and use that as your
guide to determine who in the community
can move your school or district on those
indicators. Is it after school tutoring
in reading that you need, or expanded
early childhood education, or is it more
extended learning opportunities and
service learning? Then continuously
review the data once you have established
partnerships to ensure that your partners
are meeting certain benchmarks for results.
4) S eek short term successes that build for
the long haul: Identify and track indicators
and benchmarks that will show shortterm success, and simultaneously create
a long term strategy to improve student
outcomes over the course of their time in
school and beyond.
Through acknowledging that schools cannot
do it alone and embracing the concept of strong
school-community partnerships, you are taking
the first step to expanding the supports and
opportunities for each child exponentially.
Martin J. Blank is President, Institute for
Educational Leadership and Director, Coalition
for Community Schools. Mary Kingston
Roche is Public Policy Manager, Coalition for
Community Schools.
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Global Education

By David Young
In the 1980s era of big mainframe computers
and telephone landlines, if you owned a personal
computer or a “car phone,” you were either affluent or
worked for a major corporation. It would have been
hard at that time to imagine personal computers in
eight out of 10 American households and cell phones
in almost every pocket worldwide.
For students in K-12 public schools, access to
global education is today’s equivalent to having a
personal computer or mobile phone in the 1980s—
it’s for the privileged few. The bad news about global
education in 2014 is that unless you are on a college
or university campus, in a well-funded school district
with an International Baccalaureate (IB) program,
or attending a private school committed to global
themes, you’re highly unlikely to find it.
Few graduates of our schools reflect real
preparedness for the global reality of work and
life in our times. Despite the multinational nature
of commerce, the increasingly international
character of our communities and schools, and the
interconnectedness of culture globally, a robust global
education is the exception, not the rule, for students.
There is good news. It doesn’t have to be that
way. The capacity and infrastructure to scale global
education for every student in every school in every
community exists now.
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By the end
of their K-12
careers,
global-ready
students are
able to develop
and apply
critical cultural
frameworks
in their
investigations
and learning
about global
society,
geography,
environment,
economy and
politics.

GLOBAL
EDUCATION
FOR EVERY
STUDENT

What Do We Mean When We Say Global Education?
It is first important to be clear about what we are trying to
achieve. The field of global education has suffered from being defined
more by its means than its ends. Global education is not a food
festival or a cultural awareness project or a dual language immersion
program, although it might involve each of those approaches. Global
education is about developing global competence: the attitude, skills
and knowledge needed to understand and participate in a globally
connected world.
Specifically, students with global competence:
• Explore their own culture, make comparisons with other cultures
and investigate global issues and challenges.
• Think critically and problem solve on issues that demand
perspective taking and research skills.
• Develop awareness of cultural diversity and global issues.
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By the end of their K-12 careers, global-ready students are able to
develop and apply critical cultural frameworks in their investigations
and learning about global society, geography, environment, economy
and politics.
There are schools around the country where this is happening.
Our organization, VIF International Education, works with school
districts to develop and launch Passport Schools that are infused with
global content, themes and experiences,and are dedicated to building
global competence. There are other public and private examples,
including Asia Society’s International Studies Schools Network,that
make it their mission to develop high school graduates who can
communicate and collaborate on an international scale.
The challenge is to go beyond some lighthouse or beacon schools,
which disproportionately support academically and economically
advantaged students and families, and provide this level of global
preparedness to every student.
Using the Old Infrastructure of Schooling
to Achieve New Global Competence Goals
For global education to achieve both impact and scale—and you
need both if the goal is global preparedness for every student—
solutions that use the existing infrastructure of schooling are
required.
Global education does not need new courses, new standards, and
new models of schooling or new accountability measures to scale.
Instead, it can rely on the existing infrastructure of schools and
classrooms to drive global learning and competence.
Let’s return for a moment to the personal computer and the cell
phone. In the mid 1980s, the market or demand for the PC and
cell phones existed. But the technology and price points did not
provide for consumption on a mass scale. When the innovation
and technology caught up with the demand and the price point for
adoption dropped to mass consumer levels, scale occurred quickly.
That is where global education is today. The demand is present
for global education—the willingness of financially secure districts
to support dual language immersion programs or families to pay
upwards of $50,000 per year for globally themed high schools —
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like Avenues in New York — stipulates to it. The question is when
will the technology and the innovation and the price point exist to
allow for mass adoption? The answer: now.
Getting to Scale: Globalizing Classroom Instruction
and Refocusing Traditional Language Learning
Just as with any academic pursuit, for students to become
globally competent they need consistent time on task and teachers
with the knowledge and skills to support them. That means
their daily academic life needs to be replete with teachers and
learning that reflect global themes, international awareness and
opportunities to develop critical skills.
To provide that kind of education and accomplish it within the
current infrastructure of schooling, the focus should be on two
strategic objectives:
1) Supporting teachers to globalize instruction
2) Re-imagining

language learning
Both strategies have the advantage of usable infrastructure and
can be informed by emerging innovations and technology that
make them affordable and scalable across schools nationwide.
Strategy #1: Supporting Teachers to Globalize Instruction
The beauty of global content is that it can be used to teach to
state standards at any grade level or core subject. Global content,
projects and experiences can be powerful tools in advancing core
knowledge and critical skills. Lessons plans and course modules
can exist within and help drive state, district and school curriculum
frameworks and approaches to meeting standards.
The challenge, of course, is that it is easier said than done.
Teachers need ongoing training and easy access to resources that
support the integration of global content and provide them with
the content itself — that means professional development on
instructional approaches and materials for classroom use. Until
recently, that has been a tall order.
Today, online instructional support platforms are providing
that access for teachers. Teachers can access lessons plans, course
modules or entire courses; share course materials and products;
engage in virtual communities; and access professional development
modules focused on teaching to global competencies.
These instructional platforms don’t have to be solely the province
of existing teachers and schools. Teacher preparation programs can
use these resources to better prepare teacher candidates to infuse
their teaching with global content and skills. These preparation
programs are another example of existing infrastructure that can be
leveraged to ensure students anywhere have access to teachers who
are infusing their classrooms with global content and skill building.
Strategy #2: Refocusing Traditional Language Learning
While every teacher can become a global-ready teacher with access
to quality professional development and instructional materials,
none are better positioned than our teachers of second languages.
Middle and high schools across the United States already have in
place courses and teachers that provide instruction on culture and
international understanding through the study of language.
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The problem with our existing approach to language, as I
have argued elsewhere (see “Language Education We Can Use,”
Education Week, Jan. 9, 2013), is that we use an approach—one
period a day for 180 days—that has been proven to be grossly
inadequate. With a primary goal of increased language proficiency
and a secondary goal of increased global knowledge, we end up
achieving neither. It’s time to innovate on the model.
At present, we aim to teach language to 100 percent of the
students with a success rate of one percent. Instead, we should
aim for 10 percent participation in dual language immersion to
achieve 100 percent success and support the remaining 90 percent
of students with courses that will build survival language skills,
cultural understanding and global knowledge.
By shifting our language proficiency approach to a dual language
immersion strategy, we can preserve the infrastructure of traditional
high school, credit world language courses and refocus them to
have a greater emphasis on the study of global and international
affairs and the economies, societies and cultures of other nations
and on survival language skills. These courses would serve the goals
of global competence, as well as include survival skills goals for
language acquisition.
State and District Leadership to Drive Global Education
We have the infrastructure, technology and innovation in place
today to globalize learning for every student. To move these efforts
into our classrooms, it will be important for states and districts to
take actions that make clear their commitment to global education
for not just the few, but the many.
Recently, the Partnership for 21st Century Skills, a national
coalition of 28 member companies and organizations—including
Apple, Intel, Ford, LEGO Education and the National Education
Association— released a “Framework for State Action on Global
Education.” The framework provides a comprehensive strategy to
ensure students have the global competencies and international
understanding that will prepare them for work and life in the 21st
century.
Included in that strategy were three key steps that would
augment and drive a strategic focus on globalizing instruction and
refocusing language learning:
1. Adopt definitions of student and teacher global competency
to anchor state and district global education agendas.
2. Create a network of districts, schools and educators to drive
implementation and innovation. Use the networks to create a
sense of community and commitment among participants.
3. Institute a recognition (designation) program for students,
teachers, principals, schools and districts that provides
incentives for educators and educational leaders to adopt
innovative global education practices.
A Moore’s Law Timetable for Global Education
For decades, global education for all students has been an
aspirational goal. It has been a recommendation in countless

reports from national and state-based commissions and task
forces, a critical need espoused by the U.S. Departments of State
and Education, an economic development imperative suggested
by business and industry, and an important learning goal voiced
by educators. And yet it has remained an anomaly in our public
schools.
Today, the possibility for dramatic increases in access to global
education is within our reach. By using the existing infrastructure
of American public education, deploying the technology and
innovative approaches that are available now, and sending clear
leadership signals about the importance of building global
competence in our students, we can make global education a reality
in every classroom.
Moore’s law, which essentially holds that processing power for
computers will double every two years, describes the rapid pace of
technological change and productivity in our world today. It also
helps explain how quickly we have seen a personal computer and
cell phones become an expectation for all households.
It’s time for a Moore’s Law in global education. It’s time we
expect that the number of students with access to global education
that leads to global competence will double every year until
we reach every student, every teacher, every school and every
community in America.
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SUPPORTING ENGLISH
LANGUAGE LEARNERS (ELLS)
IN THE CONTENT CLASSROOM
PREPARING CONTENT EDUCATORS TO TEACH ELLS
By Ron Rohac
English Language Learners (ELLs) are the
fastest growing student population in schools
across the United States, and even so, nearly
70 percent of classroom teachers have little
or no training to work with ELL students.
Until professional development programs
reflect what is needed in the field, the “ELL
achievement gap” will never be closed.
How many times have you attended
an ELL in-service only to be disappointed
because too much time was spent on
theory and rhetoric or content that was
inappropriate for your grade level? How
many times have you attended workshops
that left you frustrated, with more questions
than answers or solutions? As teachers, we
are looking for answers to how to work
effectively with our students every day,
to help them meet rigorous academic
standards. Training that is not practical has
turned many educators off and discouraged
them from pursuing or attending more
training to find solutions to helping their
English Language Learners achieve.
Both in-service professional development
and university course work to prepare
educators need to change based on the
expanding ELL population, too. There
needs to be an emphasis and focus on what
goes on in the classroom and what types
of strategies will make ELLs successful,
and less time spent on theory and rhetoric.
After 25 years as a classroom teacher — in
my case, secondary science — I know what
I wanted to hear about when I attended
professional development training: I wanted
to hear about how to attack academic
vocabulary issues, how to help my English
learners read proficiently, how to help these
students write and think critically and get
excited about my class and learning. Over
the years, I spent time talking and listening
to other teachers. It was really no surprise
that most of my colleagues were after the

same strategies and resources. So when I got
the opportunity to create in-service training
programs and preservice university courses, I
made sure that the emphasis was on materials
that provided specific strategies that would
address these classroom issues. The idea was
simply to consider what content teachers
face each day and provide real solutions to
these problems. With this kind of practical
support, ELL students will show increased
language development and academic success!
It is my opinion that schools of higher
education and educators responsible for inservice professional development, teacher
training, and teacher support, K-12, need

to carefully evaluate their programs to make
sure they are providing what is actually
needed in the field. There should be an
expansion of teacher training programs
to include strategies for working with
diverse populations, making all teachers
aware of how to address academic language
development, help ELLs achieve college and
career readiness standards, and differentiate
instruction for students at varying English
language proficiencies and from diverse
cultures. These professional development
programs need to include strategies for
reading and content literacy and vocabularybuilding, strategies for modifying content-

Online College Courses
for High School Students
APPLY TODAY
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specific activities, and easily implemented lesson plans that
engage ALL students — so that the growing population of
English learners in our schools can reach their full potential.
Here’s a list of ideas teachers can consider to
help their ELLs reach academic excellence:

specific words students will be working with for each concept.
4. Post a world map and have the students place their names
around the map using index cards. Then attach a piece of yarn
to each name card and pin the end of the yarn to the city or
country where each student was born. You might consider
taking a picture of each student for the map as well. Students
can then introduce themselves to the class, saying who they
are and something interesting about where they are from.
5. Post sentence strips around the room that model academic
language. An example could be: “I agree/I have a different
opinion. I think ___________ because________.” These sentence
strips will help all students frame their responses and classroom
exchanges. Refer to these sentence strips in your daily routine.
6. Look for pictures/posters that reflect different cultures as you
teach. Allow your students to see themselves in your content.

Helping New ELLs Navigate the School and Their Class Schedule
Beginning English language learners may have difficulty getting
from classroom to classroom. At the secondary level, the idea
of changing classrooms may be unfamiliar to many newcomer
students. To help them navigate the school and the hallways, provide
a map of the school and take a digital picture of the principal,
the nurse, the librarian, and each of the student’s teachers to go
along with the room, class period, and classroom number. Add
labels, bilingual if possible, to the map. Students will see a familiar
Things to Add to Your Daily Routine to Support ELLs
face as they enter the room. If they need directions, beginners
1. Establish a routine of posting a daily agenda that includes a content
can point to a picture on the map or of a particular teacher.
objective and a language objective for each lesson — based on
your state’s academic and English language proficiency standards.
Designing Your Classroom to Support ELLs
Make sure that the content and language objectives are written
1. A
 dd visual clues and labels to your classroom walls. Try to find
pictures/posters that reflect the upcoming lesson content. Label all
in “student friendly,” simple, easy-to-comprehend language.
2. Along with the daily agenda, post a list of key vocabulary
elements of the classroom; consider bilingual or multilingual labels.
that is important to the lesson of the day. These “key”
2. F
 ind space for a “Tier 2” word bank. Include high frequency
words should be drawn from a vocabulary list from
words, words used in giving directions, and sequencing
a section of a word wall in the classroom.
words. Since I often call these terms “support vocabulary”
3. Contextualize your lessons. That is to say, provide visual
for ELLs, we need to address them because of the enormous
support for concepts and key vocabulary. These visuals need
role this vocabulary plays in the language user’s repertoire.
to be woven into lectures, presentations and directions,
3. S et up a “Tier 3” word wall. These are content- and subjectand provided whenever direct instruction is involved.
Graphic organizers and visuals are helpful additions.
4. Keep in mind the statement “Language out, not language in.”
Teachers need to provide opportunities for multiple students
to speak, express their opinions, and answer questions such as
using strategies like “Think Pair Share” or “Numbered Heads
Together” to maximize language output from students. This is
particularly important in view of the rigorous new academic
standards in all subject areas, which place an emphasis on
students being able to conjecture and explain their thinking.
5. Teachers need to establish strategies to increase feedback
about their students’ progress from their lessons and activities.
Strategies like “Word Mapping” or “White Boards” will
provide teachers with information about what the students
comprehend, and at the same time what strategies are
effective in delivering content to their ELL students.
6. Plan your lessons by following a routine. Use illustrations and
graphics. Graphics should be designed to maximize context clues
that support ELLs’ comprehension content and language. Use
the context of your content to help students meet the academic
standards and always provide meaningful comprehensible input.
Rod Rohac has been an educator for 25 years. Since 1993, Rohac
has provided professional development and consulting to school districts
throughout the United States and Canada. He is an instructor at
California State University at Long Beach and an author of “Discovery
Works,” a K-6 science program published by Houghton Mifflin.
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DIVERGENT

LEARNERS
UNDERSTAND, ADDRESS, AND SUCCEED
By Doris Layton and Randy Lee

(This is part one of a three part series
on divergent learners)
He Might Be a Divergent Learner if…
he can’t sit still.
She Might Be a Divergent Learner if…
she fidgets through lectures.
He Might Bea Divergent Learner if…he
wants to listen to his iPod while working.
She Might Be a Divergent Learner if…
she forgets to follow the rules.
If you were listing the traits of students
in your classrooms that you seem to least
understand, would any of the above make
the list? Could some understanding of
those students help you address their needs
so that they and you are able to succeed?

Who Are Divergent Learners?
Divergent learners are individuals
who have been grossly misunderstood
and mislabeled, sometimes labeled as
special needs, and because of this, many
fail to thrive in traditional education
settings. Divergent learners are quite
capable of academic success but have
such strong innate personalities that they
find it difficult to bend their cognitive
perceptions, value structure, and social
adeptness far enough to succeed in the
traditional classroom. When educators
do not know how to address the needs
of divergent learners, these may easily
become part of the at-risk population.
Generally, and specifically in the Divergent
Learning Program at Columbia College,

www.seenmagazine.us							

the term divergence refers to a departure,
in varying degrees, from the traditionallogical-sequential view, a view and
practice most associated with teaching
practices and standardized measurement of
achievement in traditional school curricula.
Divergent learners possess average to
exceptionally bright intelligence, but do
not relate quickly and easily to traditional
curriculum, traditional (analytical)
methods of teaching and school rules that
seem meaningless to them. These nontraditional learners may have diagnosed
learning disabilities but at no greater rate
than any other learners.
Suppose a divergent learner walks down
the hallway in your school. Would you
immediately recognize this person? You
SouthEast Education Network
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might, especially if you know that most
divergent learners are quite socially adept
and generally outstanding leaders outside of
the classroom. They enjoy interacting with
people. This is one reason they do not like
lectures and find it difficult to learn from
people they do not like or from whom they
feel alienated. Divergent learners generally
enjoy group work, hands-on projects and
problem-based learning that allows them
to pursue solutions individually or as part
of a group. As an illustration of their liking
humor and spontaneity, they just might
be the student who pops into your room
just to tell you the latest riddle or joke
they heard. While teachers enjoy this social
interaction, for good and bad, most teachers
have always taught in ways they were
taught, regardless of outcomes or external
relationships. Drill and kill? One couldn’t
find a more effective way to disengage the
divergent learner in learning and lead them
to engage in disruptive behaviors. They
prefer creative answers rather than repetitive
practice. Divergent learners often appear
to traditional educators and analytical

peers as being a little too happy, taking a
too playful approach towards learning to
accomplish anything important. They seem
messy and unorganized. Unhappily, a force
fed curriculum, one size fits all system of
learning has proved to be cruel, boring, and
of little use to divergent students trying to
find success in a traditional setting.
What are some early warning signs
that a student whose report card often
states, “not achieving, or not performing
to ability” may be a divergent learner?
Student disengagement is probably the first
obvious sign. Symptoms begin to manifest
themselves as high absenteeism — those
strange stomach aches that disappear as the
school bus passes by —behavior problems,
and academic difficulties or failures,
including failure to complete assignments.
Schools that lack supportive relationships
among administrators, teachers, and
students are failing the divergent learner.
Lack of relevant instructional strategies
also contribute to frustration for divergent
learners. When students fail to thrive
academically and are told how bad they

are — either overtly or treated as such
— getting that message every day from
teachers, they will drop out as soon as
possible. Although many remain within
the walls of the classrooms, middle school
is when these symptoms become most
apparent; ninth grade is a pivotal year and
is a reliable indicator of later dropouts.
An excerpt from a case study brings to
life some of the concepts.
Mike is a 14-year-old male who attended
a private Catholic school from kindergarten
through seventh grade and will attend a
public high school in the fall. Mike did
well in elementary school, earning mostly
Bs with a minimum of effort, and only got
in trouble once for bringing a pocketknife
to school. His parents did not think it was
serious since he told them he forgot he
had it in his pocket. He was suspended
for a day and had a clean record up until
seventh grade. However, during his seventh
grade year Mike had difficulty turning in
assignments and his personality clashed
with his main teacher. He started to disrupt
class, argue with his teacher and parents,
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and refuse to do his work. Mike’s grades
dropped to Ds and Fs. This dramatic shift
in his demeanor sent up flags to those
around him. Part of the change was due
to the personality conflict with his main
teacher. There was talk of retaining him
in the seventh grade; however, his parents
could tell he was bright and thought he
needed a change, so they enrolled him
in a public middle school for eighth
grade.

CHALLENGE
STUDENTS

The change in schools immediately
helped him emotionally. He had six
different teachers instead of the two he had
at the private school. Mike became very
close with his male social studies teacher
and his male science teacher. Both teachers
had laid back personalities like Mike, joked
around, and taught in new ways. The
science teacher shared a love for animals,
just like Mike. In addition, Mike took
band — a class not offered at the private
school — which became an outlet for him
as well. He made many new friends in band
and developed a close relationship with the
band director. The band director served as
a mentor who checked on Mike’s progress
in his other classes. Even though Mike’s
grades did not improve to what his parents
would have liked, he was no longer failing
and was trying to turn in work. Joining
band helped Mike find a place where he
could fit in and develop friends with similar
interests; thus, Mike’s life has improved
greatly socially. Cognitively, Mike has
quite the potential, but until recently he
did not have teachers with whom he could

connect and who used strategies to help
him learn. If teachers can find ways to make
learning the content relevant and fun, Mike
is engaged, but if taught with traditional
methods, he tunes it out. His grades were
still a roller coaster, but this was a positive
move emotionally, which helped him enjoy
his eighth grade year. This story illustrates
what can happen when teachers understand
divergent learners and how to teach them.
Perhaps a quote from Jyothi Bathina
says it best, “When children think of
education not as a punishment but as a gift,
as a means to success rather than a painful
exercise in futility, perhaps then they will
want to spread it.”
Dr. Doris Giles Layton is Associate
Professor of Education; Director of M.Ed.
Program in Divergent Learning at Columbia
College.
Dr. Randy Lee teaches courses in
assessment, education and society, and research
in the Divergent Learning Program at
Columbia College.
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experiences and thoughts to the universe
in which we live, potentially resulting in
the growth of intelligence. Wandering
attention does not facilitate the efficient
connection of prior knowledge to new
information.
Intelligence does not ensure that
an individual can focus attention on a
situation or problem. The joy of learning or
engaging in an “optimal experience,”which
is based on the theory of “flow,” is an ideal mind space for thinking and
learning. Dr. Mihaly Csikszentmaihalyi explains his theory of “flow”
as those best moments in life (optimal experiences) that usually occur
when our minds or bodies are stretched to their limits as we voluntarily
attempt to solve problems that are difficult and worthwhile. This
voluntary state of “flow” is a condition of total engagement that is an
enjoyable experience where time seems to stand still.
Achieving an intellectual “optimal experience” requires intentional
immersion into reflection about information and ideas, while at the same
time controlling external and internal distractions. Establishing this type
of learning environment sets the stage for focused higher order thinking,
enriching the creation and synthesis of ideas.

THE GIFTED MIND
Learning to Think

By Sylvia Cadena Smith
Each human brain engages, second by second, in cognitive processes
to access, filter and interpret information. Research shows that the brain
processes 400 billion bits of information per second. However, we are
aware of only about one percent of those bits of information. Each bit of
this torrent of information is processed and accessed using a unique series
of cognitive events that are closely associated to each individual’s personal
experiences and strategies. According to Dr. Joseph Dispenza, “The
infinite information that the brain is processing every single second tells
us that there’s more to the world than we’re perceiving.”
Growth Mindset
The ability to think and learn, or intelligence, originally was considered
a fixed mindset from birth. Dr. Carol Dweck of Stanford University
discovered that intelligence is not fixed but can grow. Her growth mindset
findings revealed that individuals who embrace challenge, appreciate
criticism, and recognize that true learning requires tenacity and effort, even
if the consequence is failure, tended to push themselves toward new levels of
knowledge. As a result, this newly acquired knowledge directly impacts the
expansion or growth of their intelligence.
Integrating the concepts of growth mindset into the educational
landscape is applicable to all learners, but imagine the implications for
gifted learners if they discover how to stretch their own cognitive resources
in this way. Expanding and strengthening an individual’s unique series of
cognitive events to access, filter, and interpret information has the potential
to increase his/her cognitive “pipeline” of consciousness and awareness
beyond the current one percent, enabling more effective concept formation
and problem solving.
Cornerstone for Thinking and Learning
The ability to stay focused and successfully attend to a task is a major
cornerstone of thinking and learning. Focus is essential to successfully
attend to any situation. According to Dr. Mihaly Csikszentmaihalyi, author
of “Flow: The Psychology of Optimal Experiences,”“… attention is like
energy in that without it no work can be done... We create ourselves by
how we invest this energy.” Investing our energy into learning to think is
not as simple as it sounds. Personal experiences or frames of reference are
important for developing unique cognitive events, but not all learners have
been exposed to the experiences necessary to optimize their mental attention
nor do they have the skill sets required to stay intently focused.
The ability to consciously refocus is therefore essential to a productive
thinking process. As learners process material, their brains map the
information to established neural-anchors and/or create new mental
patterns that anchor the information in the brain for future access. Each
cognitive process, if completed successfully, connects our past and present
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Zone of Focused Engagement
“Gifted programs” have been frequently studied and reviewed and,
more often than not, have received low evaluations. Among the reasons
for this state of affairs are too few opportunities for students to study
topics of personal interest, too much emphasis on facts rather than
learning to use concepts and thinking skills in creative ways, a lack of
teachers who are trained to teach gifted learners, and/or little support
financially for gifted programs.
The good news is that modifying curricula to engage gifted learners to
think at a higher level does not require massive changes in resources or
in the educational system. Programs that promote higher order thinking
integrate into instruction such functional approaches as those described
in a construct called the Zone of Focused Engagement. The Zone of
Focused Engagement consists of four elements: growth mindset, focused
thought, flow theory and recognition and control of learning distractions.
Focused engagement elements are challenging by their very nature
and require learners to use their full attention to engage deeper mental
resources to solve issues. When individuals learn to reach beyond the
obvious and mentally “play” with problems, the way is opened for them
to find innovative solutions rather than opting for easy answers. Even
if problems go unsolved, learners are encouraged to identify what went
wrong, which then begins a new journey into higher order thinking.
Empowering educators and their gifted learners with insights, abilities
and standards to recognize when they are truly functioning in the Zone
of Focused Engagement positions gifted programs to create learning
environments that are both challenging and effective. Expanding students’
abilities to intentionally think and learn based on a strong cognitive
framework enables them to more effectively interpret new information,
merge it with existing information, and develop new insights or creative
approaches to problem solving. Achieving the sense of flow (time
standing still) while thinking and learning is a lofty goal, but a goal

Intelligence does not ensure that an individual can focus attention
on a situation or problem. The joy of learning or engaging in an
“optimal experience,”which is based on the theory of “flow,” is an
ideal mind space for thinking and learning..
intended to better employ and develop the “gift” that these learners have
been given.
Focused Engagement In Action
Planning and preparing the groundwork for students is an essential
step when developing a lesson. A reason that might cause this stage to
be minimized or skipped is time or the (invalid) assumption that gifted
students do not need an introduction or framework. Questions to ask
when preparing a lesson that utilizes Focused Engagement are:
• Is the lesson challenging, but not impossible?
• Has the context and rationale for the lesson been clearly established?
• If new content is introduced, have students been prepared
with material that helps them to establish a personal “frame of
reference”? If relevant, provide examples of relational inferences;
encourage students to think from their personal points of view and
to reflect on their progress as they move through the lesson. Are
students provided with the resources needed, etc.?
• If the content is an expansion of prior knowledge, have the
students’ personal frames of reference on the topic been refreshed,
have examples of relational inferences been established, have
students been encouraged to think from their personal points of
view and to reflect on their progress as they move through the
lesson, and are students provided with needed resources?
• Does the lesson provide for “stretch” learning?
• Is the student encouraged to work at his/her own pace?
• Does the lesson set clear benchmarks for students to monitor their
work progress? If they find that they are off the mark, is there a
reflection process — essential to learning —to help students to
accelerate or refocus?
• If failure is the outcome, can the students evaluate what went
wrong?
• Does the lesson provide for a constructive reflection or feedback
process regardless of the outcome?
• Does the lesson establish an engaging learning environment and
minimize potential distractions?
The CS (Cadena Smith) Instructional Design Model (Figure 1)
provides a four-step guide that educators can utilize to develop learning
modules. The key elements in this model provide that, as students
move through the learning cycle, they experience a full awareness of
the topic, have the ability to freely explore and apply learning strategies
to solve a problem, recognize the result (good or bad), and engage in
a constructive feedback loop regarding the outcome of the lesson in
order to change or modify as needed. If a lesson introduces a new topic,
the learning cycle will initially be broad to establish a strong frame of
reference and content base. After a baseline is established (and tied to
prior knowledge), the learning cycle becomes tighter and students enter
the Zone of Focused Engagement in a more natural manner, thereby

using the knowledge base as a foundation for new ways of considering
the issue at hand. The goal of this design model is to enable students to
achieve a state of flow as they learn to think, thus maximizing the power
of their brains through focused engagement.

Summary
Every human processes immense amounts of data on an ongoing
basis. Presumably, the gifted mind is capable of processing and
correlating more data than others, but even gifted minds need guidance
and development of skills to optimize their thinking processes. The
objective with gifted, and all students, is not mere memorization,
but development of their intellects. As learners focus on challenging
and interesting concepts and materials, their ability to build mental
frameworks and thinking processes expands their capacity to synthesize
information in innovative ways. Through these new and rigorous
learning experiences they will increasingly achieve flow and start to
recognize the true joy of learning that will inspire them to grow their
intellects throughout their lives.
Sylvia Cadena Smith earned her Doctorate in Instructional
Technology, Master of Science in Curriculum and Supervision, and
Bachelor of Science in Special Education. Her areas of expertise include
reading, instructional design, curriculum development, e-learning,
technological integration and assessment and evaluation. Dr. Smith
has written and taught graduate Reading/Literacy [including English
Language Learner (ELL)] courses and Educational Administration
courses for Benedictine University, Instructional Design for Northern
Illinois University’s Instructional Technology Graduate Program and
guest-lectured at Northwestern University.
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Online Instruction,
like Traditional Instruction,
Begins with Good Pedagogy
By Eric Marvin, Stephen Martin, Ben Philips and Thomas Rosebrough

If you were able to ask God one question
and knew you would receive an audible
answer, what would you ask? This question
begins an online graduate-level Faith and
Ethics course taught by one of the authors of
this article. Students find the question highly
relevant, personal, and thought provoking,
which fulfills its intended purpose. The
question is effective because it is based on
good pedagogy.
In the example above, as well as in
numerous other areas where quality teaching
and learning are found, pedagogy is the
foundation that makes the difference.
Lesson planning, academic resources,
educational strategies, and learning
technologies only become valid when
intentionally implemented based on a solid
understanding of how the art and science of
teaching create instructional opportunities
that facilitate learning.
Pedagogy is the art and science of
connecting teaching and learning, and
it serves as a foundation for instruction.
Pedagogy is what challenges educators to be
both creative and direct in their teaching. It
is what causes effective educators to rethink
the sequence in which a lesson is revealed to
students, the depth to which it is taught, and
it is what should drive teachers and professors
to explore the most relevant resources, tools,
and technologies to find the ideal solution to
help students master given objectives.
Many educators are comfortable with
implementing best practices in teaching
and learning in traditional classrooms.
The challenge for many, however, comes
in believing and understanding how such
pedagogically sound principles can be
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Pedagogy is the
art and science
of connecting
teaching and
learning, and
it serves as a
foundation for
instruction.
Pedagogy is
what challenges
educators to be
both creative and
direct in their
teaching.
implemented in a fully online classroom.
For many educators who think about
“online instruction,” perhaps the word
“instruction” needs to be more heavily
emphasized, as the word “online” often
gets the focus of attention, preventing
such educators from branching beyond the

comfort of traditional methods, as they
rightfully do not want to compromise their
respect for pedagogy.
Justifiably, criticisms often abound from
many highly effective educators in their
defense not to teach online. They say, “I
won’t be able to build personal connections
with my students; an online course will only
offer a watered-down version of my face-toface course; online teaching is less effective
and efficient than my traditional courses.”
Principles of effective pedagogy call
for learning to be both personal and
challenging, and as online professors of
education, we are confident these principles
do not need to be compromised in online
classrooms. The tools of traditional
and online classrooms may differ, but
pedagogical principles of effective teaching
and learning clearly provide the constant
of what makes both face-to-face and online
learning successful. The setting for the course
may change, but it does not negate the value
of effective instruction. Effective pedagogy
is effective regardless of the environment.
What educators understand as the truths of
instructional design, principles of teaching,
and human learning do not need to change
merely because of the context for a course.
Online Instruction Can Be Personal
Personal online instruction means
that we, as educators, need to pay close
attention to what we present in our online
courses, whether in written or audio-video
format. Students need to perceive that
we are sitting right in front of them and
communicating with them. The tone
of how we communicate must remain

academic, while embracing a vernacular that
genuinely views and treats our students as
real people. Such writing needs to be both
informative and instructional. We should
provide feedback in a manner that is clear,
concise, encouraging and supportive. With
intentionality, such communication can
occur in an online course.
One way to enhance the personal element
of an online course is an occasional chat
or webinar where all students participate
synchronously. While it may be less
convenient for all students to log on at a set
time, the benefits of seeing and hearing the
instructor and all classmates outweigh the
minor inconvenience.
Personal online instruction also means
that we think carefully about what the
students will read, write for assignments
and discuss in forums. Does each
assignment connect to their prior course
experience (i.e., their past), and will it
connect to their ongoing course experience
(i.e., their present)?
Personal online instruction offers both
individual and group responses, always
communicating that we care about our

students’ learning and for them as persons.
Students want to know and believe that
their teacher knows them and their work
personally.
Online Instruction Can Be Challenging
Challenging online instruction requires
that we intentionally design the course
so that it requires a variety of student
responses, such as reflection after watching a
video, analyzing the ethics of a professional
decision, responding to textbook study
guide questions, writing research papers,
implementing learned knowledge into realworld environments, capturing and reflecting
on learning, and engaging in formal and
informal measures of assessment.
Challenging online instruction also
requires that we establish and communicate
well-written objectives for our course. It
means that we create assignments and
assessments that directly align to what we
want our students to know or be able to do
as a result of our course. It also means that
we do not add superfluous work in an effort
to compensate for the absence of face-to-face
teaching. Busy work is a motivation killer in

any format and at any level.
Challenging online instruction requires
that we are not afraid to leverage the power
of technology to meet the desired outcomes
of our course. This may imply that we
digitally video record mini-lectures to
provide direct instruction to students, but it
also may suggest that we integrate the latest
in mobile devices and related applications
to simulate, if not duplicate or enhance
traditional learning environments, making
the online environment even more effective
than those of traditional courses.
Online Instruction Can
Be More Effective Than A
Face-to-Face Classroom
In the online Master of Education
(M.Ed.) degree program at Union University,
students receive an iPad with enrollment.
The device is largely used to allow students
to record themselves teaching in their
classrooms, based on the best theory and
practice learned in their online coursework.
This unique structure enables students to
study and effectively apply their learning
more authentically than they otherwise
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would be able to without the benefit of
mobile technology. With an iPad, students
are able to video themselves teaching their
own elementary and secondary school
students, implementing the strategies and
techniques they have learned as part of their
graduate level coursework. The integration
of the mobile technology is based on
solid pedagogy. It has turned what would
otherwise be, at best, a simulated learning
experience in a graduate school classroom
into an experience that authentically allows
students to apply, reflect on,and assess
their learned knowledge directly in the
environment for which it is being learned.
Similarly, online forums increasingly
allow for more meaningful reflection as
compared to spur-of-the-moment questions
in a traditional classroom setting. There is
something very real about the psychological
component of a student’s knowing that
his or her reflective responses will be read
by the instructor and peers. Such forums
create a sense of accountability for deep,
well thought out words instead of off-thecuff remarks often made in a traditional

classroom, even when the instructor asks a
well-designed question.
These examples emphasize that online
learning and the tools it affords may at
times make the online learning experience
more effective than could be possible
without such a setting. Nevertheless, a solid
understanding of pedagogy serves as the
basis for such a reality.
Online Instruction Can Be
More Efficient Than A Faceto-Face Classroom
Online learning may also offer
opportunities for learning to be more
efficient than traditional settings. For
example, the entire grading aspect can be
more efficient in an online environment.
The fact that all student submissions are
organized within the learning management
system, that grading and feedback can be
completed electronically, that student scores
are immediately posted to an online grade
book, and that email notifications can be
sent to students is far more efficient than
any face-to-face environment.

Conclusion
Online education is one of the latest
challenges we must meet. As a constant,
pedagogy can serve as a bridge as we
increasingly transition from the traditional
into the virtual world of education.
Recognizing that online instruction is merely
a new venue for reaching and teaching our
students, perhaps in even more efficient
and effective ways than the traditional will
permit, can serve as motivation to educators
who believe in the foundational principles of
good pedagogy.
The authors serve at Union University’s
three campuses in Tennessee. Thomas
Rosebrough is executive dean of the College
of Education and Human Studies at the
Jackson campus; Eric Marvin is director of
online instructional innovations and associate
professor of education at the Hendersonville
campus; Stephen Marvin is assistant dean of
graduate studies at the Germantown campus
and Ben Phillips is associate professor of
educational leadership and director of the
Ed.S. and Ed.D. (P-12) in Jackson.
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COMMON CORE

Implementing the
Curriculum Documents
By Joe Crawford
(This is part two of a three part series)
The first article discussed the importance
of and the process for developing common
standards-based learning expectations with
both end-of-year and within-year learning
expectations. Whether the district buys or
develops their own learning expectations,
the second critical step in this process is
implementing that intended curriculum
and ensuring it is faithfully implemented
and put through the continuous
improvement loop to ensure it is a living,
breathing document and not condemned
to waste away on a shelf somewhere.
DWYSYWD
The first step in implementing this
or any other initiative is to ensure that
everyone in the group will follow through
and Do What You Said You Would Do
(DWYSYWD). That really sounds simple,
doesn’t it? But as all of us know from our own
experiences, that is not necessarily the case.
Implementation is the phase where projects,
especially curriculum projects, frequently
get de-railed. Existing classroom practice,
textbooks, structure, and lack of accountability
frequently combine to the point where
planned initiatives do not move forward at
all, much less move forward as planned. With
curriculum initiatives in particular, this is
true—tradition is very hard to overcome.
Teachers are so locked into existing
textbooks and curriculum practices that
frequently this most important function that
schools perform—the actual curriculum,
instruction, and assessments that students
are expected to know and be able to do, falls
through the cracks and fails to make the
desired impact—aligning the curriculum that is
taught to the curriculum that is tested, in both
content and context. This initiative, like all
initiatives must ensure that steps are taken and
built into the deployment plan to ensure that
teachers are supported, trained, and expected
to do what the system has said it will do.
I recommend several critical steps to this
phase of the project, and the first and most
www.seenmagazine.us							

important is priority and time. Provide
this project the priority it deserves and
the teachers the time to work through the
expected changes in a collegial manner. By
priority I mean, everyone must understand
that THIS curriculum alignment initiative is
THE most important, most critical initiative
going on in the district and will be given first
consideration in planning all professional
development for this and ensuing years
until it is up and running as designed and
intended. That is the kind of commitment
and prioritizing the district must practice and
defend. It is unfair and counterproductive to
begin a project of this scope and magnitude
and then introduce a new initiative, which
will draw resources, time, and talent from the
curriculum alignment work already in progress.
By time it is meant that time is planned into
the school calendar/day, NOT on teachers’
own time in some kind of “catch as catch can”
manner, but using time provided within the
contractual day (or outside the contractual
day with compensation), with clearly outlined
expectations, and specific plans for next steps in
the curriculum implementation process. I can
almost hear the reader saying, “Time! Where
do I find time?” There are staff development
days, faculty meetings, department meetings,
and other activities built in to almost all district
calendars, so let’s look at ways to use that time
differently—send a faculty bulletin on the
Halloween party, dress code, or whatever, and
use that meeting time for your most important,
critical issues—defining what children will
learn and when they will learn it. No school
in America, no matter how high or low
performing, has significantly that much more
time than the rest of us. Use your creativity
and imagination to provide time for the most
important, most critical issue you face—
defining student learner outcomes and ensuring
they are implemented, reviewed and improved.
Plan, Do, Check, Act (PDCA)
While providing the support suggested
above, it is also essential to deploy the
continuous improvement cycle, also known
SouthEast Education Network
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as the Plan, Do, Check, Act (PDCA) cycle
so essential to success of any initiative. The
learner expectations that have absorbed so
much time and effort in their development
and common understanding are now being
implemented. The most important question
to ask is “How is that implementation
going?”And an equally important question is
“How can we address any issues we may be
having?” The “Plan” segment was done in the
development, design and articulation of the
documents. The section above discusses some
of the steps in the “Do” process—building
support, expertise, and knowledge in these
new documents and their use. Now the
system must “Check” to see how it is going.
I am a great fan of formal, organized
written feedback to guide this part of the
process. The district has provided for the
design, development, and articulation of
these documents. Now it is time to gather
feedback from those people who are using
the documents on how well the materials are
working. Formal means that the feedback is
formalized, planned for at regular intervals,

and formally and officially processed by
some group with sharing of the results and
recommendations back to those who provided
the feedback. Teachers using the documents
were good enough to provide feedback,
it is certainly expected that feedback be
formally processed, reacted to, and needed
changes be made to improve the work.
This process usually begins with the
distribution of a feedback form at regular
intervals, usually at the end of an academic
quarter or grade period. The regularity of the
distribution and sharing of the results keeps
the documents alive in everyone’s mind,
and encourages people to participate in a
continuous improvement loop. The questions
asked should avoid terminology such as
“like, enjoy,” or other value-laden terms. The
questions should get to the heart of the intent
— do these documents work to define, pace,
and guide instruction to ensure mastery by all
students? Do your teachers understand those
expectations? Are they appropriately sequenced?
Are they rigorous enough or too rigorous?
Some of the questions I have used on
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previous feedback forms are included below.
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and Instructional Objectives and need
no further clarification of them.
7. Please list below (feel free to use additional
sheets) any SPECIFIC changes in wording
of the Priority Standards or Instructional
Objectives that you would suggest.
Please remember, the issue involved
is whether or not these documents are
working as designed, NOT whether or
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not people like them. Do they work?
Once these feedback forms are completed,
I always recommend they be collated at the
building level and shared back by the principal
with his/her staff. It is important that the
principal get a firsthand view of how the
initiative is proceeding in his/her building. She/
he is the instructional leader and it is imperative
she/he reads and knows what teachers are saying
and feeling, so any needed planning or change
can be done. The feedback is then sent to the
district office for the same collating; again,
with the idea that leadership needs to know,
act on, and share all feedback for future work.
Also, it is important to remember that
there is no such thing as bad feedback, unless
it is poorly gathered or processed. If there are
concerns out there with the people who are to
be implementing the new initiative, leadership
needs to know that and respond as necessary.
If one respondent is unhappy with the new
initiative and 25 are happy, that is certainly a
different issue than 24 being unhappy and one
being happy. If an issue exists at a particular
building, the principal needs to know that and
address that appropriately. Ignoring the problem

will not make it go away. Learn about any
problems, fix them, and move on, but do not
ignore problems and let them fester—fix them.
The sharing of the feedback with all involved
parties also lends a transparency and credibility
to the project that not only shares feedback,
but also gives a sense of importance and
professionalism to the entire group. We have
tried something, so we are gathering feedback
to make it better, and we are professional
enough to share that feedback with everyone.
Again, if I am the only one of 28 teachers
who thinks the new Priority Standards are too
difficult, that is a hugely different problem
than if I am one of the 25 of 28 teachers
who are saying the same thing. If that many
teachers believe something, let’s address that,
fix that and move on. Everyone, including the
leadership will benefit from this kind of work.
Save the feedback forms until the end
of the year, so the task force or faculty,
or whoever, can use the feedback from
the entire year to make changes and/or
improvements in the documents. This
gives the district the ability to continuously
improve documents while using feedback from

those who actually use those documents.
Final Thoughts
With such specific curriculum expectations,
it is relatively easy to develop common,
formative aligned assessments — assessments
aligned to the learner expectations, designed,
used, and continuously improved by
your own district staff. Since all teachers
are teaching the same skills at about the
same time, the use of common, formative
assessments now makes sense and the staff
is prepared to develop those assessments,
and put those assessments through the
same continuous improvement loop.
Next issue we will discuss:
• Building a system to ensure success
• Real-time data and reporting as
a requisite of the new system
• A system of support, not retribution
Joe Crawford is author of “Using Power
Standards to Build an Aligned Curriculum”
and “Aligning Your Curriculum to the
CCSS,” published by Corwin. For additional
information, email, joe@partners4results.org .
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HIGHER EDUCATION
America’s economic success over the past century has hinged on
global leadership in science, engineering and technology. To maintain
this lead in face of dramatically expanding foreign competition,
there have been renewed calls for increased science and engineering
educational opportunities and outcomes, particularly for Americans
from underrepresented groups, to fill projected STEM workforce gaps.

SCIENCE
OPPORTUNITIES
IN HIGHER
EDUCATION
By Clifton Harris
and Pat Owens

Notable Undercurrents That
Influence Future STEM Opportunities
The first is the ongoing mass migration of humans in emerging
economies from rural surroundings to urban centers, an unprecedented
event on a global scale. Many nations are developing a middle
class for the first time in their history. The emerging global middle
class will create unparalleled demands for innovative products, for
improved technologies, and for well-designed and built infrastructures.
Companies will need skilled technical workers to meet these demands.
A second major tectonic shift has been the very recent U.S.
energy renaissance. American ingenuity, science and technology
expertise — combined with entrepreneurial risk taking — resulted
in the development of horizontal drilling and fracking techniques
that effectively extract massive amounts of oil and gas from shale
deposits previously thought to have limited utility. According to EIA,
the U.S. now imports less than 30 percent of its petroleum products
compared to over 60 percent just seven years ago. The surge in shale
oil and gas infrastructure is already sparking a second wave of U.S.
investments from chemical and steel companies to take advantage of
cheap gas to power their plants/factories and to use as chemical feed
stocks. There is already a massive $100 billion of planned chemical
investments in the U.S. A third wave of investments is expected
as manufacturing migrates back to take advantage of cheap energy,
followed by investments in research and development. America needs
more skilled STEM workers to get these plants designed, built, and
operational and to staff the substantive research and development
infrastructure expansion that will sustain global competitiveness.
The future is very bright for young people interested in science
and engineering. U.S. energy is becoming very inexpensive and
the global customer base for products is rapidly expanding. The
American workforce will require a massive influx of innovative,
intuitive STEM workers from a variety of backgrounds to satisfy
these ever-growing consumer and industrial demands.
America Has the Human Resources to Accomplish This
To increase both the number and the advanced degrees of STEM
graduates, colleges and universities can become more productive.
There are data available that convey direct correlations between specific
collegiate practices (e.g. undergraduate research) and subsequent success
in STEM. On a per student basis, baccalaureate colleges produce about
twice as many science PhD’s as all other universities. These liberal
arts colleges comprise nearly half of the nation’s 25 most productive
institutions in terms of undergraduates who complete STEM
doctoral degrees. Schools are beginning to emulate this model.
More importantly, higher education institutions can
do a much better job in providing opportunities to more
effectively engage those large groups of Americans who are
not adequately represented in STEM fields. According to
the NSF, underrepresented minorities (URM) — African
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in the heart of the carolinas

American, Hispanic, Native American Indian—made up 29.4
percent of the general population but only 13.3 percent of employed
engineers and scientists. Women represent 51 percent of the
population but received only 39 percent of 2009 STEM Bachelor
degrees. While women have made progress; they are still dramatically
underrepresented in computer science and engineering, and
significantly underrepresented in the physical sciences and math.
Existing and New Programs to Improve URM STEM Success
Recognized as the national model for STEM education of URM
students, the Meyerhoff Program, initiated in 1988 at the University
of Maryland Baltimore County (UMBC), was featured in November
2011 on CBS’s “60 Minutes.” Open to students from all backgrounds,
Meyerhoff targets high caliber incoming students who are planning
to pursue doctoral studies in the sciences or engineering and are
interested in fostering the inclusion of underrepresented minorities in
STEM fields. The Meyerhoff home page notes that “The program’s
success is built on the premise that, among like-minded students who
work closely together, positive energy is contagious. By assembling
such a high concentration of high-achieving students in a tightly knit
learning community, students continually inspire one another to do
more and better.” As of January 2013, 800 Meyerhoff scholars—
mostly African American — had graduated and completed 108 PhDs,
32 MD/PhDs, 105 MDs and 85 graduate degrees in engineering.
Another 300 alumni were enrolled in graduate and professional
degree programs. These are impressive and unparalleled results.
The Meyerhoff program is highly structured and centered on 13
program components: recruitment, financial aid, summer bridge, values,
study groups, community, advising/counseling, tutoring, summer
research, mentors, faculty involvement, administrative involvement/
public support and family involvement. Fifty scholars are selected
annually from 2,000 nominations and 100 to 150 on-campus interviews.
All selected scholars attend a mandatory pre-freshmen six-week summer
bridge program that is a particularly intense socialization experience to
adjust students to the rigors and high expectations of college life. The
summer bridge is essentially an academic boot camp with students in class
over 20 hours every week and planned activities or study periods seven
days a week from early morning to late evening. Discussion with scholars
clearly provides evidence of the personal impact made and personal
relationships formed during their summer bridge experiences. During
the academic year, scholars live in a common dorm, submit biweekly
grade reports, meet monthly with academic monitors, form study groups,
use and serve as tutors, perform community service, earn high grades,
and attend monthly community (“family”) meetings. The result is that
Meyerhoff scholars become a tightly knit group of individuals with a
college life primarily centered on academic achievement. The cohesiveness
and commitments are equivalent to intercollegiate athletic teams.
Students are strongly encouraged to participate in laboratory research
starting as early as sophomore year. Research opportunities in academia,
as well as private industry, are readily available to Meyerhoff scholars. It
is this experience that transforms students into scientists and the most
important preparation for graduate work in science and engineering.
In spite of the impressive success of the Meyerhoff Scholars Program,
until recently no significant action had been taken to replicate it at
other institutions. The Howard Hughes Medical Institute (HHMI)
recently invested $8 million in a partnership with UNC Chapel Hill
www.seenmagazine.us							
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The future is very bright for young people
interested in science and engineering. U.S. energy
is becoming very inexpensive and the global
customer base for products is rapidly expanding.
and Penn State to establish Meyerhoff-model
programs. UNC’s Chancellor’s Science
Scholars and Penn State’s Millennium Scholars
Programs both began in summer 2013.
Several other schools have also taken
initiative to emulate the Meyerhoff model
and to replicate its success for their students.
UMBC’s current list of these “descendent”
programs includes: Bates College, Cornell
(Biology Scholars), Duke School of Nursing
(MADIN II), LSU (Louisiana STEM),
Morehouse College (Research Scholars),
University of Maryland Eastern Shore
(Honors), Michigan (M-STEM Academies),
Winston Salem State (STEM Scholars),
and Winthrop (Eagle STEM Scholars).
With NIH INBRE and internal funding
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support, Winthrop’s Eagle STEM Scholars
initiative began in 2011. Program elements
include early dorm move-in, mandatory
freshman study hall, frequent academic
monitoring during the first two years,
laboratory research for two summers
and academic years; community service,
team-building activities, and professional
development seminar courses targeted to
freshmen/sophomore and junior/senior
cohorts respectively. Winthrop has earmarked
financial aid for Eagle STEM scholars and
plans to soon add a summer bridge program.
During summer 2014, 64 percent of Eagle
STEM students were engaged in full-time
laboratory research, including six scholars
selected for biomedical research at St Jude

Children’s Research Hospital, chemistry
research at The University of Notre Dame, and
chemical engineering research at Tennessee.
High school students interested in
science and math can do a number of
things to prepare for exciting STEM
opportunities on the horizon.
First, as high school seniors, STEMaspiring students would be well-served to
enroll in Calculus, AP/Advanced Physics, and
AP/Advanced Chemistry. Incoming STEM
majors should expect to begin their academic
careers with two semesters of calculus and
two semesters of general chemistry, while
engineering majors will also enroll in the
first semester of calculus-based physics.
These subjects account for a significant

portion of higher education STEM attrition.
Completion of high school calculus is a
must; it is the best predictor of success in
college chemistry. If calculus is not available
in the school, then students need to find a
rigorous online or local college course.
Secondly, college science program searches
should focus on STEM undergraduate
research opportunities. In only two summers
of laboratory research, students will spend
more time performing hands-on science
than would be expected throughout the
course of an entire four-year degree. Find
out the number of science students who
participate in summer research (divide that
by total enrollment to get a sense of available
opportunities). On a per student basis,
Predominately Undergraduate Institutions
(PUIs) generally have many more research
opportunities for undergraduates. At
a recent NSF conference, this fact was
cited as the primary reason PUI graduates
are twice as likely to complete a STEM
science PhD. Except for the few PUIs
focused on engineering (e.g. Rose-Hulman
or a service academy); students with

engineering interests should center college
searches on major engineering schools.
Thirdly, for students in underrepresented
groups (primarily women in engineering,
computer science, and chemistry; African
Americans, Hispanics), targeted college
searches should include schools with STEM
diversity programs. Programs similar to those
earlier described recruit well-prepared students
and provide a community of like-minded
individuals. The importance of a supportive
peer framework to STEM success cannot be
overstated. Upper-class members are readily
available and make knowledgeable mentors.
Program directors assist STEM students and
network with contacts across the institution
to open up opportunities. Freshmen arrive on
campus with an immediate identity group.
These programs may have financial aid and
will have tutoring resources and academic
monitoring. They often maintain contact
with families to assist student transition.
They work with faculty to create research
opportunities, and provide aid for travel to
STEM conferences, enabling the students
to present their findings in an environment
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of their peers — highly effective preparation
for graduate school. Furthermore, they
are able to provide assistance during
the graduate school application process,
including GRE preparation, alumni contacts,
recommendations and general advice.
America is at a crossroads in STEM
higher education. With the changes being
made, it is clear that STEM educational
opportunities—particularly for students
from underrepresented groups—will
significantly expand. High schools are
tasked with providing the sparks that
initiate student interest in science and
engineering. For students, identifying
those colleges and programs that can
provide the resources, structure and
atmosphere suitable for cultivating their
talents is more important than ever.
Dr. Clifton Harris is Visiting Assistant
Professor of Chemistry at Winthrop University.
Dr. Pat Owens is Chair, Department of
Chemistry, Physics and Geology and Professor
of Chemistry at Winthrop University.
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The Impact of Industry
and Community College
Collaborations On Economic
and Workforce Development
Dr. Dennis L. McElhoe
In recent months, community colleges
have experienced great notoriety due to
various initiatives of the federal government
such as the Workforce Investment and
Opportunity Act, the Healthcare and
Education Reconciliation Act and the
American Graduation Initiative, all of which
are intended to assist with the re-tooling of
the American workforce in an effort to make
it competitive in the ever-evolving global
economy. Based on the media coverage of
these initiatives, someone who is unfamiliar
with the role community colleges have played
in the economic development of the nation
could surmise that these two-year institutions
of higher education have done little prior to
the initiatives previously noted to assist their
communities and the nation in preparing for
the workforce challenges of tomorrow.
However, as Soares noted in his 2010
report, the ability of community colleges to
respond rapidly to changing economic events
and at a scale that can adequately address
the challenges generated by such events have
for decades made community colleges the
pivot point between higher education and
business and industry. In fact, collaborations
between industry and the nation’s community
college system have significantly impacted
the economic life of the United States. In
their 2009 report, Holzer and Nightingale
noted that community colleges account for
approximately 35 percent of all post-secondary
students. To further demonstrate the impact
of the nation’s community college systems, it’s
important to note that by 2012, community
college students represented 45 percent of
all U.S. undergraduates and 42 percent of
the nation’s first-time freshmen. Holzer and
Nightingale also reported the programs offered
by community colleges provide lower income
and working adults the kind of post-secondary
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education and re-training opportunities that
often result in increased earnings potential and
overall a more competitive workforce.
As noted in the 2014 report released by
the American Association of Community
Colleges, the impact of community colleges
on the economy of the United States surpassed
$800 billion in added income during 2012
equaling 5.4 percent of the nation’s Gross
National Product, with longer term benefits for
communities realized in increased tax revenue,
decreased demands for safety net services and
lower crime rates as examples. For example
within North Carolina, the impact of the
state’s community college system was found to
account for approximately 11 percent of the
economic growth of the 58 counties hosting a
community college, with a state-wide impact
of $1.4 billion or the equivalent of over 50,000
jobs added to the state’s economy annually.
Though they are known by various titles,
throughout the nation the workforce and
economic development units of community
colleges are typically charged with the
responsibility for expanding the institution’s
outreach to businesses, industries and other
organizations in an effort to increase workplace
skills and aid in the creation of new career

opportunities. The role of community and
technical colleges in the economic health of the
regions they serve is particularly vital during
economic downturns, when these institutions
typically experience significant enrollment
increases as those individuals who have
incurred job losses seek the opportunity to gain
skills that will prepare them for new careers,
often in fields that were non-existent when
they began their first careers.
From my years of experience working within
a community college system, with business and
industry, adult learners, non-profits and senior
institutions, I found that the development of
partnerships and collaborations holds the key
to assuring success in growing economic and
workforce development opportunities. Such
collaborations are to be celebrated, nurtured
and when opportunities present themselves,
expanded with other organizations not only
for the benefit of the institution, but more
importantly for the benefit of the college’s host
community and region in general.
Examples of how industry and community
colleges collaborate to retrain current
employees and prepare for the challenges of
tomorrow can be found at Gaston College
in Dallas, North Carolina where efforts

are underway to renovate existing technical training facilities while
constructing a state-of–the-art center for advanced manufacturing
with both projects receiving significant input from industry. When
combined with recently launched industrial apprenticeship programs,
these projects will furnish not only the college’s existing student
population, but employees of regional manufacturers with the more
advanced skills needed for today’s and tomorrow’s regional workforce.
Although such initiatives are not unique to Gaston College, and in fact
have either been underway at colleges throughout the nation or are
currently on the horizon, these examples demonstrate the relationship
between communities, colleges and industry and more importantly
such examples demonstrate the responsiveness of community colleges to
the needs of business and industry.
While not foreign to other areas of education, advisory committees
within community colleges such as the 37 advisory committees
at Gaston College assist with the development and refinement of
curriculum to meet the specific workforce development needs of the
region served by each college. An example of the influence of these
committees, which are typically comprised of industry representatives
with direct involvement in manufacturing, are the emergence of
industry-specific credentials also known as stackable credentials which
provide students with marketable skills in their chosen career field while
continuing their work toward an associate degree.
Another rather recent development is that competency-based
instruction, which is currently being discussed and considered within
four-year institutions, has received the greatest attention and subsequent
implementation within the nation’s community colleges. The movement

toward competency-based education as well as stackable credentials
is in direct response to the requests of business and industry in each
community, not just to their existing workforce needs, but what they
anticipate their training needs will be over the next five to 10 years.
In addition to advisory committees, community colleges gain insight on
the future workforce development needs of their service areas through
research and their participation in regional workforce investment boards,
economic development commissions and chambers of commerce, all
of which typically feature significant representation from industry,
K-12, businesses and four-year institutions, along with state and local
governmental agencies that develop short and long range plans for the
economic and workforce development needs of a region. Through their
participation in such organizations, community colleges not only receive
input on existing training needs, but also help shape the long-range
planning of the economic and workforce development of their respective
service regions.
The relationship between industry and the community college then
is not simply one of a customer seeking training and the community
college providing those services. Rather, it is often a partnership that
brings these entities together to work one-on-one or in collaboration
with other sectors of a regional economy to identify opportunities and
share resources to ensure the competitiveness of the existing labor force
while developing the highly skilled workers that will be needed to meet
the challenges of tomorrow.
Dennis L. McElhoe, Ph.D. is Vice President for Economic
and Workforce Development at Gaston College in Dallas North Carolina
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SPECIAL learners
By George Saunders
There was a time when children with disabilities were routinely denied a
public education. Often these children were turned away if the public school
system was not equipped to educate them or the system simply did not want
to expend the effort or incur the cost. They were never given a chance to learn
and participate in society and, the shame of it is, many of them could have.
The Education for All Handicapped Children Act and its successor,
Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA), set out to right this
wrong. Today, IDEA protects children with disabilities and requires public
schools to provide a Free and Appropriate Public Education (FAPE), with an
Individualized Education Program (IEP), to prepare children with disabilities
for further education, employment and independent living.

Special
Education
Advances
Individualized
Learning
for All

The Burden of Compliance
Although not perfect, the legislation has certainly made a difference.
However, even today, delivering on IDEA is no easy feat. With government
emphasis on compliance, everyone must work together to ensure the core
process, dictated by regulations, is adhered to. Administrators and clerical staff
are challenged to manage this complex process and negotiate the legal terrain
to ensure that all steps are completed and documented on time. Districts are
responsible for aggregating special education data and reporting regularly to
the state, which in turn reports to the federal government. Failure to comply
with regulations could result in loss of federal funding.
It is costly not only to implement, monitor, and measure the process
but also to deliver individualized services and instruction. This challenge
is recognized by the federal government, which has the noble intention of
funding up to 40 percent of special education, but today funds just 16.5
percent. State and local governments typically are asked to make up the
difference. In fact, states are discouraged from reducing special education
spending by the IDEA Maintenance of Effort
provision, which seeks to protect students with
disabilities from harmful budget cuts by forcing states
to provide funding that is at least equal to the prior
year’s spending.
Ongoing Technological
Revolutions in Special Education
In the beginning, the process was managed with
checklists and paper documents and filed in cabinets.
It was difficult to expose compliance failures or
aggregate data for analysis and state reporting. These
tasks required a lot of time, resources, and manual
coordination —leaving plenty of room for human
error.
In the early 1990s, software became available to
help manage and automate regulatory requirements.
Although commonplace today, special education
administration software has revolutionized the
management of special education. If it were solely
about compliance, it would be a fairy tale ending.
IDEA, though, was never intended to be about
compliance but about leveling the playing field for
students with special needs through personalized
instruction and sufficient supports. This presents its
own challenges, some of which may lead to the next
revolution in special education that ultimately may
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positively affect education for all students.
Today, delivering on IDEA is further
complicated by a shortage of qualified
professionals to work with students affected
by complex disabilities. Districts need to
recruit and maintain highly trained staff from
an already shallow pool — a problem that
is sometimes compounded by geographical
location. This has led some districts to
experiment with outsourcing some or even
all of their special education services to
outside educational agencies or for-profit
businesses. The goal is to have access to
qualified resources that will work closely
with district educators and the students to
maintain a seamless educational experience.
Another option, which could complement
outsourcing, is the virtual delivery of services.
For example, if a district has trouble finding
certified speech pathologists in the area,
it can hire someone who lives 500 miles
away. Services then can be professionally
administered remotely with a paraeducator or
parent by the student’s side.
Technology that allows for effective
personal interaction, a necessary component
of special education, is rapidly becoming
a staple in U.S. schools. Many districts
are already using teleconferences, web
conferences, email, and web-based software
to virtualize special education meetings.
Supplementing special education with virtual
services is likely to be not only a viable option,
but a beneficial one, helping to ensure that
individualized instruction and services are
delivered by qualified professionals.
Getting to the Heart of IDEA
At the heart of IDEA is the notion of
educating students with disabilities, to the
extent reasonable, in a general education
setting with their non-disabled peers. Known
as Least Restrictive Environment (LRE), this
is a pillar of special education reform.
The intent of LRE is to ensure students
with disabilities receive FAPE by offering
them similar resources and opportunities
as students without disabilities. In
practice, this is commonly thought of as
educating students with special needs in
a regular education environment with
additional supports, which is referred to as
“mainstreaming” or “inclusion.” Arguably
a noble and worthwhile pursuit, its
implementation is fraught with complexity.
General education teachers need to
be familiar with and sometimes assist in

accommodating the special needs of their
students. Considering the wide breadth of
disabilities and associated accommodations,
modifications, and behavioral implications,
this can be a daunting challenge. Special
educators must work closely with content
educators to ensure the special needs of these
students are adequately addressed. Often
times a co-teaching model is implemented,
where content and special education teachers
work collaboratively in the classroom.
Paraeducators can also provide support for
content teachers and special educators by
helping to implement the student’s IEP.
Inclusion Drives Collaboration
Inclusion classrooms will be even more
important as standards-based curriculums,
benchmarks, and grow indicators become
the norm. The U.S. Department of
Education recently announced a plan to
rollout a revised IDEA evaluation process
called “results-driven accountability.”
Although compliance indicators will still
be measured, states will be evaluated on
academic performance of students with
disabilities. Districts will be obligated
to ensure that these students are not
only serviced properly but that they are
benefiting and advancing through their
individualized instruction. In this process,
educators will have to work as a team to
craft and deliver standard-based approaches
that include the necessary supports and
appropriate scaffolds for students with
disabilities.
One thing is certain: collaboration is
essential. Parents, educators, psychologists,
services providers, and the student often
work as a team to define and implement
an IEP. When it comes to delivering
individualized instruction, communication
and coordination is very difficult.
Introducing outsourced and virtual services
may only exacerbate this problem.
It is likely that we will see special education
administration software begin focusing on
connecting all the educational stakeholders.
Technology will not only continue to improve
internal communication and coordination,
but also remove geographic boundaries,
allowing students to work with qualified
educators from around the world. Today there
is no shortage of models for virtualizing the
delivery of education. Virtual schools, blended
learning, the flipped classroom, and learning
management systems all leverage technology
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to provide alternate ways to deliver content,
impart knowledge, and improve education.
In fact, they all seek to nurture the same
basic principle of special education — an
individualized education. If collaborative
instruction and virtual services can work for
students with special needs, it might just
work for all students.
The Realization of Individualized
Learning
It may not be long before individualized
education is a reality for all students.
Districts working with Response to
Intervention and Individual Learning Plans
are already dabbling with personalized
education and providing students with
custom services and supports to correct
deficiencies and nurture strengths. A
collaborative framework facilitated by
technology may allow these programs and
other innovative initiatives to flourish. What
if content instructors were specialists and
were able to teach from anywhere in the
world? What if students sit in a classroom
with their peers but are instructed remotely,
with paraeducators providing classroom
management and individualized support?
What if a student’s education team could
work together to adjust curriculum and
supports real time — at home, virtually and
in the classroom?
Ideally, this collaborative framework
would build off of existing information
systems, affording the team instant access
to relevant data that enables student-centric
action. This may not be what the future
holds for education. But one thing is
certain: if special education can successfully
deliver individualized education programs
and leverage technology for new levels of
collaboration and virtualization, the rest of
the education community should pause and
take notice.
George Saunders has been working in the
education administrative software industry
for 20 years. During this time, he has
worked with hundreds of school districts and
education professionals across the nation to
help design and develop software solutions
that support effective teaching and learning.
Currently, he is product manager for
SunGard K-12 Education’s special education
administration software suite, IEPPLUS. For
more information, visit sungardk12.com.
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Special learners

THE IMPACT OF
SELF-REGULATION
ON COLLEGE CHOICES
FOR STUDENTS
WITH ADHD
By Jodi Sleeper-Triplett
How does self-regulation impact college
readiness and college choices for high school
students with ADHD? Consider the college
environment as compared to high school
— teenagers are catapulted into the land of
independent thinking. They have no parental
supervision, a heavy course load, irregular
sleep patterns, unstructured study habits,
social pressures, and the need to manage their
self-care without reminders. “Self-regulation
is a skill necessary for reliable emotional
well-being. Behaviorally, self-regulation is
the ability to act in your long-term best
interest, consistent with your deepest values.
Emotionally, self-regulation is the ability to
calm yourself down when you’re upset and
cheer yourself up when you’re down.”
For students who score low in selfregulation, the ability to manage pressure, set
structure, weigh risks, and manage emotions
with friends, roommates, or professors feels
insurmountable. Receiving a D on a test
first semester can be a devastating blow to
a student with poor self-regulation skills,
making it difficult for that student to:
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1. Calm down after receiving the
low grade
2. Consider strategies for improvement
3. Talk calmly with the professor to find
out what went wrong
4. Share their struggles with their parents
In their 2010 study, “Assessing the Impact
of ADHD Coaching Services on University
Students’ Learning Skills, Self-Regulation,
and Well-Being,” Wayne State University
researchers Sharon Field, David R. Parker,
Shlomo Sawilowsky, and Laura Rolands
examined the effects of coaching on learning
and study skills, self-regulation, and subjective
well-being of students with ADHD attending
two and four year colleges or universities.
They found that the coaching group had a
significantly higher total LASSI score and
statistically significant higher scores on all
three LASSI clusters, “Skill, Will, and SelfRegulation,” than the comparison group.
The support and structure provided in the
coaching relationship helped students who
received coaching to set realistic goals and
expectations, manage time, stay organized,
and better self-regulate in both academic and
personal situations.

Students and their parents are advised to
do a reality check. Is the student ready for
college? What are the compelling reasons to
start immediately after high school and what
might be significant reasons for waiting a
year or more before leaving the nest? Would
a GAP year be valuable? Many students with
ADHD and related issues find that taking a
reduced course load at a community college
and working part-time can help them test the
waters of higher education while under the
safety net of the family. When self-regulation
is a problem, being at home, or close to home,
allows for continuity of care with a therapist
and psychiatrist who have been a part of
the student’s treatment team through high
school. Even when living at home, college
students find that the shift from the structure
of high school can exacerbate emotional
dysregulation. Since ADHD inhibits a
person’s ability to self-regulate, changing
environments and transitioning into a totally
new lifestyle can be devastating. With that
said, it is important to note that there will be
students who are well-prepared to “fly away”
and embrace life away from home. The key
point is to help students determine what
will work best for them and choose based on

their needs, not peer pressure, family pressure,
or shame. In my experience, students will
make good decisions when provided with
information to create awareness around how
they learn, what triggers their emotional
tipping point, and what they honestly, in their
heart of hearts, want to do.
To assist students in choosing the right
college or university to meet their needs
and their level of self-regulation, consider
the following:
1. A
 sk the student what support might be
useful at college. Often times students
don’t know what is available at the
college level and appreciate guidance
when exploring prospective schools and
programs.
2. D
 iscuss the process of obtaining
accommodations at the college level and
if you are not sure of the details, refer
the student to SPED or to an outside
specialized college counselor.
3. S uggest that the student research each
college of interest — what is the level of
support for students with ADHD and
what will it take to get support and/or
accommodations at each school.
4. E
 ncourage students to visit a limited
number of schools to start out. Too
many choices can be stressful and add to
the emotional dysregulation/overwhelm.
5. D
 iscuss what is important for each
student to learn while on campus,
beyond accommodations for their
academic needs. Examples of these areas
include:
a. Size of the college or university
b. U
 rban, suburban, or rural — what is
most comfortable?
c. D
 istance from home
d. L
 ayout of the campus — do the
“Goldilocks test.” Is the school too big,
too small or just right?
e. H
 ousing and dining options
f. S ports and recreation choices
g. C
 lubs — academic, social, religious
6. S uggest that the student visit Student
Support Services on campus. It is
important to make an appointment in
advance of the visit. Note that colleges
use a variety of names to identify
their support services: writing center,
coaching, counseling, tutoring, disability
services, help with accommodations.
As defined earlier in this article, selfregulation is a skill necessary for reliable

emotional well-being. Self-esteem and
self-confidence also play an important part
in emotional growth. Students who feel
good about themselves, are self-aware and
comfortable in social situations, have an
easier rollout into college. When working
with students with ADHD and executive
functioning issues, notice how the student
relates to others, self-advocates, and is able to
see at least part of the bigger picture — the
end goal. You might consider referring a
student to a coach to prepare for the transition
to college. Coaching is a valuable intervention
for students who need to strengthen these
areas before classes start and during their
college matriculation. The coach provides
structure and support while helping students
identify areas of strength and areas requiring
skill building and strategies for success. With
increased skill, will, and self-regulation,
students with ADHD and low scores on selfregulation can learn to thrive and flourish
beyond high school.
Jodi Sleeper-Triplett, MCC, SCAC, BCC, is
the leader in the field of ADHD youth coaching

For students who
score low in selfregulation, the ability
to manage pressure,
set structure, weigh
risks, and manage
emotions with
friends, roommates,
or professors feels
insurmountable.
and the author of “Empowering Youth with
ADHD” (2010). Her company, JST Coaching,
LLC, provides youth coach training programs,
keynote presentations and workshops worldwide.
For more information, visit www.jstcoach.com.
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By Vicki Zakrzewski
Social emotional learning (SEL) is
spreading like wildfire — and not just in the
United States. Countries such as the United
Kingdom, Singapore, and China are starting
to implement SEL in their schools as well.
Why now? Why all of a sudden are
schools all over the world taking notice
of SEL?
Many reasons exist why a school might
adopt SEL, all of which have been validated
by research: to increase academic success
and, somewhat ironically, to lower the stress
levels of students as they strive towards
that success; to prevent negative behaviors
such as drug and alcohol use, violence,
and bullying; to equip students with the
“soft skills” they will need in today’s work
environment; and to promote positive
relationships and positive attitudes about
school.
No one would disagree that these are all
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really great reasons for teaching students
social and emotional skills.
Yet a closer examination of the science
behind SEL reveals a story of human
development that suggests an even deeper
reason for implementing it— one that goes
beyond teaching these skills solely to remedy
our social ills or to enhance academic
success. Rather, the science of SEL has the
potential to alter how we view ourselves as
human beings and hence, our purpose of
education.
Our Altruistic Side
In his book “Born to Be Good,”
UC Berkeley professor Dacher Keltner
counters the centuries old argument that
we are hardwired for selfishness, making
us naturally competitive as we strive to
satisfy our self-serving desires. Instead,
Keltner makes the case based on research in

psychology, sociology, and neuroscience that
we are also wired for good. More specifically,
he looks at the science of emotions and how
positive emotions such as compassion and
awe are contagious and help to bring out
the good not only in ourselves, but in others
as well. “The origins of human goodness,”
writes Keltner, “is rooted in our emotion,
and these social instincts may be stronger
than those of any other instinct or motive.”
Some of the most compelling proof that
we are wired for altruism, kindness, and
compassion comes from numerous studies
that demonstrate children as young as 14
months have innate altruistic tendencies,
well before socialization can have a major
influence on their development.
For example, psychologists Felix
Warneken from Harvard and Michael
Tomasello from the Max Planck Institute
in Germany found that 18 month olds will,
without prompting, readily help another
person. In one experiment, a toddler opened
a cupboard for Warneken who, while
carrying a stack of books, indicated nonverbally that he wanted to place the books
in the cupboard but could not do so because
his hands were full. In another study, the
toddlers disengaged from playing with a toy
to help the adult in the room, suggesting
that he or she was motivated to help even
though it required effort on his or her part.
Relevant to Keltner’s work, another group
of researchers found that toddlers’ happiness
levels increased significantly when they gave
away one of their own treats rather than a
treat that belonged to another person. In
other words, these children may have been
motivated to help, not because someone told
them to, but because it felt good. Moreover,
another experiment found that 20 month
olds who were offered a reward for helping
behavior were less likely to help again than
those who didn’t receive a reward.
All of these studies clearly support
Keltner’s proposition that we are wired for
good and that our altruistic, compassionate
tendencies may be motivated, in part, by
positive emotions elicited through our
interactions with others.
Cultivating Our Innate Goodness
So what happens to these altruistic
tendencies? Given the state of the world
with its ills too numerous to list, why does
it seem that our competitive, selfish side

rules the day? The answer lies in which
aspect—selfish or altruistic—gets cultivated
through our environment, our interactions
with people such as teachers, parents,
and friends, and our personal choices. In
schools, for example, testing practices,
punitive teacher evaluations, and university
admissions processes fuel our competitive
self-interests.
But this is where SEL can start to shift
the tide as fostering social and emotional
skills helps to build classroom and school
environments that bring out our innate
altruism. At the core of SEL is cultivating
our self-awareness, which begins with an
understanding of emotions. According to
leading emotions expert Richard Davidson,
our emotions work with our cognition in
a seamless and integrated way to help us
navigate the classroom, workplace, our
relationships, and the decisions we make
in life.
Over the last 10 years, emotion
researchers have found that negative
emotions close us off, making us less
resilient and unable to relate with and
connect to others; whereas positive
emotions such as gratitude, tranquility,
love, and joy come with a myriad of
benefits, including an expansion of our
hearts and minds that helps us to see our
common humanity.
The goal, however, is not to feel positive
emotions all the time, but rather to
understand how emotions, both negative
and positive, impact us. Thus, if we can
become aware of our emotions and learn
to work with them in a healthy way — to
see them as information rather than as
overpowering responses that control our
actions — then we can choose to respond
to situations in a manner that brings out
the good in us and in others. Instead of
acting out of fear, hate, and anger, we can
take a deep breath and try to empathize
with what the other person is feeling or
experiencing and then make the choice to
respond with care.
As we grow in awareness of our own
emotions, we are better able to recognize
and understand others’ emotions, which
will also help us to express more compassion
— one of the more compelling positive
emotions and a key outcome of SEL.
Scientists have found that when we feel
compassion, regions of the brain linked to

empathy, caregiving, and feelings of pleasure
light up, thus further encouraging us to
help others. The boost of positive emotions
that comes from acting compassionately
motivates us to continue doing so in the
future. We also know from research that
compassion is contagious: when people see
us caring, they want to follow in kind.
A paradigm shift in education
The skills taught through SEL, all of
which benefit us and others, ultimately
help us to cultivate more positive emotions.
As we begin to know through personal
experience how much better it feels to be
kind and helpful than to be a “pig pen,”
spreading our negativity to those around us,
we will begin to shift how we view ourselves
as human beings. When that happens, we
will identify less with the self-centered,
selfish side that wreaks havoc in the world,
and more with our innate altruistic side
that, for lack of a better phrase, makes the
world a better place for us and others.
This is when we will begin to see a
paradigm shift in the purpose of education.
Instead of using education as a tool to satisfy
our self-serving, competitive needs — such
as making as much money as possible,
particularly through unethical means and
to the detriment of others — education will
be seen as a tool to serve the greater good.
Our educational practices and environments
will shift towards nurturing the long-term
well-being and happiness of students who,
through their own experience of being cared
for, will naturally care for those around
them. And students who understand how to
care for themselves and others will be better
equipped to care for the world.
It may seem like a cliché, but science is
proving Gandhi right: “We must be the
change we wish to see in the world.” This
deeper scientific understanding of who
we are as human beings shows us that at
our core, we have tremendous capacity for
goodness. But it’s up to our schools, our
families, our workplaces, our communities,
and each individual to act upon that
capacity—a beautiful possibility, indeed.
Vicki Zakrzewski, Ph.D., is Education
Director, Greater Good Science Center at
UC Berkeley
Contact her at vzakrzewski@berkeley.edu
or call 510-642-2451
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Social and Emotional Learning

Why Would We

Listen?

By Nicole Forsyth
Why would we listen? While reading a
book and leading a discussion with a class of
third graders, I asked students the question,
“How do you feel when someone says,
‘Good job!’ to you?” The answers were not
what I expected. “Horrible, “Put down” and
“Embarrassed,” were some of the responses
I received. The discussion question came
up because we had been talking about how
dogs feel when someone says, “Good dog.”
The students thought dogs felt good when
people say “Good dog” to them. What was
the difference? Why didn’t these students like
being told, “Good job?”
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I had already trained myself to not use
praise as reinforcement. I know to get kids to
respond genuinely, to think for themselves,
I can’t give any hints to what I’d like to hear
them say. This means I can’t say “Good job”
or “Yes!” or even nod in agreement to anyone’s
responses to my open-ended questions.
Students are brilliant at figuring out what they
think teachers want to hear, and if that’s all
they’re doing they are not engaged as deeply
as they could be; that is they are not engaged
personally, which is as deep as it gets. But
hearing the student responses to how they
felt when someone said “Good job” to them
brought up a whole new issue in education for
me: the misuse of praise.

SouthEast Education Network

When I went through my teacher training
in the early 1990s, Carl Rogers and the
promotion of self-esteem was huge. Rogers
argument that students need to experience
genuineness and empathy (being listened to
and understood) in the classroom was right on,
but his idea that students need “unconditional
positive regard,” was misinterpreted by me,
and perhaps many others, and hence evolved
into the misuse or overuse of praise. Kids
from a young age can see right through
“unconditional positive regard” when it
translates into “unconditional positive praise”
as well as most adults can. If someone told me
I’d done a “good job” when I knew I hadn’t,
not only would I feel “put down” like the eight

and nine year olds I talked to, but I would also
lose respect for the person telling me this, and
I would also feel sad that they weren’t really
paying attention; they didn’t know me well
enough to know I wasn’t trying very hard.
In addition, the misuse of praise threatens to
inadvertently reinforce mediocrity, which
works in direct opposition to the craze
for setting higher and higher academic
expectations. If a student hasn’t studied
much for a spelling test for example, and
gets eight out of 10 words spelled correctly,
and the teacher tells the student “Good job,”
the student may believe this is good enough
and not study harder. What if the teacher
instead said, “Next time, I bet if you study
harder you can get all 10 correct.” Then
when they get all 10 correct, the teacher can
say, “Wow, I can tell
you studied hard!”
In addition to the
fact that the overuse or non-specific
praise that kids feel is
somewhat insulting,
praising intelligence or
ability may be equally
damaging. When my
husband and I read the
book “Nurture Shock”
by Po Bronson, we had
a hard time replacing
our, “You’re so smart”
praise directed at our
daughter with praising
her effort instead,
but the Carol Dweck research referenced in
the book was an eye-opening look at how
praising intelligence or ability rather than
effort could do more harm than good. But
surely praising effort is not the only way to
reinforce positive behavior and motivation.
What about attention? I can’t even count how
many times as a teacher in training I heard
the warning about a student misbehaving,
“He’s just doing it ‘for attention.’” The
idea being here that a teacher should avoid
giving a student attention when they want
to eliminate an attention-seeking behavior.
This is indeed true. This is called negative
punishment in classical behaviorism, but as
we all know, positive reinforcement is the best
tool for achieving desired behaviors, so the
flip side of this of course would be to turn
attention into a positive reinforcer. What does
a teacher giving a student attention as a way to
reinforce positive behavior look like? In most
classrooms, I believe this ends up looking like

praise, but as we’ve discussed this may not
work as a teacher intends. So what else could
it look like? How about genuine listening?
Now, when I talk to other educators
about the discussion and questioning
techniques I’ve discovered that work so
well to engage students, I place even more
emphasis on the power of genuine listening
as positive reinforcement. Is there a better
way than genuine listening to indicate you
are paying attention? How about a better
way to indicate your unconditional positive
regard? Is this not, in fact, what we all want
-- to be heard, really heard? When I actively
listen to students, when I make eye contact,
repeat what they’ve said, ask clarifying
questions to encourage their train of thought,
acknowledge their emotional states, nod to

for them the very best of what we expect our
students to become, which — when all is
said and done — is so much more important
than getting the answers “right.”
I understand the pressures schools are
under to achieve the standardized test scores
to prove they are successful, but my wish,
my hope is that school leaders do not forget
their philosophy of education, that they
continually reflect on what they believe
students really need to learn to succeed in
life, that they encourage a culture of listening
at their schools. I am always amazed at the
insight students bring to what they want
to learn, how they feel about learning and
how they learn best, but more importantly it
never ceases to amaze me how kids turn on as
soon as you ask them what they really think.
Standardized testing isn’t
going to go away anytime
soon, so perhaps the best
selling point for taking
time away from wrestling
with the Common Core
or state standards is the
accumulated research that
indicates students do better
academically when their
social and emotional needs
are met.
Helping teachers
incorporate genuine
listening in the classroom
is a fantastic way to meet
the emotional needs of
students. Through genuine
listening, teachers create a safe, nurturing
environment where students are motivated,
engaged and ready to learn and at the same
time model a critical skill students will need
to be successful in life.
When I came back to the third-grade
class the following week, for another story
and discussion, one boy immediately came
running up to me and gave me a huge hug.
I could see in his eyes his excitement, his
belief that I was truly there for him. “This is
the magic of teaching,” I thought. I couldn’t
wait to start reading and listening to the
students’ thoughts on this week’s book
and key concepts: Can people and animals
communicate? And if so, what would that
look like? And, why would we listen?

“Social and emotional learning (SEL)
involves the processes through which
children and adults acquire and effectively
apply the knowledge, attitudes and skills
necessary to understand and manage
emotions, set and achieve positive goals,
feel and show empathy for others, establish
and maintain positive relationships, and
make responsible decisions.” - CASEL
show understanding and lean forward, I send
a message that what they say is important,
and they in turn feel important. And how
do they look in response? They are making
eye contact; they are leaning forward; they
are nodding to show understanding; they are
waving their hands, excited to participate;
they are genuinely listening, and isn’t this the
core of what we all want as educators?
During my visit to this third-grade
classroom, I heard students tell me about
how they thought the characters in the book
I was reading were feeling. I heard their
judgments and how they’d make decisions
in a similar situation. I heard their stories
that indicated they were connecting to the
story in personally relevant ways. I saw them
thinking, hard. I saw light bulbs go on. I
saw them thinking in ways I could tell they
had never thought before. I learned things
about them as people, and I was genuinely
interested. I engaged with them and modeled
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Nicole Forsyth is the President and CEO of
RedRover, a nonprofit organization that operates the
RedRover Readers program, which uses stories and
discussion to build empathy for people and animals.
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I am Too Good...
...because I am confident and ready to learn.
Too Good builds social, emotional competency through fun, interactive lessons
and activities that let students try on and practice social skills to build character,
prevent substance abuse, and promote peaceful living.
• Goal Setting
• Responsible Decision Making
• Effective Communication
• Identifying and Managing
Emotions
• Peer Pressure and Influence
• Conflict Resolution
• Respect for Self and Others
Evidence-based curricula for
K-12 that are easy to teach
and fun to learn.

mendezfoundation.org
800.750.0986

WELLNESS

THE CHANGING
FACE OF SCHOOL
NUTRITION
DEFINING
THE FUTURE HEALTH
OF OUR NATION
By Peter Rusin

HABIT:
1hab·it
noun \ha-bət\
: a usual way of behaving : something that a person does often in a
regular and repeated way
: a settled or regular tendency or practice, especially one that is hard to
give up.
The habits adolescents are forming now will have a direct effect
on the future health of the nation. Lack of physical activity and poor
nutrition choices are habits that continue to increase obesity rates.
What is most alarming is how quickly obesity has become a national
epidemic.
The evening news, headlines, and agendas across the country confirm
young people in the United States are getting heavier and heavier. The
issue of obesity is daunting, no doubt. Before we review what is being
implemented to address obesity, let’s look at the current trajectory of
this issue.
Childhood obesity has doubled in children and tripled in adolescents
in the past 30 years. Recently “The Washington Post” reported not
a single state has an obesity rate below 20 percent, which has earned
the United States the unenviable distinction as the world’s most obese
major country. Even more shocking is that an estimated 61 percent of
overweight young people have at least one additional risk factor for heart
disease, such as high cholesterol or high blood pressure.
While many factors must align to help young students develop lifelong
www.seenmagazine.us							
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healthy fitness and nutrition habits, we
know bad habits are presently trumping
efforts being made. School wellness plans
providing healthy lunch choices for
students while in school do not always
follow those students home. So, how do
we provide resources, but also shift the
mindset of this next generation when it
comes to making their own health and
nutrition choices?
National and state programs are available
to help schools reverse trends and educate
the whole child — mind and body. There
are 132,183 schools in the United States
and the National School Lunch Program
(NSLP), a federal assisted meal program,
is operating in over 100,000 public and
non-profit schools. The NSLP is designed
to provide nutritionally balanced, low-cost
or free lunches to more than 31 million
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children each school day. The guidelines
require an increase in the availability
of fruits, vegetables, and whole grains
on the school menu. But does the food
served during the school day affect the
nutrition decisions these children make
outside of school? Are we simply checking
the nutrition requirements off the list,
or are we taking the time to make sure
the students understand the importance
of food selections? Other factors must
include combining physical activity,
reviewing school nutrition policies,
health programming for school staff, and
implementation of ongoing health and
physical education programs.
School nutrition guidelines are an
important component for promoting
overall wellness. Many districts are
limiting foods defined as having “minimal
nutritional value” from cafeterias, vending
machines, and school sales. Studies show
students make healthier food choices
when those choices are made available for
the students. However, healthy choices
increase significantly when combined with
ongoing education efforts. Schools with
students who understand the importance
of good health and then have direct and
easy-to-follow guidelines have been shown
to exhibit positive sustained changes
in behavior and attitude. Empowering
students to be healthy on their own
volition will ultimately cultivate a health
conscious generation.
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National and state programs and
resources like the NSLP should be
applauded, but to be even more effective
we need to bring them all under the same
umbrella and coordinate our efforts. When
young students begin forming their own
lifestyle habits, many are not aware of the
long-term consequences associated with
their choices. Education is power.
Early, ongoing education instills the
importance of good health. Unfortunately,
health instruction in elementary schools
often only touches on one or two core areas
through a few short lessons each year. This
is usually because classroom teachers have
limited time and resources. Plus, classroom
teachers typically face dueling demands to
present other rigorous academic experiences
such as math, reading and science. This
combination translates into less time to
review resources, develop lesson plans, and
facilitate ongoing health education in the
classroom.
Unlike a vaccine, obesity education
cannot be a one-time shot!
Increased student activity sounds like it
should be a simple fix, right? Remember
teachers already have a long list of teaching
objectives that must be accomplished.
Enough physical activity needs to be
integrated into the day or week to make a
difference. Remember, once a student leaves
school other factors start to encroach on the
progress made. This requires teachers to be

National and state
programs and
resources like the
NSLP should be
applauded, but to
be even more
effective we need to
bring them all under
the same umbrella
and coordinate
our efforts.
creative in how they include movement in
other lesson plans while working to provide
ongoing health education for their students.
Injecting ongoing health programs into
classrooms helps:
1) Teachers meet education requirements
2) Coordinate available nutrition
resources with health lessons in the
classroom
3) Empower the next generation to
establish healthy habits. Effective
educational programs help students
understand the “why” and provide
the “how.” In fact, education at
an early age can be so powerful it
changes cultural habits. Seat belt use
and recycling are perfect examples of
the effect education has on changing
established cultural norms. How many
adults have been told by a child to
“buckle-up” or “put an aluminum can

in the recycling?” When children have
ongoing education, from an early
age, and understand the “how” and
“why” they can be the driving force in
changing cultural habits.
Simply stated, the challenge for
schools continues to be meeting academic
requirements while still making time to
keep children active and well. Building
off the healthy meal choices in school and
then empowering students to make their
own choices outside of school requires
student knowledge.
Since the government provides financial
assistance and menu guidance for healthy
lunches and snacks, consideration should be
given to fund the cross-curricular education
component. Similar to how the National
School Lunch Program provides a perchild reimbursement for lunch and snacks,
schools should also receive per child funding
for education to engage children and help
them improve their own nutrition and
fitness behaviors. When young children are
empowered with knowledge and understand
how their individual actions can affect

positive change, they are a powerful force.
Children are like sponges; they absorb and
retain knowledge. They will also tap into this
knowledge to make better choices as they
grow up.
With everything else going on in our
world, obesity is still one of the greatest
public health, social and economic challenges
of our century. A wealth of resources is
available to provide students with the “why”
and “how.” It is time for resources to be
synchronized to assure all cogs in the wheel
are coordinated for success.
Finding resources that plug right into
the classroom to provide students with the
information they need to build healthy lives
is one of those cogs. Using 21st century
technology to deliver health education,
we can empower young people without
placing additional demands on teacher time.
Together, it is time to define good habits for
a healthier future.
Peter Rusin is president of Health World
Education. For more information, visit www.
healthworldeducation.org.

EVERY STUDENT

NEEDS HEALTH EDUCATION!
Health World

Great eLearning programs for PreK-8th grade on student nutrition to help students
adopt healthier eating habits. For as little as a few dollars a student you can provide a
full year of health education programs that are easy to implement for your classroom,
grade level, schools, or even district wide!

We offer eLearning programs
on the following topics:
· Nutrition
· Drugs
· General Health
· Human Growth & Development
· Bullying & Conflict Resolution
· Safety
· Social & Emotional Health
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Because a child’s health can’t wait!
Contact us today at 877-805-6580 to order!
healthworldeducation.org
Contact@healthworldeducation.org
877-805-6580
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Is It Possible to Get Kids
Excited About Nutrition?
By Laura Ali, MS, RDN, LDN
Childhood obesity and child nutrition have been making
headlines over the last few years. As people in the United States have
seen their waistlines expand, significant focus has been placed on
school meals and children’s health. The evidence of the role good
nutrition plays with learning and development as well as long-term
disease risk reduction is clear. Nevertheless, while many of the
mandated changes sound good on paper, challenges abound.
Although implementation of many of the updated meal
requirements has been phased in over the last few years, many
school districts are still struggling. Reports of increased food waste
and decreased sales have been documented across the country.
Translating the new requirements into food that won’t end up in
the trash is proving to be challenging for many districts. However,
others are looking at this as an opportunity to get kids excited about
nutrition and learn about their food, which could benefit both the
kids and the schools, and in the long term, America’s health and
well being.
A Quick Review
The Healthy, Hunger Free Kids Act, which was signed in 2012
by President Obama, has been touted as a way to improve the
nutrition of over 32 million children across the United States.
Ambitious as these new standards are, the updated requirements are
seen as a way to improve the health of the nation’s children and are
something most American’s can get behind.
Developed from the Institute of Medicine Report and Workshop
on preventing Childhood Obesity and the Dietary Guidelines for
Americans, 2010, the updated meal standards are a way to help
children get the nutrition they need for optimal learning, reduced
obesity and to improve overall long term health.
The new standards incorporate foods lower in saturated fat and
cholesterol, lean proteins like seafood and poultry, low fat dairy,
fruits and vegetables and whole grains. Along with proper portions
and regular exercise, these changes are part of other healthy lifestyle
plans that have been shown to reduce the risk of chronic disease and
help reduce rates of obesity. The Mediterranean Diet and Dash Diet
are examples of these eating patterns. Both have well documented
research that supports reduction in the risk of chronic disease. The
American Heart Association Pediatric Dietary Recommendations
for Reduced Risk of Cardiovascular Disease also follow these basic
nutrition guidelines.
Recommendations
While some of the new USDA School Meal requirements have
been challenged and in some cases schools have been given more
time for implementation of certain requirements, the message is
clear; schools need to be providing healthy meals, so let’s find a way
to get kids engaged and excited about their food!
Seizing an opportunity to teach children about food, where it
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America’s Favorite Tuna1 offers nutritious and delicious
solutions that meet school foodservice needs!
– Tuna is low in saturated fat and a natural source of DHA omega 3 fatty acids that help support brain health2.
It is lower in fat and cholesterol than chicken or beef3
– Easily meet sodium requirements with the NEW Low Sodium Chunk Light Tuna pouch – only 110mg
of sodium per serving!*
– The no-drain Labor Saver Pouch® locks in fresh tuna ﬂavor and makes it easier than ever to add tuna
to your menu
– It’s not just for tuna salad! Tuna is a very versatile protein, providing you with endless menu possibilities.
From hot dishes to sandwich and salad ideas, classic favorites or something new and unique, StarKist®
has a variety of easy recipes that ﬁt USDA nutritional guidelines

Variety

Size

Pack

GTIN

Heinz SAP#

Low Sodium Chunk Light Tuna – Water (Pouch)

43oz

6

100 80000 51454 4

76003606

43oz

6

100 80000 22120 6

78003596

66.5oz

6

100 80000 01650 5

78003601

Chunk Light Tuna – Water (Pouch)
Chunk Light Tuna – Water (Can)

Contact your USDA representative to request that tuna be added to the Commodity Catalogue!
For product info, samples, recipes, and additional beneﬁts to adding StarKist® to your menu, contact your local Heinz rep, distributor rep,
or Jim Rodgers, StarKist® National Sales Manager, 630-561-0457, jim.rodgers@starkist.com
*Available to your distributor mid-August

1

AC Nielsen retail tuna sales 2013

2

Dietary Guidelines for Americans

3

USDA Nutrient Database SR26

comes from and how to prepare it is a perfect way to ensure they
learn healthy habits, become familiar with healthy foods and enjoy
what they are eating.
Children can be cautious eaters and hesitant to try unfamiliar
foods. While it’s important to provide healthy foods to support their
growth and development, getting kids to buy in can be tough. This
is especially true for some foods like seafood, dry beans, vegetables
and some fruits. Children’s taste buds are sensitive and introducing
new foods may take some time. They are also very aware of what
everyone else around them is eating and will often mimic what they
see adults doing. Finding ways to get teachers and administrators in
the cafeteria and also enjoying school meals will only help.
Fun with Food - Curriculum Ideas
Teaching about food can be incorporated into many parts of the
curriculum. Science, math, social studies, reading and grammar can
all incorporate lessons about food and health. Even with the Home
Economics departments disappearing there are still ways to teach
children about cooking and meal planning.
 lant a Garden — a recent meta-analysis indicated that
P
students involved in school gardens had an increased vegetable

consumption, even more than students with classroom nutrition
education. While more research is needed, teaching and showing
children how food is grown, where it comes from and learning
about new varieties of food can make children more willing to try
new foods.
Fun with Food Days — Unfamiliar foods can be scary for kids
to try. Look for fun ideas on how to present the food. Maybe it is
a tuna pizza on a whole grain English muffin, with a clown face
from vegetables, frozen fruit treat with a unique fruit, or vegetables
with dip.
Kitchen Labs —There are numerous ideas for parents to help get
kids involved with helping in the kitchen and many of those same
ideas may transfer to the classroom. If you have a snack day, get
a small group of students together to plan and prepare the snack
for the classroom that week. Smoothies, fruit kabobs, or dips for
vegetables are easy ideas with which students can help.
Kitchen Tours — Offer kitchen tours during slower times. When
children see who is making their food and the care that goes into
it, it may feel more like home cooked. If you don’t have an on
site kitchen or it’s too busy for kids to visit, consider a video to
introduce everyone to the people behind the scenes and share it
with the classrooms. After all, seeing is believing!
Menu Committees — Everyone likes having control and that
includes children. While it takes extra work up front, getting the
kids involved in helping to plan the menus can go a long way in
reducing waste. Rotate among grades or classrooms and let the
children help with planning the menu for one day a month. Give
them options to choose from, foods that will fit in your budget,
meet nutritional requirements and allow them to choose. This is a
great way to teach nutrition, budgeting and nutrition all at once.
Heritage Days — as part of a social studies curriculum,
incorporate a lesson about food. When studying about a
particular time period, look for a dish that is unique to that era. If
learning about a particular culture, find foods that are unique to
them. If possible, bring samples in for kids to try or, depending
on the age, have them research about various foods and share
with their classmates.
The USDA Team Nutrition website offers a variety of lessons
and ideas for incorporating nutrition education into the curriculum
(www.fns.usda.gov/tn/team-nutrition).
While the recent focus has been on obesity and weight loss,
teaching our children to appreciate and enjoy healthy, delicious
food and approaching nutrition in an inspiring and enlightening
manner will have a positive long term impact on them. It takes time
and a lot of repetition, but by continually offering healthy foods
and helping kids learn about what they are eating, we can gradually
make nutritious food a regular part of the day.
Laura Molseed Ali is a Registered Dietitian and the Senior Manager
of Nutrition and Regulatory Affairs for the StarKist Co. where she is
the company nutrition advisor, recipe developer and driver of their
health and wellness initiatives. She also oversees the regulatory and
nutrition labeling initiatives for the company. She is a member of the
Pennsylvania Dietetic Association, former President of the Pittsburgh
Dietetic Association and a recipient of the 2008 Keystone Award for
leadership and outstanding practice.
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GETTING
AMERICA
FIT AGAIN
By Herschel Walker, Mike May
and Michele Smith
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As leaders in the American education system, you
are welcome to join the more than 100 leaders from
organizations in the sports and fitness industries — from
Franklin to Nike to Rawlings to Under Armour — as
well as a number of well known celebrity athletes on
March 4, 2015 in Washington, D.C. to meet with the
U.S. Representatives and Senators to request support
for federal legislation to help reverse the “inactivity
pandemic” and “Get America Moving.” The event is
the 16th Annual National Health Through Fitness
Day, organized by the Sports and Fitness Industry
Association (www.SFIA.org) and PHIT America (www.
PHITAmerica.org).
This issue of physical inactivity in the U.S. is a critical
one because military leaders in the U.S. are concerned
about the fitness levels of future troops, many members
of the medical community say that “sitting is the new
smoking,” and it’s well known that physical activity
benefits academic performance.
On National Health Through Fitness Day, a
delegation of well known athletes, sporting goods
and fitness manufacturers, sports retailers, education
leaders, physical educators and association executives
will “walk the halls of Congress” and meet with
members of Congress to encourage passage of two
legislative initiatives to help all Americans become more
physically fit:
1.) The PHIT (Personal Health Investment Today)
Act: When it is passed, the PHIT legislation
will change the IRS definition of a “medical
expense” to include physical activity as a form
of prevention. Expanding the definition would
make physical activity expenses reimbursable
using pre-tax dollars in Health Savings Accounts
and Flexible Spending Accounts. To date, 50
cosponsors (25 Republicans and 25 Democrats)
have been secured for the PHIT Act. More
cosponsors are needed. The goal is to get the
PHIT Act passed in the next Congress, which
takes office in January of 2015.

quality, innovative physical education. PEP has
been passed and funded every year since fiscal
year 2001. To date, more than $900 million in
PEP grants has been distributed to school districts
from coast-to-coast by the U.S. Department of
Education. Continued passage of PEP is a priority.
With access to PEP grants, school districts are able
to cultivate future generations of active Americans
through innovative physical education programs.
“Rising inactivity levels in the U.S., where 80.4
million Americans are currently inactive, underscore the
urgency of National Health Through Fitness Day,” said
PHIT America Founder Jim Baugh.
In a nutshell, National Health Through Fitness Day
is a signature event for the SFIA and PHIT America to
promote the adoption of federal policies that will increase
participation in sports and fitness activities to improve
healthy and active lifestyles for all Americans. Readers
of this story — leaders in local, statewide, and national
education — are ideally qualified to participate in this
day of advocacy in our nation’s capital. And, understand
the true value of this lobbying effort.

CELEBRITY SCENE … “ON THE HILL”
Since the first National Health Through Fitness Day
in 2001, the celebrity delegation has included a “who’s
who” of champions in sport such as ex-Heisman Trophy
winners, Baseball Hall of Famers, Olympic medalists,
Grand Slam tennis champions, well-known current
athletes, and successful coaches. The list of athletes
includes former Heisman Trophy winners Tim Brown
(Notre Dame) and Herschel Walker (Georgia); Hall
of Fame golfer Gary Player; former Wimbledon and
U.S. Open tennis champ Stan Smith; 18-time Grand
Slam singles winner Martina Navratilova; NBA legend
Bill Russell; current NFL Pro Bowl wide receiver Steve
Smith (now, Baltimore Ravens); former Major League
Baseball pitchers Tommy John, Dave Stewart, and Tom
Candiotti; former heavyweight boxing champion Larry
Holmes; former U.S. Women’ Soccer great Mia Hamm;
1973 U.S. Open/1976 British Open golf champion
2.) The Carol M. White Physical Education Program Johnny Miller; current WNBA star Tamika Catchings
(PEP): PEP funds a competitive grant program
(Indiana Fever); former U.S. Olympic softball gold
to give school districts and community based
medal-winning pitchers Michele Smith and Jennie
organizations resources to provide students with Finch; U.S. Olympic middle distance runner Jenny
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Simpson; LPGA superstar Stacy Lewis; college
basketball coach Tubby Smith; among others.
“This event is a key event on the calendar
for the sports and fitness industry,” says
National Health Through Fitness Day honorary
chairman and former Heisman Trophy winner
Herschel Walker. “It is our opportunity to meet
with Congress to explain the immense benefits
that funding for PEP and the passage of PHIT
will mean to this country.”
“In the budget-cutting environment on
Capitol Hill, our goal is to save physical
education in schools with PEP and encourage
active lifestyles through the PHIT Bill,” says
Michele Smith, two-time U.S. Olympic gold
medal winning softball pitcher.“When we have
these face-to-face Congressional meetings, it’s
essential that we communicate the magnitude
of the adverse impact of sedentary living and
fully emphasize the positive economic outcomes
of healthier, more active lifestyles.”
“As leaders and decision makers in the
education system, you have the opportunity
to be catalysts of change that will benefit the
minds and bodies of all young Americans …
and the future of this country,” said former
Wimbledon and U.S. Open tennis champ Stan
Smith.“It all begins with physical fitness.”

YOUR VOICE CAN BE HEARD:
ADVOCATE NOW
Listed below is a link that allows the
general public to send a personalized
electronic letter to their local Congressman
and their state’s two U.S. Senators — seeking
support for PHIT and PEP.

Peanut FREE, tree nut free,
dairy FREE, egg
and gluten FREE
- so you’re FREE to enjoy!

Made in the USA
www.soynutbutter.com
800-288-1012
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http://www.phitamerica.org/Advocate.htm
You simply access www.phitamerica.org,
click on the red Advocate icon, and follow
the prompt which asks for your zip code.
Then, you click “submit.” At that moment,
an electronic letter of support for PEP and
PHIT will be sent to your local member of
congress in the U.S. House of Representatives
and your state’s two U.S. Senators.
“Please advocate now and help this cause.
Share the link with friends, family, and
colleagues,” declares PHIT America’s Baugh.
“National support of PHIT and PEP can
make a difference in reducing health care
expenses and reversing inactivity in America,”
said SFIA’s Vice President of Government
Relations Bill Sells.
Let’s give all young Americans the chance
to enjoy the benefits of physical activity. And,
don’t forget, nobody sweats on the Internet!
Herschel Walker is a three-time consensus
All-American running back from the University
of Georgia, the 1982 winner of the Heisman
Trophy, a 1999 inductee into the College
Football Hall of Fame, and a past member of
the U.S. Winter Olympic bobsled team.
Mike May is a 25-year plus veteran of the
U.S. sporting goods industry who is now the
director of communications for PHIT America.
Michele Smith is a two-time Olympic
gold medalist with the 1996 and 2000 U.S.
Olympic softball teams who also played in the
Japan Pro Softball League for 17 years and
is currently working as a softball analyst on
ESPN.

Educational
TRAVEL
Experiential
LEARNING
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experiential learning

ABINGDON is your GATEWAY
to SOUTHWEST VIRGINIA

The site of present-day Abingdon is located
on a well-traveled wilderness route called the
“Great Road,” which many pioneers traveled
through the Blue Ridge Mountains on the way
to settle the new American frontier. In 17481750, the land was surveyed by Dr. Thomas
Walker, who would later be partners with Peter
Jefferson, father of Thomas Jefferson in the
Loyal Land Company. The area was named
Wolf Hills by Daniel Boone in 1860 after his
dogs were attacked by a pack of wolves.
The Town of Abingdon was established by
an act of the Assembly of Virginia in 1778.
Two short years later, Abingdon played a
role in helping the young nation gain its
independence. Patriots from Virginia and North
Carolina gathered at the Muster Grounds to
begin a 300 mile march to Kings Mountain,
South Carolina. The ensuing battle was a
turning point in the Revolutionary War.
In 1860, Martha Washington College
opened in a former private residence in
Abingdon. The college closed in 1932, but
the grand building affectionately known as
“The Martha” re-opened as a hotel in 1935.
In Abingdon, history is not confined
to select sites and preserved buildings.
It’s all around. When you look at the
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mountains surrounding the town, you
think of Daniel Boone walking through the
woods or early American pioneers traveling
the Great Road across the Blue Ridge
Mountains to settle the new frontier.
When you stroll down Main Street,
you think about the Civil War soldiers
involved in nearby battles who were treated
by nurses on the grounds of what is now
the elegant Martha Washington Hotel.
History Comes Alive in Abingdon
•A
 bingdon Historic District
•A
 bingdon Spirit Tours
call 276-706-6093
•F
 airview Historic Homestead
call 276-628-3167
• The Hagy House
•F
 ields-Penn 1860 House Museum
call 276-676-0216
• Historical Society of Washington
County, Va. call 276-623-8337
•K
 eller Interpretive Center
276-525-1050
•A
 bingdon Muster Grounds — The
Keller Interpretive Center is located within
the nine acre Muster Grounds and is the
premier center for Colonial backcountry
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history from the American Revolutionary
period in Southwest Virginia.
• Old Mollie Steam Engine — Norfolk
& Western Steam Engine 433
• Overmountain Victory
Trail — 276-628-3167
The Overmountain Victory National
Historic Trail travels through Va,, Tenn., N.C.
and S.C., retracing the route of patriot militia
as they tracked down the British. Eventually
the two forces clashed, ending in the patriot
victory at the battle of Kings Mountain.
• Retirement (second oldest brick house
in Abingdon) — call 276-628-3167
The exact date of the homes construction
is unknown but reports state that it was built
between 1776-1813. The original structure
was built by Captain Robert Craig.
• Sinking Spring Cemetery
Fun Facts about Abingdon:
The town was given its original name of
Wolf Hills by the legendary Daniel Boone.
Abingdon is one of the oldest
English-speaking settlements west of
the Blue Ridge, founded in 1778.
Some Hollywood luminaries have graced
the stage at Barter Theatre, including Gregory
Peck, Patricia Neal, Ernest Borgnine and
many others. Visit the Barter Theatre lobby
to see photos of these famous alumni.
Abingdon’s oldest building is The
Tavern Restaurant, which has been
serving patrons since 1779.

The Crooked Road — Virginia’s Music
Heritage Trail passes through Abingdon,
highlighting the region’s role in the growth
of traditional Appalachian music.
Make Abingdon your hub as you explore
the back roads of southwest Virginia.
Southwest Virginia is filled with magical
sights and sounds. The winding country
roads and rugged, unspoiled scenery offer
unforgettable scenic drives by automobile or
motorcycle. Amid the beauty of the mountains
are several picturesque small towns, each
with a unique personality and history.
While the forests may be teeming with
wildlife and the rivers abundant with trophy
fish, the hills are certainly alive with the sound
of music. Southwest Virginia is the birthplace of
traditional mountain music. The Ralph Stanley
Museum and Carter Family Fold are among the
dozens of sites worth seeing along The Crooked
Road – Virginia’s Heritage Music Trail.
Whether your class is headed out to
explore the history, trails, towns or back
roads of southwest Virginia, Abingdon is
the perfect place to begin and end your day.
Enjoy great accommodations, delicious food
and fun-filled learning opportunities.

DISCOVER. EXPERIENCE. CONNECT.
“Engaging, great topics,
interactive. A great place
to bring students.”
– TEACHER, GUNSTON MIDDLE SCHOOL,
ARLINGTON, VA.

· Discounted Newseum admission for
school groups
· Free lesson plans designed to meet
standards of learning
· Free online resources — primary source
documents with Common Core
lesson plans available at
newseum.org/digitalclassroom
· Fun and engaging history, civics and
media literacy classes for grades
3 – university

NEWSEUM.ORG/EDUCATION WASHINGTON, D.C. 202/292-6650

HISTORY, CulTuRe & ART
Abingdon’s historic community offers
lots of youth-friendly sites that are
educational, conveniently located and
welcome groups of all sizes.

An ideal destination for student groups
Enjoy a pedestrian-friendly downtown filled with
art galleries, shops, plenty of great restaurants and, of course,

SAmple ITIneRARIeS

THe FAmOuS BARTeR THeATRe.

The Abingdon CVB can help plan a custom
itinerary just for your group. We can even offer
a step-on guide for a personal welcome and
insight into Abingdon’s many treasures.

888.489.4144 · www.abingdon.com
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Virginia
is for Learners
Travel plays an important role in education, whether it’s a
class trip, a performing band or a competing sports team. And
what better destination to help students meet your state learning
standards than Virginia, the most history-making state in the
nation?
A trip to the nation’s capital isn’t complete without a detour
down the George Washington Memorial Parkway to Mount

Let’s
Picnic

Magill's Delivers

Call to order: 703 750-3344
PIZZA & BUFFET
serving students since 1983

BOX LUNCHES
Virginia Ham & Cheese
Smoked Turkey & Cheese
Roast Beef & Cheese

Peanut Buter & Jelly (Cheese Only Vegetarian
Sandwiches also available)

visit www.magillsdc.com
We also welcome tour buses to our
nearby restaurant - visit us at
www.magillsdc.com
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Vernon. Two new, critically-acclaimed exhibit buildings and five
theaters show George Washington in life-size and in 3D. Meet
a teen-age Washington as a land surveyor, and then as an elder
statesman. In the multi-media theater, it actually snows during
a re-enactment of the Revolutionary troops crossing of the
Delaware River on Christmas night, 1776.
At Historic Jamestowne’s new Archaearium, students share

the archaeologist’s moment of discovery of remains of the original
1607 James Fort by peering through virtual viewers. Glass floors
allow a top down view of remains of the Virginia Colony’s 1660
Statehouse. In the brand new visitors center, a theater and exhibits
feature artifacts never before displayed. A new footbridge approach
leads through the island marsh to the river and the site of the
James Fort.
Adjacent to Historic Jamestowne are the all-new galleries at
Jamestown Settlement. Long a favorite destination for school
groups, this “living museum” displays the life of Powhatan Indians.
In explaining how they lived, hunted and gathered, the exhibit
sheds light on how this Native Americans culture thrived in a
coastal environment that from the start threatened to overwhelm
English settlers. Students can squat inside new replicas of the
Godspeed and Discovery that more accurately portray the cramped
quarters and limited passenger space on the journey from England.
After a three-year renovation, the State Capitol building in
Richmond has a new orientation center for a new generation
of visitors. Designed by Thomas Jefferson, this stately building
is where the oldest continually governing legislative body in
America conducts its business. Students sit in members’ chairs and
participate in a mock legislative session in the House Chambers.
Students hear chirps and roars as they walk through a recreation
of a paleontology dig inside the new Virginia Museum of Natural
History in Martinsville. They’ll learn about food chains by
dissecting owl pellets, and weather systems by playing a Jeopardystyle game.
Virginia stood at the crossroads of the Civil War, and one of the
landmarks of modern warfare is now preserved at the Mariners’

Museum’s new Monitor Center in Newport News. A portion
of the ironclad warship, the USS Monitor, is preserved here.
Students can build their own ironclad warships via computer,
walk on the deck of a replica ship, and virtually recover salvage
from the ocean depths.
Students experience how their 19th century counterparts
learned the three Rs in a one-room school house at the Settlers
Museum of Southwest Virginia in Smyth County. After a picnic
lunch, school groups help with farm chores such as gathering
eggs, harvesting crops, and washing clothes on a washboard.
Retired schoolteachers, familiar with Virginia SOLs, often lead
the tours.
In addition to the ideas presented in this article, the
destinations that appear on these two page have been handselected by the staff at SEEN Magazine. When planning your
next Virginia learning experience, be sure to pick generously
from the attractions featured here.

Plus field trips for
K-12 focused on ...
Leesburg, Va.

•
•
•
•

Introducing
programs that
bring civics to life!

Nature
History
Agriculture
Citizenship

Visit www.morvenpark.org for more information about our educational programs.
17263 Southern Planter Lane | Leesburg, VA | 703-777-2414

Grottoes, VA 1.888.430.CAVE

CIVIL WAR TOURS AND PROGRAMS FOR ALL AGES.

Hands-on Tours, Trunks
& Experiences close to D.C.
www.manassasmuseum.org 703-257-8265

www.endview.org
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SCIENCE
AND NATURE
ARE ‘HANDS-ON’
AT THE VIRGINIA
LIVING MUSEUM
At the Virginia Living Museum in
Newport News, students experience
STEM science discoveries that simply can’t
be duplicated in a school classroom.
The Virginia Living Museum is the
mid-Atlantic region’s premier science
education facility where science and
nature really come to life. Nowhere else
can your students explore all of Virginia’s
physiographic regions in a day and
encounter more than 250 living native
species of animals and plants exhibited in
their natural habitats.
The museum’s indoor and outdoor
exhibits are carefully designed to reinforce
Virginia’s Standards of Learning for Science
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(SOLs) and national science standards.
Every exhibit focuses on an important
concept: Virginia’s physiographic regions,
animal and plant adaptations, endangered
and threatened species, environmental
conservation, food chains and webs,
predator/prey relationships and much
more.
Students can pick up and examine
real natural history specimens like sea
turtle ribs, mammal pelts and fossils
in four hands-on Discovery Centers.
The Living Green Environmental
House and surrounding Conservation
Garden showcase the most innovative
environmentally friendly construction

SouthEast Education Network

techniques. Botanical gardens throughout
the grounds are planted with native
wildflowers that attract butterflies and
many other pollinators. Along the outdoor
boardwalk trail that leads through shady
woodland exhibits, students will encounter
rare red wolves, bald eagles, stately herons,
egrets, brown pelicans and other wetland
birds, playful river otters and so much
more.
To enhance the educational impact of
your visit, the museum also offers a full
menu of formal school programs that
support STEM education in all grade
levels, taught by a professional faculty of
scientist/instructors. All school programs

are grade-level targeted, fully correlated to
Virginia SOLs and national standards, and
combine inquiry-based investigations with
real museum specimens and live animals
for an unforgettable learning experience.
Students can also enjoy exciting
space science programs taught by the
museum’s astronomers in the state-ofthe-art planetarium theater, which can
simulate star patterns for any time period
or location in the world, demonstrate the
principles of rotation and revolution or
take students on an unforgettable journey
through the solar system and galaxies
beyond.
The museum also offers 20-minute
small group and assembly-style programs
that can be added to a self-guided
visit. These fast-paced programs enable
students to get up close and personal with
wild animals and touch real museum
specimens.
Education director Dan Summers
says, “students learn science best when
they’re actively engaged with science. The

hands-on, minds-on experiential learning
that takes place in the museum’s school
programs makes science exciting, relevant
and memorable.”
The museum is located between
Williamsburg and Norfolk/Virginia Beach

at 524 J. Clyde Morris Blvd., Newport
News (I-64, exit 258-A).
For more information call 757-5951900 or visit www.thevlm.org. Call 757595-9135 for group reservations.

Virginia Nature Lovers
inspired daily!

ry Museum

Shenandoah Valley Discove

George Washington’s Oﬃce

Museum

Aﬀordable Accomodations
near Washington, DC
Civil War
War Battle
Battleelds
elds and
& Museums
Civil
Museums

877-871-1326

Home of the Shenandoah
Apple Blossom Parades

VISITWINCHESTERVA.COM
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Mariners’ Museum

Educational Experiences in
History, Science and Language Arts

Ever wondered what life was like for sailors
aboard Christopher Columbus’s ships? Or what
it would sound like if you were in the middle of
a Civil War naval battle? Every year, thousands
of students discover the answers to these and
many other questions while visiting The Mariners’
Museum in Newport News, Virginia. The Mariners’
Museum is one of the largest maritime museums
in the world and has been designated by Congress
as America’s National Maritime Museum. For over
75 years, The Mariners’ has illustrated the spirit of
seafaring adventure, assembling a renowned and
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on our modern society. Or, how about
your students learning about the science
of hurricanes and then participating in
a hurricane tracking exercise where they
predict when and where it will make
landfall. Or perhaps having your students
make a musical instrument as they discover
and participate in an African storytelling
program. These are just a few of the
programs offered both at The Mariners’
Museum and in your classroom through
the museum’s award-winning Interactive
Video Conferencing.
Located in Newport News, Virginia,
the museum is just 20 minutes from the
historic triangle of Jamestown, Yorktown
and Williamsburg and offers your students a
great day-trip opportunity. For information,
visit www.marinersmuseum.org.
strikingly diverse collection of more than
35,000 maritime artifacts.
And while groups can explore The
Mariners’ Museum galleries using
customized scavenger hunts, The Mariners’
Museum also offers engaging, hands-on,
cross-curricular educational experiences
that bring history, science and language
arts to life and are designed to enhance and
supplement classroom instruction. Popular
program topics include “Age of Exploration,
Hurricanes: Predicting Disaster,” “Clash
of Armor: The Battle of the USS Monitor”
and “CSS Virginia, Captive Passage:
Investigating the Transatlantic Slave Trade,”
“Titanic,” “Anansi and other African Tales,”
“Pirates” and much more. These engaging
programs are for grades pre-K – 12 and are
designed to meet state and national learning
standards and the Common Core.
In addition to the vast gallery collection
and exciting educational programming,
student groups can enjoy the museum’s
550-acre park, the nation’s largest privately
maintained park that is free and open to
the public. Rolling woodlands, the 167-acre
Lake Maury and the five-mile Noland Trail
make the Mariners’ Museum Park a true
urban oasis. After your visit to the museum,
your group can go for a hike or have a
picnic lunch overlooking the James River.
For those unable to physically travel to
The Mariners’ Museum, virtual field trips
are the next best thing. To visit virtually,
all you need is an Internet connection,
a streaming device and a means to show
the content to your students. Imagine

your students sitting in their classrooms
interacting with an expert on the Age
of Exploration while passing around the
spices that fueled the European quest
for a route to Asia, all while discovering
for themselves the impact this era had

www.seenmagazine.us							

For additional information on the
Museum’s educational programs or to
book your program today, visit www.
MarinersMuseum.org/Education, call
757-591-7745 or email SchoolPrograms@
MarinersMuseum.org.
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Colonial Connections:

Your Virginia
Connection

The important story of our nation’s beginning starts in Virginia’s Historic Triangle —
from the first permanent English settlement and first legislative assembly at Jamestown
to the ideals of freedom and independence fostered in Williamsburg to the decisive and
most pivotal battle of the American Revolutionary War at Yorktown. And, it’s here that
one can witness the story of our nation’s birth in a way that’s relevant to today’s social,
economic and political climate. There’s nowhere else in this country where the exciting
story of our past comes to life more than Virginia’s Historic Triangle.
Not only does Virginia’s Historic Triangle offer a great history lesson, it is also home
to Busch Gardens, consistently voted “world’s most beautiful” theme park and Water
Country USA, the Mid-Atlantic’s largest water play park. Nearby, Newport News is
home to The Mariners’ Museum and the Virginia Living Museum; Hampton is home
to the Virginia Air and Space Museum, the Casemate Museum and the Hampton
University Museum; Norfolk is home to Nauticus, the USS Wisconsin and Naval
Station Norfolk, the world’s largest naval base and last, but not least, Virginia Beach
boasts 28 miles of public beach area including its popular three-mile Boardwalk. It is
also home to the Virginia Aquarium and Marine Science Center
These are just a few of the many attractions located in what’s known as the Hampton
Roads Region. Plus, it is just one hour from the state capitol in Richmond which is also
home to King’s Dominion, known for its roller coasters and thrill rides; and two hours
from Monticello, home of Thomas Jefferson. Last, but not least, our nation’s capital
is a short three-hour drive, which makes it easy to combine Washington, D.C. with
Williamsburg, Va.
In addition to the abundance of educational opportunities, there are one-of-a-kind
performance venues available to choral, band and orchestra groups visiting this area
122
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— from performing in
Colonial Williamsburg’s
Merchants Square or
the deck of the USS
Wisconsin, to marching
through Kings
Dominion.
When considering
a trip to Virginia
and the Hampton
Roads Region, you’ll
want to call Colonial
Connections. They offer
a full range of services
for educational and performance groups ranging from customized
itineraries to transportation logistics. They provide complete tour
planning including air and ground transportation, fully licensed and
experienced tour escorts and step-on guides. The staff works oneon-one with each client from beginning to end, ensuring a fun and
memorable experience that meets today’s learning standards. Colonial
Connections understands that teachers, parents and administrators
want thought provoking, relevant programs in a safe and secure
environment.

Experts in Virginia Inbound
Travel with a Personal Touch!

Co
Conne

Colonial Connections specializes in group tours
to Virginia including these destinations:
• Williamsburg,
Jamestown and Yorktown

• Newport News, Hampton,
Norfolk and Virginia Beach
Contact us for a customized itinerary based on
your group’s educational
and/or musical performance needs. With more
than 25 years of experience assisting groups you
can count on us to provide
you with a worry-free
travel experience.

For help planning your Virginia experience,
visit www.colonialconnections.com or call 800-378-1571.

• Charlottesville
and Washington D.C.

Colon
Conne
cti

Call us toll-free at 800-378-1571
or email us at info@colonialconnections.com

Book Today.
Space Is Limited.

Single-Day Admission
$

Twisting, turning, learning good fun

49

*

per person
(Save $26)

Get ready for one unforgettable class trip. With thrilling rides,
up-close animal encounters, inspiring shows and more,
Busch Gardens® offers a natural habitat for fun — and enrichment.

TO BOOK YOUR GROUP, CALL (800) 343-7946
OR VISIT BUSCHGARDENS.COM/BGWGROUP
*Savings based on $75 front gate admission. Offer valid for student groups of 15 or more. Please book 30 days prior to visit. Offer valid on regularly scheduled operating days Mar. 21 – Nov. 1, 2015.
Additional savings available when purchased with a meal. Restrictions apply. Prices, products and park schedule are subject to change. Please verify park schedule prior to booking. ©2014 SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Nauticus and
the Battleship
Wisconsin
Located on the downtown Norfolk waterfront, Nauticus is a
maritime science museum that explores the economic, naval, and
natural power of the sea. Nauticus features hands-on exhibits,
marine life, 3D movies, the Hampton Roads Naval Museum, and
the awe-inspiring Battleship Wisconsin. Nauticus is also home to
Sail Nauticus community sailing center, the Half Moone Cruise
and Celebration Center, and Victory Rover Naval Base Cruises.
Berthed at Nauticus, the Battleship Wisconsin (BB64) is one of four
Iowa-class battleships — the largest and one of the last battleships ever
built by the U.S. Navy. Walk the decks of history, and go back in time
to experience this majestic ship that earned five battle stars during World

So Much to Sea!
Get blown away in our
hurricane simulator!
Operate a robotic submersible
Handle live exotic ocean creatures
Tour the teak deck of the
iconic Battleship Wisconsin
Gaze upon the Earth from
22,000 feet above

nauticus.org
(757)664-1000
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War II, as well as seeing active duty during the
Korean War and the first Persian Gulf War.
Visitors can explore her decks on their own,
or opt for a guided tour below decks for an indepth look at how sailors lived and worked.
Inside Nauticus, exhibit highlights include
“Our Mighty Seaport,” an exhibit exploring
maritime commerce; “Guns, Sweat, and
Gears: Anatomy of a Battleship,” with its
enormous gun devices, tools, and personal
mementos from the Battleship Wisconsin; and
“Stewards of the Sea: Defending Freedom,
Protecting the Environment: a 1,000
square foot, highly interactive exhibit which
highlights how the Navy protects marine life
while fulfilling its mission. The Hampton
Roads Naval Museum and U.S. Fleet Forces
Command developed “Stewards of the Sea.”
The Nauticus Theater shows 3D films daily.
Outside the theater, you can step inside the
Clelia, an underwater exploration submersible,
and control an actual nine-foot-long robotic
arm to collect samples and artifacts from the
sea bed. Educators are always on hand to help
you create an ROV (Remote Operated Vehicle),
and test it out in a giant tank of water.
Don’t miss Science on a Sphere, a six-foot

globe displaying weather phenomena around
the world, or Shark Lab, where visitors can
learn about shark conservation. Meet our
crab community at Horseshoe Crab Cove,
and also check out a variety of tropical fish,
seahorses, and two green Moray eels.
The Hampton Roads Naval Museum on
the second floor, examines more than two
centuries of local naval history. And don’t leave
until you visit the Banana Pier Gift Shop, where
great souvenirs are available for purchase to
help you remember your day at Nauticus.
Nauticus and the Battleship Wisconsin are

located at one Waterside Drive on the downtown
Norfolk waterfront. Memorial Day through Labor
Day both are open daily from 10 a.m.–5p.m.;
Labor Day through Memorial Day, hours are
Tuesday–Saturday,10 a.m. – 5 p.m., Sunday, noon–
5 p.m. and closed Monday. Admission to Nauticus
includes the Battleship Wisconsin. Many areas are
open to the public but guided tours of the Wisconsin’s
interior spaces are available for an additional fee.
Children age three and under are free. Discounts are
available for active duty military, seniors and AAA
members. There is no charge to visit the Hampton
Roads Naval Museum. For more information,
call 757-664-1000 or visit www.nauticus.org.

WHY CHOOSING A SYTA TOUR PLANNER MATTERS
TRAVEL ISN’T ALL ABOUT

THE DESTINATION.
IT’S WHO YOU HAVE

INTEGRITY.
SAFETY.
ADVOCACY/SCHOLARSHIPS.
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The Voice of Student & Youth Travel®
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LAUNCH
AN INSPIRING
ADVENTURE
IN HAMPTON

Centered in coastal Virginia and located
a short drive from Williamsburg, Hampton
offers students an experience that spans
from the Sea to the Stars. At 400 years and
counting, Hampton is rich in history and
the city showcases its heritage through its
multifaceted attractions and tour sites.
The Virginia Air and Space Center,
visitor center for NASA Langley Research
Center and Langley Air Force Base, offer
an array of educational programming for
grades Pre-K through 12, designed to meet
Virginia’s Standards of Learning guidelines
and national Science Educational Standards.
With an aim to stimulate students’ interest
in STEM careers, the center’s informal
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science education approach promotes
learning through doing, allowing students
to find solutions to scientific problems.
A docent-led tour of the world-class
facility features more than 100 hands-on
exhibits, a technologically advanced digital
3D IMAX Theater, flight simulators,
air and space artifacts and suspended
aircraft. The Educator Resource Center
(ERC) on site provides free instructional
information, materials from wall posters
to reference books, consultation, training
workshops on NASA educational
products, programs and services.
Working daily to partner with educators
to help students reach their academic goals,

the Hampton History Museum programs
illustrate the past’s influence on the world
today. Teacher workshops designed to
increase educators’ knowledge of history
and improve teaching skills return educators
to the classroom with new ideas, greater
confidence and resources to make history
engaging.
The museum’s Legacy Project Tool Kit
contains all the information a class needs to
get started on a legacy project. In addition
to cultivating students’ research and
presentation skills, the program will help
preserve historic and natural resources, share
history with a wider audience and serve the
nation by creating a lasting legacy.

Completed in 1834, Fort Monroe was designed to protect
the Hampton Roads waterways and is the largest stone fort in
America. The fort’s formidable stone walls are surrounded by
a moat and three sally ports admit vehicular and foot traffic.
Casemate Museum, located within the fort’s walls, chronicles the
military history of Fort Monroe.
You can cast off for a three-hour nautical adventure aboard
the Miss Hampton II, featuring the scenic Hampton Roads
harbor, island garrison Fort Wool, Fort Monroe, the Battle of
the Ironclads, and in-depth review of the mighty warships at the
Norfolk Naval Base. Teen Party Cruises are two-hour excursions
featuring scenic views of the harbor, a DJ playing favorite tunes,
pizza, and unlimited soda bar. This tour’s always a hit!
Hampton is home to Hampton University, whose historic
campus contains national historic landmarks, including
Emancipation Oak where Abraham Lincoln’s Emancipation
Proclamation was read to the residents of Hampton during the
Civil War. The Hampton University Museum has a collection
of more than 9,000 objects and works of art from cultures
around the world and is the largest museum of its kind in the
southeastern U.S.

school FUNDRAIsING
EVENTs
Plan your nExt EvEnt at
ChuCk E. ChEEsE's and rECEivE:

Hampton CVB provides tour assistance. Contact Bruce Newton at
800-487-8778 or bnewton@hamptoncvb.com. He’s eager to help you
plan your Hampton visit.

• 15% donation to your school
for all sales generated by your
participating friends and family members.
This includes all food, merchandise,
and token deals on the night of your
fundraising event.
• Materials to promote the event
• A 10-free-token sticker for each
child enrolled
• A visit from Chuck E. at your school
on the day of the event
• A free meal for teachers in attendance

Call or go onlinE to
submit a datE rEquEst!

1-888-CEC-4FUN or chuckecheese.com
©2014 CEC Entertainment Concepts, L.P.

Virginia Air & Space Center

PEOP LE HAVE

Explored HERE F O R O V E R 400 YE A RS .
COME REACH FOR THE STARS. 800.487.8778 VisitHampton.com
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South
Carolina
Aquarium:

Connecting
Students to Water,
Wildlife and
Wild Places
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South Carolina is one of the most
ecologically diverse states in the country,
and there’s only one place classes can go
to experience all of its amazing habitats
in the same building: the South Carolina
Aquarium. As students journey through the
aquarium, they learn about the many distinct
ecosystems found in South Carolina — from
the majestic Blue Ridge Mountains to the
vast Atlantic Ocean — through fun, handson activities that bring lessons to life.
Brian Thill, Assistant Director of
Education at the South Carolina Aquarium,
leads a team of staff and volunteers who
encourage young people to engage with the
natural world in innovative ways. “People
of all ages are naturally attracted to water,”
explains Thill. “They want to touch it, to be
near it, to explore what lies below the surface.
We get to make the tangible connection
between natural instinct and scientific
education — it’s what makes us unique.”
At Ollie’s Trading Post, students may
bring items found from their local area to
exchange for bones, teeth and other natural
specimens and examine each item under
a microscope. After learning more about
their interesting finds, students can then
experience the Touch Tank, where they
can hold sea stars, sea urchins and hermit
crabs, feel the smooth skin of a stingray, and
touch the shell of a horseshoe crab. When
students reach the Saltmarsh Aviary, they
can purchase cups of shrimp to feed the
stingrays, who swim past eagerly in search
of a tasty shrimp treat.
Daily programs provide students the

opportunity to learn from a wildlife
expert about some of the aquarium’s most
fascinating animals. Animal Encounters
featuring alligators, owls, snakes and
more bring students even closer to
nature as educators present the animals
face-to-face with aquarium guests. Dive

www.seenmagazine.us							

shows provide another opportunity for
interactive education, as divers within
the 385,000-gallon Great Ocean Tank
participate and engage with the audience.
In addition to daily dive shows, it’s not
uncommon to see aquarium staff holding
impromptu presentations with a turtle or a
small alligator!
“Students can easily view an alligator on
an iPad in the classroom, but to touch a live
alligator at the aquarium is a completely
different experience,” says Thill. “It’s our
goal for guests to leave the aquarium with
a greater knowledge and appreciation for
animals found in our environment while
increasing their desire to be stewards of the
natural world.”
A visit to the South Carolina Aquarium
is a creative and informative experience that
complements the valuable science lessons
that students learn in the classroom. The
Aquarium eagerly welcomes students and
teachers and seeks to create an experience
that all will remember for years to come.
To book your class trip, visit www.
scaquarium.org or call 843-577-FISH (3474).
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LIKE NO OTHER PLACE ON EARTH
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER VISITOR
COMPLEX IS THE PLACE FOR SPACE

There’s only one place on Earth where
you can touch a moon rock, walk under the
largest rocket ever flown, actually stand noseto-nose with Space Shuttle Atlantis and feel
what it is like to launch into space. This very
special place is Kennedy Space Center Visitor
Complex, just one small step from Orlando.
For space exploration, past, present and
future, the Visitor Complex in Florida is a
must-see hands-on attraction that takes more
than a day to experience.
From the minute you pass beneath the
EXPLORE sign at the entranceway, you step
into a galaxy of fun, learning adventures and
memories that tell the story of NASA and
American spaceflight.
Kennedy Space Center is where history is
still being made, most recently in December,
with the powerful launch of the year — a
United Launch Alliance Delta IV Heavy
rocket that launched NASA’s new Orion
spacecraft. This latest spaceflight was the first
to test critical systems on Orion, being built
to take humans farther than they’ve ever
gone before into deep space, and eventually
to Mars. And what’s so exciting is that you
can schedule a visit to the Visitor Complex
where you might see an actual rocket launch.
Just go to TourKSC.com and check out the
rocket launch calendar.
As part of your day at Kennedy, take time
to meet an actual astronaut. Several times
daily in Astronaut Encounter, you can meet a
space hero, a veteran astronaut from NASA’s
famous Astronaut Corps. Each encounter
offers time for discussion, so be ready to ask
questions of these special men and women
who are only a few of those who have ever
flown in space.
Want to know more about asteroids,
comets and meteors? The new Great Balls of
Fire exhibit shares the story of the origins of
our solar system, asteroids and comets and
their possible impacts and risks. Via a handson component you can study how scientists
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determine the trajectory path of such nearEarth objects. Within the Great Balls of Fire
exhibit is the Asteroid Encounter. Here you
can test your knowledge as you climb aboard
a “spaceship” and blast off to the asteroid belt
and Jupiter. You can use interactive displays
to build your own solar system, test rocks
to see if they have meteorite-like properties,
explore the various sizes of asteroids and
comets, and explore what would happen if
one were to hit your hometown.
This is just the beginning of your outof-this-world interactive space adventure.
Space Shuttle Atlantis is one of the newest
stars at Kennedy Space Center Visitor
Complex. After some 126 million miles and
33 successful missions to space and back,
Space Shuttle Atlantis is home in her most
important mission ever – center stage in an
awe-inspiring presentation paying tribute to
the people and accomplishments of the 30year American shuttle program.
Your exploration of Space Shuttle Atlantis

SouthEast Education Network

immerses you in true-to-life spaceflight with
more than 60 unique, educational touchscreen exhibits and space-age simulators. See
a life-size Hubble Space Telescope model,

LAUNCH YOUR GROUP VISIT TO NEW HEIGHTS.
Experience a day of fun, a lifetime of inspiration at Kennedy Space Center Visitor Complex. Now stand face to
face with Space Shuttle Atlantis, America’s only orbiter displayed in mid-flight glory. More than 60 educational
touch-screen exhibits and space-age simulators create an adventure for explorers of all ages. Witness
history and history in the making while touring Kennedy Space Center where rockets launch. Meet a veteran
astronaut, enjoy 3-D IMAX® space films, and explore exhibits and flown spacecraft. Available educational
programs include field trips, overnight adventures, robotics, Camp KSC® and Lunch with an Astronaut.

For class trips, education programs or overnight adventures, contact our
Sales Department at 877.248.9931 or visit KennedySpaceCenter.com.
Free chaperone for every 30 students.

SM

OPEN DAILY • EAST OF ORLANDO

experience what it is like to live and work in
space inside the International Space Station.
And just around the corner at the Shuttle
Launch Experience®, feel what it is like to
launch into space as you strap in to “go for
liftoff.”
Included also in admission to the Visitor
Complex is the Space Center Bus Tour that
takes you on secured Kennedy Space Center
property to the Apollo/Saturn V Center.
Feel the race for space come alive while
walking under the largest rocket ever flown,
the colossal Saturn V. This monumental

363-foot rocket was America’s lunar
transportation for 24 historic and brave
astronauts who traveled to the moon and
back. At the Apollo/Saturn V Center you
can not only touch a moon rock brought
back to Earth by our astronauts who walked
on the Moon, but you can also see the actual
moon dust on astronaut Alan Shepard’s
lunar suit.
Save time to discover what the earliest
days of America’s space race were like at
Early Space Exploration, highlighting the
Mercury and Gemini programs. Wander

through the impressive Rocket Garden
with its towering Mercury, Gemini and
Apollo spacecraft overhead. Discover the
future of space exploration at Exploration
Space®: Explorers Wanted with large-scale
multimedia and interactive displays.
Kennedy Space Center Visitor Complex is a
space adventure of a lifetime, one with a neverending story that is open daily all year. Call
877.248.9931 or visit TourKSC.com for more
information on special learning adventures and
educational programs.

Come “Sea” What
You’ve Been Missing!

orchestrate
a new way to learn.
THE WORLD’S MOST MAGICAL AQUARIUM
is far more than a field trip ‑ it’s an educational experience. With
programs aligned with Georgia Performance Standards, students
journey beyond the classroom to explore the mysteries of the
aquatic realm. Visit us in Atlanta, GA. GeorgiaAquarium.org
404.581.4121 | WHERE IMAGINATIONS GO TO PLAY. |

Georgia Aquarium is a not‑for‑profit organization, inspiring
awareness and conservation of aquatic animals.
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Book your next meeting at the
Myrtle Beach Convention Center!
www.MyrtleBeachConventionCenter.com
1-800-537-1690

Host Great Meetings.
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experiential learning

DISCOVER

Louisiana’s Lafayette
Science Museum
The Lafayette Science Museum (LSM) and
Planetarium invites you to explore this world
— and worlds beyond. That’s because the
museum is designed, quite literally, to satisfy
your curiosity.
Its location, a repurposed historic
department store in the heart of downtown
Lafayette, Louisiana is an architectural gem
with plenty of room for knowledge seekers of
all ages. The three-story museum has 10,000
square feet of exhibit space, and houses an
extensive collection of artifacts. The museum’s
planetarium is a full-dome, digital wonder
boasting the sharpest image in the state.
The museum is a resource for learning,
especially for teachers and students in the
STEM disciplines of science, technology,
engineering and mathematics. The majority of
the museum’s exhibitions are produced with
the help of local scientists and experts who
lend a flavor to exhibits as distinct as South
Louisiana’s food and culture.
LSM offers exhibits and programming
focused on a variety of areas, including:
• Geology and paleontology
• Astronomy and space exploration
134
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• Biology and environmental science
• Engineering, architecture, industrial
design
• Emerging technologies
One of LSM’s most impressive offerings
is the exhibit, “Fossil Giants: Dinosaurs and
Mammals,” which features dynamically posed
fossil casts of creatures spanning millions of
years. This exhibit illustrates the evolutionary
process of dinosaurs and mammals, ranging
from the Triassic Period to the Cenozoic Era.
Fossil Giants opened in April 2014 in
partnership with the University of Louisiana
at Lafayette’s School of Geosciences.
“This collection is a feast for the eyes,” said
Kevin Krantz, LSM’s director and curator.
“Visitors who have seen other dinosaur
exhibits will immediately notice how many
full skeletal casts are on display in this
exhibition. This vast array of skulls and
skeletons will take a total of three years to
unfold.”
Adjacent to the dinosaur exhibit is a
collection that’s designed to dazzle — fossils,
rocks and minerals, including an impressive
selection of gemstones. The museum houses
the university’s Geoscience Research Lab
along with its geological collection that

includes thousands of specimens acquired
over five decades. A large window system
topped with video monitors lets visitors
view the work of the researchers. The exhibit
displays a steady rotation of the entire
collection and includes information about
the chemical makeup and everyday uses of
the minerals on display.
On the museum’s second floor, its 80seat planetarium is devoted to exploring the
heavens. The planetarium’s dome seems to
disappear as the door to the universe opens
for its guests.
One popular cosmological staple, “The
Sky Tonight,” helps visitors discover the
ever-changing night sky. The planetarium
also offers several themed shows designed to
safely lead you through the cosmos without
ever leaving your seat. The LSM planetarium
staff is engaged in the community. They
frequently set up telescopes outside that
allow the public to safely view sunspots, the
night sky, and celestial events as they occur.
Discover for yourself how much the Lafayette
Science Museum has to offer. Visitors are always
welcome and group rates are available. Learn
more at www.LafayetteScienceMuseum.org.
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A NATIONAL
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NEW ENGLAND’S HIGHEST PEAK on the
WORLD’S FIRST mountain climbing train!
• 3-hour round trip on eco-friendly biodiesel
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or historic steam trains.
• Live on-board educational guided tour.
• An hour at the summit plus FREE admission
to the Summit Weather Museum.

For information Contact Group Sales Director Susan
Presby at 603.278.5550 or sue@thecog.com
OPEN MAY- NOVEMBER • thecog.com
Located near historic Bretton Woods, 3 hours
north of Boston in the White Mtns of NH

All Part of

We welcome explorers of all ages. From
bugs to bones, rocks to rockets, and plants
to planets — discover it all at the Lafayette
Science Museum.

Our

Summer of
SCIENCE

433 Jefferson Street • Lafayette, Louisiana
(337) 291-5544 • lafayettesciencemuseum.org

FFERSON STREET

433 JE
www.seenmagazine.us							
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BERKELEY COUNTY,
SOUTH CAROLINA

Where Education meets Adventure
Berkeley County is the ideal place for
students seeking adventure and education
in non-traditional forms. Paddle the
blackwater swamps at Cypress Gardens
while spending the day learning about
wildlife from butterflies and beetles to
turtles and alligators. Visit the Heritage
Room, which features unearthed artifacts
from Dean Hall Plantation dating back
to the 1700s. The Heritage Room also
features the largest collection in the United
States of Colonoware, a low-fired, locally
made pottery that was made by both free
and enslaved African Americans. Cypress

Gardens offers a variety of programs for
groups of all ages. For more information visit
www.cypressgardens.info.
Educational programs highlight a wide
range of historical events that took place

Seeking Something Unique?

on or around Stony Landing Plantation —
such as children’s life, archaeology and canal
history. Environmental programs emphasize
the vast diversity of plant and animal life
found throughout the park, including

Look Inward.

Rosa Parks Museum and Children’s Wing
Step back in time and experience the sights and sounds that forever changed
our country. This state-of-the-art, interactive museum features multi-media
presentations and hands-on exhibits honoring the historic decision of one woman.
Rosa Parks Museum ticket prices:
12 years and under $5.50; over 12 years $7.50

Discover

Mon. - Fri. 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
Sat. 9:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
Sun. and Holidays Special engagements only
(334) 241-8661
252 Montgomery St.
Montgomery, AL 36104

Berkeley County, South Carolina

From customized student outings and exciting events to adventurous
attractions and popular festivals, come see why students from around
the nation visit Berkeley County, South Carolina seeking diverse
and unique educational experiences. And, we’re just minutes from
Charleston.

Berkeley County
Always An Adventure!
843-761-8238
visitberkeleycounty.com
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Gaze Skyward.

W. A. Gayle Planetarium

One of the largest planetariums in the Southeast, the W. A. Gayle Planetarium
offers a spectacular variety of out-of-this-world shows, exhibits and programs.
Mon. - Thur. 7:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.
Fri. 7:30 a.m. - 12:00 p.m.
Sun. - 1 show only
Sat. and Holidays Special engagements only
(334) 241-4799
1010 Forest Ave.
Montgomery, AL 36106

www.troy.edu

Visit Myrtle Beach, SC
Where History Lives

insects, reptiles, trees and wetlands.
The 5600 exhibit Berkeley Museum, located in Old Santee
Canal Park, traces the area’s history back 12,000 years. From the
Native American residents of the Ice Age, to the famed “Swamp
Fox” Francis Marion’s battles during the American Revolution, to
the planters who settled the area, the Berkeley Museum provides an
entertaining and lively perspective of Berkeley County’s rich and
exciting history. For tour information, visit www.oldsanteecanalpark.
org.
Berkeley County is rich in history and legends. The churches date
back from the 1700s and have been maintained to their original
condition, giving visitors a feeling of stepping back in time. The
St. Stephen Episcopal Church dates back to the early 1700s and
is maintained in its original condition with beautiful stained glass
windows and original woodwork throughout the church.
At Strawberry Chapel you can view the holding tombs and also
hear the story of “Little Miss Chicken,” about a teacher during the
1700s that tied a young girl to one of the tombstones over night.
When viewing the St. James Church located in Goose Creek, South
Carolina you will be transported to the time when ladies wore long
flowing gowns and men wore long tails and vests. This along with
some of our other historical churches gives groups and visitors a
reminder of a time when this nation was being formed.
Berkeley County is home to 16 of the 166 battle sites of South
Carolina’s Revolutionary War sites and home to the legendary
“Swamp Fox,” General Francis Marion. Marion is credited for
developing the first guerilla war tactics that kept the British searching
the forest and swamps for his elusive militia.
Added to all of this, would you like to hear stories at the grave
or a battle site of the elusive “Swamp Fox” General Francis Marion,
whose life has been portrayed through several movies? Or how about
the plantation site of Henry Laurens who was captured during
the Revolutionary War, placed in the Tower of London and later
exchanged for General Cornwallis?
Add any of these great storytelling options to your visit to
Berkeley County’s other attractions and events in nearby Historic
Charleston, South Carolina or fun filled Myrtle Beach, South
Carolina. The possibilities of a wonderful new educational adventure
in Berkeley County are unlimited.

The L.W. Paul Living History Farm is a recreation of a 1900-1955 era one-horse
family farm. The farm relives what life was like in Horry County during this period
through demonstrations including plowing with mules, blacksmithing, grinding
grits, making syrup, sawing lumber, cooking on a wood stove, smoking meat and
other traditional agriculture and domestic techniques common to that period.
Admission is free. Groups are welcome. Contact the Farm for a list of event dates.
Open to the public Tue.-Sat., 9 am-4 pm 2279 Harris Short Cut Rd. • Conway, SC

(843) 365-3596 • www.horrycountymuseum.org

The Horry County Museum in historic downtown Conway offers visitors the opportunity
to learn about the cultural and natural history of Horry County. Galleries include a wide
range of topics, from prehistoric animals and people, to the impact of the Grand Strand
on Horry County’s economy. Changing exhibit galleries feature items from the
Museum’s textile and photograph collections. Group tours are available, and educational
programs are offered year-round. Tue.-Sat., 9 am-5 pm 805 Main Street • Conway, SC

(843) 915-5320 • www.horrycountymuseum.org
The Myrtle Beach Area best known for 60 miles of sandy beaches,
family fun activities, dining and shopping is also rich in culture and history.
To plan your group trip, go to VisitMyrtleBeach.com

For information on Berkeley County, S.C. call 843-761-8238 or visit
www. visitberkeleycounty.com.
www.seenmagazine.us							
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2014 Because Kids Count Conference

Indianapolis, IN		
12/02/2014 - 12/03/2014
MSCHE 2014 Annual Conference Middle States Commission on Higher
Education

Washington, DC
12/03/2014 - 12/05/2014
2014 NCCYM - National Conference
On Catholic Youth Ministry

San Antonio, TX
12/04/2014 - 12/06/2014
2014 Leaning Forward Annual Conference

Nashville, TN
12/06/2014 - 12/10/2014
2015 ABCA Orlando Convention - American
Baseball Coaches Association

Orlando, FL
01/02/2015 - 01/05/2015

AAPT Winter Meeting 2015 American Association Of Physics Teachers

NASP 2015 Annual Convention National Association of School Psychologists

San Diego, CA		
01/03/2015 - 01/06/2015

Lake Buena Vista, FL		
02/17/2015 - 02/20/2015

2015 Joint Mathematics Meeting Mathematical Association Of America (MAA)
And The American Mathematical Society
(AMS)		

2015 WINTER GLOBAL ONLINE/
DISTANCE EDUCATION SYMPOSIUM		

San Antonio, TX		
01/10/2015 - 01/13/2015

EDexpo 2015		

ATIA 2015 Conference
Assistive Technology Industry Association

January 27 – 31,
Orlando FL ,
ATE 2015 Annual Meeting Association of Teacher Educators

Phoenix, AZ
02/13/2015 - 02/17/2015

Inspired to Learn,
Learning to Inspire

Riverside, CA		
02/20/2015 - 02/21/2015
Atlanta, GA
02/22/2015 - 02/24/2015
CAMEX 2015 - Campus Market Expo		

Atlanta, GA
02/20/2015 - 02/24/2015
AUTM 2015 Annual Meeting Association of University
Technology Managers

New Orleans, LA
02/22/2015 - 02/25/2015

35th Annual National Conference

Discover the future of education technology at FETC 2015—the
leading conference that brings education and technology experts
together to exchange strategies and best practices for teaching and
learning success.
Expert speakers: Learn from ed tech gurus and pioneers like
Kathy Schrock, Leslie Fisher, Rushton Hurley, Gail Lovely and
a host of others!
Outstanding programming: More than 400 expert- and
peer-led sessions focused on the latest technologies: Maker ed
and game design, online/hybrid learning, LMS and BYOD/1:1 pilots,
professional development and more
Direct access to top solution providers: Get up-close and
hands-on with today’s most innovative technologies, products
and applications from the industry’s leading providers

Register now and save $50 with Early Bird pricing!
Find complete conference information online at

fetc.org

Promo Code FME02

www.seenmagazine.us							
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NAIS Annual Conference 2015 National Association Of
Independent Schools		

Boston, MA
02/25/2015 - 02/27/2015
150th AASA National Conference On
Education - American Association Of School
Administrators

San Diego, CA		
02/26/2015 - 02/28/2015
2015 LDA Annual International Conference Learning Disabilities Association		

Chicago, IL
02/25/2015 - 02/28/2015
AACTE 67th Annual Meeting - American
Association of Colleges for Teacher
Education

Atlanta, GA
02/27/2015 - 03/01/2015
American Society for Quality
2015 Lean and Six Sigma Conference
LEADING THE QUALITY JOURNEY
THROUGH LEAN AND SIX SIGMA

Phoenix, AZ
March 2 – 3, 2015
NABE 2015 - National Association
for Bilingual Education

Reno, NV		
03/04/2015 - 03/06/2015
2015 ADEA Annual Session & Exhibition American Dental Education Association

Seattle, WA
03/17/2015 - 03/21/2015
ASCD 70th Annual
Conference & Exhibit Show

Houston, TX
03/21/2015 - 03/23/2015
2015 International Education
Conference In San Juan		

San Juan, Puerto Rico		
03/22/2015 - 03/26/2015
NCECA 49th Annual Conference National Council on Education for the
Ceramic Arts
Providence, RI

03/25/2015 - 03/28/2015
ITEEA 77th Annual Conference - International
Technology Education Association		

Milwaukee, WI
03/26/2015 - 03/28/2015
ACRL 2015 - Association of College
& Research Libraries		

Portland, OR
03/25/2015 - 03/28/2015

63rd Annual NSTA National Conference National Science Teachers Association

Toronto, Canada, ON		
03/25/2015 - 03/28/2015

Chicago, IL
03/12/2015 - 03/15/2015

2015 AAS Annual Conference Association For Asian Studies

National Family Engagement Summit

Chicago, IL		
03/26/2015 - 03/29/2015

Orlando, FL		
03/11/2015 - 03/15/2015
CoSN 2015 Enabling Your Digital Leap

Atlanta, GA Atlanta Marriott Marquis
March 16-19
SouthEast Education Network

SHAPE America National Convention &
Expo 2015 (formerly AAHPERD) - Society of
Health And Physical Educators

TESOL Annual Convention & Exhibit (TESOL
2015) - Teachers of English to Speakers of
Other Languages

ACA 2015 Annual Conference & Exposition American Counseling Association

WINTER 2014

Philadelphia, PA
03/19/2015 - 03/21/2015

Boston, MA
03/07/2015 - 03/10/2015

Lynchburg
March 12-13, 2014
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2015 SRCD Biennial Meeting - Society For
Research In Child Development

2015 NAEA National Convention - National
Art Education Association

New Orleans, LA
03/26/2015 - 03/29/2015

CEC 2015 Annual Convention & Expo Council for Exceptional Children

San Diego, CA		
04/08/2015 - 04/11/2015
2015 ACUI Annual Conference - Association
Of College Unions International

San Antonio, TX
04/08/2015 - 04/12/2015
47th NCSM Annual Conference National Council Of Supervisors Of Mathematics

Boston, MA

04/13/2015 - 04/15/2015
NCTM 2015 Annual Meeting & Exposition National Council of Teachers of Mathematics

Boston, MA
04/15/2015 - 04/18/2015
2015 OAH Annual Meeting Organization Of American Historians

St. Louis, MO
04/16/2015 - 04/19/2015
2015 AERA Annual Meeting American Educational Research Association

Philadelphia, PA
04/16/2015 - 04/20/2015
ACUTA 44th Annual Conference and Exhibition
- The Association for Communications
Technology Professionals in Higher Education

Atlanta, GA
04/19/2015 - 04/22/2015
AACSB’s International Conference and Annual
Meeting (ICAM 2015) - Association to Advance
Collegiate Schools of Business

Tampa, FL
04/26/2015 - 04/28/2015
American Society for Quality 2015
World Conference on
Quality and Improvement

NASHVILLE, TN
05/ 4 – 6,/15/2015
CSCCa 2015 National Conference - Collegiate
Strength & Conditioning
Coaches Association

Nashville, TN
05/06/2015 - 05/08/2015

www.seenmagazine.us							
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ACLS Annual Meeting 2015 American Council
of Learned Societies

Philadelphia, PA
05/07/2015 - 05/09/2015
2015 SAEM Annual Meeting Society For Academic Emergency Medicine

San Diego, CA
05/12/2015 - 05/16/2015
NAFSA 2015 Annual Conference & Expo
- NAFSA: Association of International
Educators

Boston, MA
05/24/2015 - 05/29/2015
ACHA 2015 Annual Meeting American College Health Association

Orlando, FL
05/26/2015 - 05/30/2015
NACE 2015 Conference & Expo - National
Association of Colleges and Employers

Anaheim, CA
06/02/2015 - 06/05/2015
2015 ACL Conference Association Of Christian Librarians

Jefferson City, TN		
06/08/2015 - 06/11/2015
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SLA 2015 Annual Conference & Info-Expo Special Libraries Association SLA 2015

SNA Annual National Conference 2015 School Nutrition Association		

Boston, MA
06/14/2015 - 06/16/2015

Salt Lake City, UT
07/12/2015 - 07/15/2015

2015 ASEE Annual Conference & Exposition American Society For Engineering Education

AHEAD 2015 - Association on Higher
Education and Disability Conference		

Seattle, WA
06/14/2015 - 06/17/2015

Saint Paul, MN
07/13/2015 - 07/18/2015

ISTE 2015 - International Society for
Technology in Education

IRA 60th Annual Conference - International
Reading Association		

Philadelphia, PA
06/28/2015 - 07/01/2015

St. Louis, MO
07/17/2015 - 07/20/2015

NEA Expo 2015 National Education Association

NACUBO 2015 Annual Meeting - National
Association of College and University
Business Officers

Miami Beach, FL
07/01/2015 - 07/06/2015
FCCLA 2015 National Leadership Conference
- Family, Career and Community Leaders of
America

Nashville, TN
07/18/2015 - 07/21/2015
AAPT Summer Meeting 2015 American Association Of Physics Teachers

Washington, DC
07/05/2015 - 07/09/2015

College Park, MD
07/25/2015 - 07/29/2015

SCUP’s 50th Annual International Conference
- Society of College and University Planning

AADE 15 Annual Meeting & Exhibition American Association of Diabetes Educators

Chicago, IL
07/11/2015 - 07/15/2015

New Orleans, LA
08/05/2015 - 08/08/2015

2015 NSTA Philadelphia Area Conference Inspired to Learn,
Washington, DC
National Science Teachers Association		
08/05/2015 -Learning
08/08/2015
Philadelphia, PA
to Inspire
MathFest 2015		

35th Annual National Conference

11/12/2015 - 11/14/2015

27th Annual Crimes Against Children
Discover the future of education technology at FETC 2015—the
Conference leading
Dallas,
TX
NAGC 62nd
Convention
& Exhibition
conference
that brings education
andAnnual
technology
experts
to exchange strategies and
best practices
forfor
teaching
and
08/10/2015 -together
08/13/2015
- National
Association
Gifted Children
learning success.

Phoenix, AZ 11/12/2015 - 11/15/2015

NLN Education Summit
2015 Expert speakers:
Learn from ed tech gurus and pioneers like
National LeagueKathy
for Nursing
95th NCSS
Annual
Schrock, Leslie Fisher, Rushton
Hurley,
GailConference
Lovely anda
host
of
others!
Las Vegas, NV
National Council For The Social Studies
Outstanding programming: More
than
400 expertand
09/30/2015 - 10/04/2015
New
Orleans,
LA
peer-led sessions focused on the latest technologies: Maker ed
11/13/2015
- 11/15/2015
and game
design, online/hybrid
learning, LMS
and BYOD/1:1 pilots,
NACAC 2015 - National
Association
for
professional development and more

College Admission Counseling

2015 NCTM Regional Conference - Nashville -

access to top solution providers: Get up-close and
San Diego, CA Direct
National Council Of Teachers Of Mathematics
hands-on with today’s most innovative technologies, products
10/01/2015 - 10/03/2015
Nashville,
TN providers
and applications from the industry’s
leading

NACADA Annual Conference 2015 National Academic Advising Association

11/18/2015 - 11/20/2015
2015 NCYC - National Catholic Youth

Las Vegas, NV
Conference
with Early Bird pricing!
10/04/2015 -Register
10/07/2015now and save $50Indianapolis,
IN
Find complete conference information
online at
11/19/2015 - 11/21/2015

fetc.org

EdSpaces 2015 (Formerly School Equipment
Promo Code FME02
Show) New Orleans, LA
67th Annual NCAAHPERD Convention 10/28/2015 - 10/30/2015
North Carolina Alliance For Athletics, Health,
Physical Education, Recreation, And Dance
EDUCAUSE 2015 Annual Conference		

Indianapolis, IN
10/27/2015 - 10/30/2015
66th IDA Annual Conference - The
International Dyslexia Association

Grapevine, TX
10/28/2015 - 10/31/2015
NACAS 47th Annual Conference National Association Of College Auxiliary
Services

San Antonio, TX
11/01/2015 - 11/04/2015
AMLE2015 Annual Conference For Middle
Level Education - Association for Middle
Level Education St. Louis, MO

11/05/2015 - 11/07/2015

Raleigh, NC
11/19/2015 - 11/21/2015

ACTE’s CareerTech VISION 2015 Association for Career and Technical
Education

New Orleans, LA
11/19/2015 - 11/22/2015
MSCHE 2015 Annual Conference Middle States Commission on Higher
Education

Washington, DC
12/02/2015 - 12/04/2015
2015 Leaning Forward Annual Conference

Washington, DC
12/05/2015 - 12/09/2015

2015 NCTM Regional Conference Minneapolis - National Council Of Teachers
Of Mathematics

Minneapolis, MN
11/11/2015 - 11/13/2015

www.seenmagazine.us							

FETC 2015

January 20-23, 2015
Orlando, FL
Inspired to Learn. Learning to Inspire.
Discover the future of educational
technology at FETC 2015, the leading
international conference that brings
education and technology experts
together to exchange strategies and best
practices for teaching and learning success.
MEDIA PARTNER

LEARN from the pros during 400+
insightful sessions and workshops led
by ed tech gurus and pioneers like Kathy
Schrock, Leslie Fisher, Rushton Hurley,
Gail Lovely and a host of others!
PRODUCED BY

CONNECT with industry leaders and
like-minded colleagues at the Exhibit
Hall Grand Opening Reception, FETC
Night Out at Epcot and annual FETC
Photo Walk, just to name a few.
EXPERIENCE today’s most innovative
technologies, products and applications
from the industry’s leading solutions
providers – plus, get blown away by
live presentations and hands-on demos
in the exhibit hall. You’ll be amazed at
the ideas you’ll take home with you!
UNCOVER buzzworthy trends driving
the growth of the industry including
maker ed and game design, online/
hybrid learning, LMS and BYOD/1:1 pilots,
professional development and more.
This January in Orlando, FETC will
be the epicenter for breakthrough
education technology. Learn more
and register today at www.FETC.org.
Be sure to enter promo code FME03.
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FSR Huddleview

132

Georgia Aquarium
Georgia College
Grand Caverns VA

18

SATCO Supply

33

117

SC Aquarium

129

West Texas A&M

132

Winchester Frederick County VA

9

Great Western Reserve, The

11

Schiele Nature Museum

116

Guardian 8

51

SEAS Education

29

Winchester-Frederick County Convention

Hampton VA

127

SEDL

99

& Visitors Bureau

HealthWorld

105

See-N-Read

86

WINTHROP University

89

Historic Alexandria

116

Shenandoah Caverns Family of Attractions 116

Wisconsin La Crosse

84

Horry County, SC

135

Scentco Inc./Smart Smencils

Inovonics

BC

International Reading Association

79

Jacksonville State University

13
109

Jones Dairy Farm
JST Coaching

97

Kajeet, Inc

29

Ken Browne Productions

57

Kennedy Space Center

131

Kings Dominion

122
39

Knight Educational
Lafayette Science Museum

135

Landmark College

91

Learning House, The

83

144

WINTER 2014

SouthEast Education Network

SNIFTY Scented Products

7
67

World’s Finest Chocolate
Zoo Atlanta

119

1
135

DISTINCTLY NORFOLK.

DYNAMIC EXPERIENCES.
In Norfolk, hands-on learning means more than hands-on fun.
That’s why so many student groups visit Norfolk to explore the
Chesapeake Bay, and delve into wetlands preservation, oyster
restoration, maritime sciences, animal wellness and beyond.
Contact our sales team today to learn more.
Discover all the details at visitnorfolktoday.com.

1-800-368-3097

FAST
SIMPLE
LOCKDOWN

Contact Inovonics to locate your nearest dealer: 800.782.2709
www.inovonics.com/schoolsafety

Panic buttons improve
emergency response times.
Teachers and administrators already have
their hands full. Inovonics panic buttons
improve

response

times

and

facilitate

quick intervention. A teacher can immediately
trigger an emergency response, such as a
lockdown—shaving off vital seconds when they
matter most.
Learn more at inovonics.com/schoolsafety

